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 1      (Hearing commenced at 10:33 a.m.)
 2      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Good morning
 3  everyone.  My name is John Spirito.  I'm the
 4  Hearing Officer in this matter.
 5      This hearing this morning was scheduled
 6  in response to an October 4th, 2017, joint
 7  application filing by Full Channel TV, Inc., and
 8  Service Area 5 Cable, LLC.  The petition was
 9  given the docket designation of D-17-42.
10      In the joint application, the parties --
11  I should say the applicants are looking for
12  approval from the Division to transfer Full
13  Channel's cable certificates to Service Area 5
14  Cable, LLC.
15      The application, as I indicated, was
16  filed on October 4th.  And in response to the
17  application filing, the Division published a
18  notice of intervention deadline on October 23rd
19  inviting any interested persons who wished to
20  intervene in this docket to intervene by Friday,
21  November 3rd, 2017.  And let the record reflect
22  that no such interested persons were out there so
23  no motions to intervene were filed.
24      Subsequently, the Division issued a
25  notice of public hearing noticing this morning's
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 1  hearing on November 11th.
 2      At this point, I'll take appearances for
 3  the record, please, starting with you, Mr. Maaia.
 4      MR. MAAIA: My name is William C. Maaia.
 5  I'm general counsel for Full Channel, Inc., and
 6  57 Edward Street in Warren.
 7      MR. ROBERTS: Dennis J. Roberts, II, 345
 8  Waterman Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02906.
 9  I am co-counsel for Full Channel.
10      MR. CROCKER: Michael Crocker, 349
11  Warren Avenue, East Providence.  Co-counsel, Full
12  Channel.
13      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Mr. Wold.
14      MR. WOLD: Leo Wold, Advocacy Section of
15  the Division.  With me at counsel table is Thomas
16  Kogut.
17      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Mr. Munnelly.
18      MR. MUNNELLY: Robert Munnelly
19  representing Service Area 5, LLC, today.
20      And do you need my -- I think you have
21  my address.
22      THE REPORTER: I do.
23      MR. MUNNELLY: Okay.  With me at counsel
24  table is Mr. Grier Raclin of Service Area 5
25  Cable, then there are other members of the
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 1  Company behind us who will be testifying later
 2  today.
 3      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Thank you, Mr.
 4  Munnelly.
 5      MR. MAAIA: Excuse me, Mr. Spirito.
 6      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Yes.
 7      MR. MAAIA: With me is the President of
 8  Full Channel, CEO, Linda Maaia.  And also
 9  available will be Levi C. Maaia, all from the
10  same address, 57 Edward Street, Full Channel.
11      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Thank you, Mr.
12  Maaia.  Okay.  Are there any preliminary matters
13  that need to be addressed before we move on with
14  the hearing?
15      MR. WOLD: I think one preliminary
16  matter would be the introduction of the exhibits
17  that Service Area 5 and the Advocacy Section have
18  agreed to.  I've provided a packet of those
19  exhibits to counsel for Full Channel and Service
20  Area 5.
21      I'd like to have the -- the documents
22  are being handed to the Hearing Officer with
23  the -- reflecting the exhibits that we have
24  marked for the Hearing Officer's convenience.
25      Of note, in that exhibit package are the
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 1  certificates that the parties proposed that the
 2  Division issue with Service Area 5 counsel.  And
 3  the Advocacy Section, along with Mr. Maaia, have
 4  examined those forms and we're agreeable that
 5  those are forms will be appropriate if the
 6  Division so chooses to issue those in connection
 7  if it approves the transaction that's currently
 8  pending before the Division.
 9      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Parties agree?
10  All the parties agree?  Mr. Maaia?
11      MR. MAAIA: I have an objection.  The
12  objection goes directly to the admission of the
13  contracts of the agreements between Full Channel
14  and Service Area 5, LLC.  And the basis of that
15  objection is that if you look at the case of the
16  Providence Journal versus the Convention Center
17  it states in summary, what I would argue,
18  although, this has been preargued and a
19  preliminary determination, but for the record,
20  I'm making my objection that the provider, which
21  is us, Full Channel, who provided this
22  documentation, would not customarily release this
23  into the public.
24      I understand it was redacted.  I have no
25  quarrel with it being submitted unredacted to the
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 1  Division.  That's part of the agreement.  And all
 2  the rest of that exhibit I don't object to, but I
 3  do object to those two contracts referred to as
 4  the APA, the Asset Purchase Agreement, Full
 5  Channel had some 80 pages long, and the condition
 6  agreement which I think is totally irrelevant and
 7  is -- again, would not have been provided by the
 8  provider and it was -- would not be customary to
 9  release to the public.  So I'll state my
10  objection for the record.
11      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: I will note
12  for the record that there have been pleadings
13  submitted to the Division on this issue.  The
14  parties were given an opportunity by me in
15  conference to further argue their positions on
16  this issue and I've decided that I will let the
17  redacted version of the two agreements go on the
18  public record.  The unredacted versions will be
19  sealed and not available for public disclosure.
20  Okay?
21      And I think Mr. Wold later on will
22  address a package of documents that the parties
23  have agreed to that would be the unredacted
24  versions of some of these documents that would be
25  sealed from public disclosure in this docket.
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 1      MR. WOLD: Yes, that's all part of the
 2  package that I've handed to you.  The --
 3      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: That is part
 4  of the package?
 5      MR. WOLD: That's correct.  Nothing in
 6  the package is not public.  I have one other
 7  administrative matter.
 8      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: All right.  So
 9  let me just go through this document.  So you've
10  got a tabbed document that you've provided this
11  morning.  If you could, Mr. Wold, why don't you
12  just identify the various exhibits --
13      MR. WOLD: Sure.
14      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: -- so that the
15  steno will know what documents are going on the
16  record.
17      MR. WOLD: Sure.  So I've provided the
18  Hearing Officer with a document entitled Exhibit
19  List, and that exhibit list identifies exhibits
20  of Service Area 5 and Full Channel.  Exhibit 1,
21  Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3 are the first set of
22  documents reflected in the exhibit list.
23      Exhibit 1 is a joint application of Full
24  Channel, Inc., and Service Area 5 Cable to
25  transfer Rhode Island Service Area 5, CATV
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 1  certificate.  That's public.
 2      Exhibit 2 is completed FCC Form 394 by
 3  Full Channel, Inc., and Service Area 5 Cable,
 4  LLC, with redactions, public.
 5      And Exhibit 3 is testimony of Grier
 6  Raclin, Daniel Kennedy, Samuel Valencia, Michael
 7  Whitaker and Linda Maaia in support of Joint
 8  Application to Transfer Rhode Island Service Area
 9  5 CATV certificate, public.
10      The next set of documents identified in
11  the exhibit list are those of the Advocacy
12  Section, and there are six exhibits.
13      And the second administrative matter, I
14  have two more exhibits that the Advocacy Section
15  would wish to add to the exhibit list that are
16  not identified on the list.  I'll go through
17  those exhibits now.  Exhibit 1 are responses to
18  Advocacy Section's first set of document requests
19  1-1 through 1-9.  I will not go through each of
20  the individually marked or tabbed sub exhibits
21  under Exhibit 1.
22      Exhibit 2 are -- is response to Advocacy
23  Section's second set of data requests 2-1 through
24  2-5.  Again, there are a number of responses
25  contained within that exhibit.  I won't go
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 1  through those sub exhibits.
 2      Exhibit 3 is response to Advocacy
 3  Section's third set of data requests and there's
 4  one sub exhibit in response to 3-1, public.
 5      Exhibit 4 is Full Channel digital TV
 6  light up December of 2017.
 7      Exhibit 5 are the -- as I previously
 8  mentioned, the proposed compliance order
 9  certificate, proposed construction certificate
10  and proposed certificate of authority to operate.
11      Exhibit 6 are confidential documents
12  submitted under seal that the Hearing Officer and
13  only the Hearing Officer has in his possession
14  that are contained in a brown accordion binder.
15      The last two exhibits that should be
16  added to the exhibit list is a letter from
17  Anthony Manni, Administrator of Financial
18  Management of the Division, to Linda Jane Maaia,
19  COO, dated November 28th, 2017.  And these
20  reflect certain estimated cable assessments
21  relative to the pending transaction.  That would
22  be Exhibit 7.
23      And the second document is Exhibit 8, a
24  memo addressed from Anthony Manni, Administrator
25  of Financial Management to Thomas Kogut,
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 1  Associate Administrator of CATV, dated
 2  November 28th, 2017.  These relate to costs with
 3  respect to the transfer hearing, advertisements
 4  in the Providence Journal and the stenographer in
 5  this matter.
 6      The Advocacy Section will be
 7  specifically requesting the Hearing Officer to
 8  make the approval of the pending transaction
 9  should the Hearing Officer so choose to approve
10  the transaction contingent and subject to the
11  payment of those two exhibits at or before
12  closing.
13      MR. MAAIA: One clarification.
14      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Go ahead, Mr.
15  Maaia.
16      MR. MAAIA: Mr. Wold, would you give me
17  the numbers of those exhibits, which ones they
18  refer to?  Looking at the first number --
19      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Exhibit 7 is
20  the assessment and the annual cable assessment
21  issue and Exhibit 8 is the cost of prosecuting
22  this particular docket.
23      MR. MAAIA: So is that -- the second
24  one, is that the one --
25      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: That's 8.
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 1      MR. MAAIA: -- with the memo on it?
 2      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Mr. Wold, did
 3  you give copies of those exhibits to --
 4      MR. WOLD: Yes, I've given them to them
 5  previously.
 6      MR. MAAIA: So can I mark this 8?  Is
 7  that 7?
 8      MR. WOLD: 7.
 9      MR. MAAIA: And the one that says 8,
10  just let the record show that Linda Maaia is not
11  a COO but a CEO.
12      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Okay.
13      MR. WOLD: You've got them reversed, but
14  all right.
15      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: So for the
16  record, are there any objections to -- I'm
17  addressing this to the two applicants.
18      Are there any objections to these
19  assessments and/or costs associated with
20  prosecuting this docket?
21      MR. MAAIA: No, there isn't.
22      MR. WOLD: No objection.
23      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: You've seen
24  the documents, you've seen the numbers and
25  there's no objection?
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 1      MR. MAAIA: There's no objection.
 2      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Okay.
 3  Mr. Wold, just for some additional clarification,
 4  the tabs are color coded.  Would you explain if
 5  there's any significance to the color codes.
 6      MR. WOLD: No, there's no significance
 7  to the color codes.  I'd like to make the
 8  exhibits appear grouped so each grouping of
 9  exhibits will be of one color.
10      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Okay.  You're
11  offering this as a full exhibit?
12      MR. WOLD: Yes.  The Advocacy Section
13  would recommend or move that all the exhibits
14  that are contained on the exhibit list, including
15  the two additional ones and the -- all the
16  confidential documents submitted as Exhibit 6
17  under seal be marked as full exhibits at this
18  time.
19      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Mr. Maaia,
20  do --
21      MR. MAAIA: Note our objection
22  previously raised for the same reasons now.
23      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Mr. Munnelly?
24      MR. MUNNELLY: Service Area has no
25  objections.
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 1      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Okay.
 2      MR. MUNNELLY: I do want to just note
 3  that on the -- I don't know if this is something
 4  that Mr. Wold will get to, but just, you know,
 5  the Hearing Officer should grant a protective
 6  order with respect to the confidential matters
 7  under seal.
 8      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Parties agree?
 9      MR. MAAIA: I didn't hear him.
10      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: The protective
11  order I'm going to approve the -- that all of the
12  redacted -- excuse me, yes -- all of the
13  nonredacted documents remain under seal.  I think
14  Mr. Wold has referred to them collectively as
15  Exhibit 6, so Exhibit 6 will be sealed.  And
16  relative to the protective order, yes, that
17  protective order is put in place and granted.
18      MR. MUNNELLY: Thank you.
19      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Okay.  Mr.
20  Maaia or Mr. Munnelly, how would how would you
21  like to proceed?
22      MR. MUNNELLY: Do you want some type of
23  opening statement or do you want us to jump into
24  the -- getting the witnesses --
25      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: An opening
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 1  statement, I think, will be appropriate.  I will
 2  say for the record, I neglected to do so earlier,
 3  that the service area involved in this transfer
 4  of Service Area 5, which is comprised of the
 5  towns of Barrington, Warren and Bristol, correct?
 6      MR. MAAIA: Correct.
 7      MR. MUNNELLY: Yes.
 8      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: So that
 9  constitutes the totality of the service area?
10  There are no pockets within those towns that are
11  not included in that service area; is that
12  correct?  The whole town, all -- the whole
13  geographic area of all three towns constitutes
14  Service Area 5, correct?
15      MR. MAAIA: That's correct.
16      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Mr. Munnelly,
17  why don't we start with you.
18      MR. MUNNELLY: Sure.  And then Mr. Maaia
19  can add whatever he wants to at the end of this.
20      Thank you, Mr. Hearing Officer and staff
21  on behalf of Service Area 5 Cable.  We just
22  appreciate the opportunity to get this case
23  heard.
24      You know, at issue is the joint request
25  to transfer the certificates and we just ask that
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 1  this transfer be approved promptly.  We had an
 2  earlier motion to expedite that we'd love to have
 3  a ruling by year end, if at all possible, and
 4  even sooner than that would be appreciated.
 5      Just an overview.  Of course, Full
 6  Channel is the longstanding operator in Service
 7  Area 5.  Service Area 5 Cable, I'm going to call
 8  them Area 5 Cable just to keep it a little bit
 9  easier and cut out the service area references,
10  but Area 5 Cable is the special purpose entity
11  formed to acquire and operate the Full Channel
12  system after the acquisition.
13      The transfer approval requirements are
14  in Division Rule 4.1.  They require a submission
15  of an FCC Form 394, and we did that on October 4
16  and that is marked as Exhibit 2 on the exhibit
17  list, or at least the Service Area 5 and Full
18  Channel Exhibit 2.
19      In the requirements, it also needs to
20  show financial and technical fitness.  The
21  buyer's management experience at operating a
22  cable system, the willingness and ability to
23  conform to the requirements, orders, rules and
24  regulations of the Division, and public interest
25  support to justify approval of the transfer, and
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 1  all are well satisfied on the record that is in
 2  front of you.
 3      With respect to the management and
 4  technical fitness factors, the Area 5 Cable
 5  management team is exceptionally experienced and
 6  technically capable.  They're seasoned cable and
 7  broadband executives.  In particular, Mr. Raclin
 8  is the former general counsel of Charter
 9  Communications, which when he was there was one
10  of the -- and remains currently one of the top
11  five multiple systems operators in the country.
12  So he has a broad set of experiences that are
13  useful to demonstrating their ability to operate
14  a cable system following approval.
15      One of the parent companies is
16  Countrywide Broadband.  It's owned and operated
17  by the management team.  They already have an
18  ownership interest in another broadband company
19  in Illinois, which is i3 Broadband, and they're
20  operating very successfully.  And now they're
21  looking to expand their business to include
22  customers in the East Bay through the acquisition
23  of Full Channel.
24      On the financial side with financial
25  qualifications, a lot of the material under seal
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 1  that we submitted on that shows that Area 5 Cable
 2  has strong financial support, it has a -- an
 3  equity piece which is documented in terms of
 4  their contribution to it, along with some
 5  Countrywide Broadband management.  There's also a
 6  lender who is making funds available as well in
 7  order to have the transaction go forward.
 8      The equity one in specific is Seaport
 9  Capital who is a major private equity firm that
10  is experienced at investing in communication
11  companies.  And, of course, Area 5 Cable will
12  benefit from the strong cash flow of Full Channel
13  which should continue after the acquisition.
14      In terms of conforming to regulatory
15  requirements, the Area 5 witnesses, especially
16  Mr. Raclin as the lead, have long experience with
17  regulated operations.  They also confirmed in
18  both the prefile testimony and the response, the
19  data request Advocacy Number 1-9, their intention
20  to operate the Full Channel system in full
21  compliance with applicable law and Division
22  regulations.
23      And from a public interest standpoint,
24  this is something that -- I don't want to be
25  colloquial too much, but this is a no-brainer for
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 1  Rhode Island.  Area 5 Cable is keeping a
 2  competitive presence in Service Area 5, which has
 3  value to the public.  It's also proposing to
 4  retain the Full Channel and customers except for
 5  the -- employees except for the Maaias.  And,
 6  again, that's something the continuity of
 7  experience is helpful and supports the public
 8  interest.
 9      And they also are going to -- as shown
10  especially in confidential Exhibit 1-7 -- or
11  sorry -- data request, the response to data
12  request Advocacy 1-7, that they are proposing to
13  bring new ideas, new services, new products, new
14  features, new energies to Rhode Island consumers.
15      In further note on the public interests,
16  as noted earlier in the opening of this,
17  Mr. Hearing Officer, no persons intervened to
18  oppose the transaction.
19      Also, to my understanding, we're not
20  aware that members of the public have filed any
21  comments either opposing or expressing concern
22  about this transaction, and that is -- says
23  something about, again, that this is supported by
24  the public interest.
25      So in conclusion, you know, the panel of
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 1  witnesses will be happy to answer questions from
 2  the -- from the Division Advocacy Section from
 3  the bench if you have any, and they just hope
 4  that the Division would approve the transaction
 5  in summary fashion promptly so that they can
 6  begin the work of improving communication
 7  services of Rhode Island.
 8      Mr. Maaia, I don't know if you want to
 9  add anything to that, but feel free.
10      MR. MAAIA: Got to earn a few bucks
11  anyway, so I've got to say something.
12      (A discussion was had out of the hearing
13  of the reporter.)
14      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Mr. Maaia.
15      MR. MAAIA: As I said, for the record,
16  my name is William Maaia.  I'm general counsel
17  for Full Channel.  Some of this I beg your
18  indulgence because it's a little repetitive, but
19  the Hearing Officer was correct, we're talking
20  about Service Area 5.
21      I've been involved in representing
22  Service Area 5 since 1981 and I'm kind of the
23  longest quasi running employee for Full Channel.
24  It was -- it all started off as a cable company.
25  Many were chosen, but few are left.  We're down
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 1  to one sole individual, independent, homegrown
 2  company which is Full Channel.  We do have a
 3  couple of large companies that create a challenge
 4  for Full Channel, and we came before Mr. Spirito
 5  asking that this application be approved on a
 6  transfer -- that the transfer of Full Channel
 7  certificates be transferred -- to operate this
 8  company be transferred to the buyers, the new
 9  companies, the transferees.
10      With me, as I said earlier, is Linda
11  Jane Maaia.  She's CEO and President of Full
12  Channel who has, for the past 14 years, answered
13  the call when her father suddenly passed away.
14      And John Donofrio, her father, was here
15  back in 1975 and then in '81 pioneering the
16  challenge of cable in Rhode Island.  But we
17  didn't know where it -- where it was gonna go and
18  certainly we didn't know how long it was going to
19  take.  Many of us in this room have made that
20  travel and that trek together, not only
21  navigating the unchartered wires of where cable
22  television would go.
23      Also, we have had the support of Levi
24  Maaia who was the architect of what was the
25  modern Full Channel developing the technology,
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 1  the changes, the design, the software, the
 2  formulas, the intellectual property.  And that
 3  brought it from the single focus of the cable
 4  television company to telecommunications company
 5  that offered the trifecta, which was the cable,
 6  Internet, which was a huge growth factor and, of
 7  course, the telephone.
 8      Both of their profiles and their
 9  challenges were unique in a business that had no
10  prior history that was a very new type of
11  challenge.
12      Two other gentlemen that sit with me are
13  kind of part of the history of what happened in
14  cable television while Full Channel became such a
15  viable and long lasting independent.
16      Michael Crocker who's been doing this
17  with me for 20 years has been at many hearings
18  held by this same Hearing Officer, and each of
19  those hearings collectively was the history of
20  cable television in Rhode Island.
21      Our co-counsel, Dennis J. Roberts, he
22  needs really no introduction.  He's the former
23  Attorney General, 1978, just about the same time
24  when -- in 1981, he was still Attorney General
25  when cable came on the scene.  Again, nobody knew
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 1  what that was going to be about.
 2      I'd say that the benefit of having an
 3  Attorney General who understood the regulatory
 4  trial work, who understood what the PUC was
 5  about, who, in fact, was the PUC in certain
 6  areas, was sending personnel and attorneys over
 7  here to help grow the PUC as a regulator, people
 8  like Leo Wold and people who came before him,
 9  people who have come after him, Dennis was a part
10  of that.
11      Grier Raclin we got to know over a
12  year-and-a-half.  This has not been a journey
13  where somebody came up to us and we decided to
14  sell on a whim.  This has been a journey that
15  required Full Channel to meet the challenge of
16  having been dumped into the role of leadership,
17  rose to the challenge, changed the company,
18  repositioned it, vetted several prospects, and
19  only brought to you one that we thought was a
20  viable company meeting the criteria of being
21  financially fit, technically capable.
22      And Raclin's team that he's put together
23  are a collection of professionals with the
24  expertise that we have put our faith in to carry
25  a legacy.
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 1      There is an emotional factor of when you
 2  start a company, when you take over your father's
 3  company, when you work for your father-in-law for
 4  40 years, when you come to this forum year after
 5  year after year.  It's not that bad, I get to put
 6  my feet up on an ottoman and quit.  I'm not
 7  bitching about that.  But I think that there is
 8  an emotional factor.  And we wanted to be sure
 9  that when we brought somebody to this forum, that
10  those people would be something that we would be
11  proud of to say, we had Full Channel, these guys
12  took it over, and they had the wherewithal to do
13  it, they meet the legal criteria, but they also
14  will bring it to another level and we would be
15  proud of that.
16      So it's not -- we've had many talks with
17  many people along the way.  And our talk with
18  Grier Raclin was long and there was a lot of due
19  diligence and a lot of -- I don't think we missed
20  one issue.  If we -- if we didn't -- if we missed
21  one issue, I'll be surprised if we did.
22      As you know, we've completed the
23  discovery process, a successful process where I
24  believe the Division has all the information, all
25  the tools to make the kind of judgments and
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 1  recommendations, make the kind of inquiry that
 2  will expedite the vetting of this candidate and
 3  the transfer and approval by you during this
 4  hearing.
 5      I don't think that there's -- as said
 6  earlier, the other people are not interested
 7  because it's a good company.  It's a company
 8  that's going to continue on.  We have a statute
 9  for competition.  It's one of the few areas in
10  Rhode Island that will continue to have
11  competition because people have a choice, which
12  is what that statute's all about.  They have no
13  choice in a lot of places that have a viable
14  independent cable company that they can call --
15  that's homegrown.  That's what they're going to
16  preserve and I'm looking forward to the approval.
17  Thank you.
18      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Thank you, Mr.
19  Maaia.  Mr. Wold, any opening?
20      MR. WOLD: No opening.  We'll have a
21  closing statement for the Division.
22      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Thank you.
23  Okay.  So, gentlemen, how would you like to
24  proceed?
25      MR. MUNNELLY: I guess I'd want to offer
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 1  the witness -- I'm sure Mr. Maaia would want to
 2  do the questions for his witness, but should we
 3  swear the witnesses at this point and then
 4  I'll -- or do you want me to do it one by one or
 5  how would you like to --
 6      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Mr. Wold, do
 7  you have any objections to a panel or --
 8      MR. WOLD: No, no objection.
 9      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: No objection.
10  Okay.  So we'll swear them in as a panel.  Just
11  identify each one before we swear them in.
12      MR. MUNNELLY: Sure.  My witnesses are
13  Mr. Raclin, who we introduced earlier; Mr. Sam
14  Valencia from Area 5 Cable and the parent
15  companies; Dan Kennedy, again, and Mike Whitaker
16  are the Service Area 5 witnesses today.
17      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Okay.
18  Gentlemen, why don't you stand and raise your
19  right hands and we'll swear you all in at the
20  same time.
21      SAMUEL VALENCIA, DAVE KENNEDY
22      MIKE WHITAKER AND GRIER RACLIN
23      WERE SWORN.
24      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Thank you.
25  Mr. Munnelly.
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 1      MR. MUNNELLY: Thank you.  So I'm going
 2  to take the witnesses in turn and walk through
 3  the authentication process and a few other
 4  questions along the way.
 5      HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Yes.
 6      MR. MUNNELLY: If it's okay, we'll just
 7  leave -- assuming that the stenographer can hear
 8  them, we'll be happy to keep the people in their
 9  spots and don't have to rearrange.  Okay.  Thank
10  you.  We'll start with Mr. Raclin.
11      GRIER C. RACLIN,
12  Duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
13      EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY
14  Q.   Mr. Raclin, can you just -- again, can you give
15    your title with Area 5 Cable and your business
16    address for the record.
17  A.   My title is President and Chief Executive
18    Officer.  My current business address is 602 High
19    Point Lane, East Peoria, Illinois.
20  Q.   Okay.  And do you also have responsibilities with
21    either parents or affiliates of Area 5 Cable?
22  A.   One of the owners of Area 5 Cable is a company
23    called Countrywide Broadband and I am the
24    President and CEO of that as well.
25  Q.   And do you have a role with that i3 Broadband
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 1    entity that is in Illinois?
 2  A.   I3 Broadband, formerly known as iTV-3, LLC,
 3    d/b/a i3 Broadband, is another company we own
 4    which operates a fiberoptic cable system in
 5    Champagne and Urbana and Peoria, Illinois, and
 6    surrounding areas.  And I'm the President and CEO
 7    of that company as well.
 8  Q.   Can you just summarize your job responsibilities
 9    of Area 5 Cable.
10  A.   Fundamentally responsible for the strategy and
11    success of the company as the Chief Executive
12    Officer.
13  Q.   Now, turning to the documentation, were you part
14    of a panel of witnesses that provided prefile
15    testimony in this proceeding dated October 4,
16    2017?
17  A.   Yes, I was.
18  Q.   Now, was this testimony prepared by you or under
19    your supervision and control?
20  A.   It was.
21  Q.   Okay.  Is it true and accurate, to the best of
22    your knowledge?
23  A.   It is.  I think we changed the financing
24    arrangements after we filed the application.  At
25    the time we filed the application, we were
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 1    relying upon a commitment letter from our lender
 2    for the funds they were going to contribute.
 3        After we filed the application, we
 4    thought we'd just go ahead and rather than rely
 5    upon the commitment letter go ahead and negotiate
 6    and execute the loan agreement.  So we later
 7    filed, I think, as a response to a discovery
 8    request the actual loan agreement and the
 9    amendment to the loan agreement that we're
10    relying upon to provide the financing thereby
11    skipping the step of having to rely upon just the
12    commitment letter.
13  Q.   And did you also -- subsequent to October 4 also
14    firm up an issue of the way the funds were
15    getting delivered to Area 5 Cable?
16  A.   Yes.  The -- so our Illinois operation, i3
17    Broadband, has an existing facility, lending
18    facility, with this lender.  And the reason we --
19    we're going to rely upon that.  So iTV-3, LLC, or
20    i3 Broadband will borrow money under that
21    facility and then onlend (sic) it to Service Area
22    5.
23        We're doing it that way simply because
24    it's much easier and quicker just to borrow under
25    our existing facility rather than set up a whole
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 1    new facility for Service Area 5.
 2  Q.   And to your understanding is that firmed up in
 3    a -- is that commitment firmed up in a letter or
 4    other document?
 5  A.   It's beyond a commitment letter.  It's an
 6    actual signed loan agreement that we've amended
 7    to include the funds that we're going to use to
 8    purchase and operate Service Area 5.  We'll
 9    purchase the assets from Full Channel which will
10    become Service Area 5.
11  Q.   Okay.  And, to your knowledge, are those updated
12    documents reflected in a discovery request?
13  A.   Yes, they are.
14        MR. MUNNELLY: Okay.  I believe, just
15    for the record, it's the -- the original and
16    supplemental responses to Advocacy 1-5 have the
17    updated financial arrangements that happened
18    after October 4 application.
19        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Thank you.
20        MR. MUNNELLY: Okay.  Putting aside
21    those changes, are there any other updates or
22    changes you need to make to the testimony?
23  A.   Not that I'm aware of, no.
24        MR. SPIRITO: Just for the record, the
25    testimony is marked as joint exhibit --
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 1        MR. MUNNELLY: 1.
 2        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: -- 3.
 3        MR. MUNNELLY: Sorry.  Yes.  To be clear
 4    on the record, that's right.  It's the service
 5    area Full Channel Exhibit 3 is the -- is the
 6    joint prefiled testimony.
 7  Q.   (By Mr. Munnelly)  Okay.  So subject to those
 8    changes that you just outlined, do you adopt the
 9    prefiled testimony under oath for use in this
10    proceeding as if you had been asked these
11    questions and given those answers here today?
12  A.   I do.
13  Q.   Okay.  Mr. Raclin, did you also assist with the
14    preparation of discovery responses in response to
15    questions from the Advocacy Section?
16  A.   I did.
17  Q.   And were those responses -- I think you didn't
18    have all of them because some of them were Full
19    Channel only, but you certainly had a bunch of
20    responses that you were identified on.  Were
21    those responses prepared by you under your
22    supervision and control?
23  A.   Yes, they were.
24  Q.   Are they true and accurate, to the best of your
25    knowledge?
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 1  A.   They are except for the one change I mentioned
 2    before where in one of the discovery responses we
 3    updated it to reflect that we had an actual
 4    signed loan agreement with our lender rather than
 5    just a commitment letter.
 6        MR. MUNNELLY: Okay.  And I believe,
 7    again, those are actually already reflected in
 8    the discovery responses as either an original
 9    response or a supplemental response.
10  Q.   (By Mr. Munnelly)  Subject to -- you don't have
11    any changes beyond that?
12  A.   No.
13  Q.   Okay.  Subject to any changes, I'm actually going
14    to show there are changes, but do you adopt the
15    responses that you acknowledged under oath for
16    use in this proceeding as if you'd been asked
17    these questions and given those answers?
18  A.   I do.
19        MR. MUNNELLY: Okay.  Unless the Hearing
20    Officer thinks I need to do anything else on the
21    introduction side for the exhibits, I was going
22    to move to the next witness.
23        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Please move
24    on.
25        MR. MUNNELLY: I'm going to move to
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 1    Mr. Kennedy.
 2        DAN KENNEDY,
 3        -o0o-
 4    Duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
 5        EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY
 6  Q.   Why don't you please give your name, title with
 7    Area 5 Cable and business address for the record.
 8  A.   My name is Dan Kennedy.  I'm the COO of Area
 9    5, 602 High Point Lane, East Peoria, Illinois
10    61611.
11  Q.   Okay.  And you also have responsibilities with
12    other affiliates of Area 5 Cable?
13  A.   That is correct, with technology and service
14    delivery and customer service delivery.
15  Q.   Okay.  Can you just briefly summarize your job
16    responsibilities with Area 5 Cable.
17  A.   Yes.  I'm responsible for the technology
18    decisions that are related to products and
19    services that were delivered to our customers,
20    our infrastructure and other related items.
21  Q.   And were you part of the panel of witnesses that
22    provided prefiled testimony that's been marked as
23    Service Area 5 Cable, LLC, and Full Channel, LLC,
24    in this proceeding?
25  A.   Yes.
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 1  Q.   Okay.  And with respect to whatever portions of
 2    that panel you worked on, was that prepared by
 3    you or under your supervision and control?
 4  A.   Yes.
 5  Q.   And is it true and accurate, to the best of your
 6    knowledge?
 7  A.   Yes.
 8  Q.   Okay.  Do you have any changes to make at this
 9    time?
10  A.   I do not.
11  Q.   Okay.  I note that you're incorporating
12    Mr. Raclin's changes with respect to the
13    financial issues?
14  A.   Correct.
15  Q.   Okay.  So subject to those changes, do you adopt
16    the prefiled testimony under oath for use in this
17    proceeding as if you had been asked these
18    questions and given those answers?
19  A.   I do.
20  Q.   Okay.  Mr. Kennedy, did you assist with
21    preparation of discovery responses in response to
22    questions from the Advocacy Section?
23  A.   I did.
24  Q.   Okay.  Are you named as a witness on any of the
25    discovery responses?
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 1  A.   Yes.  As far as --
 2  Q.   Actually, I don't believe that you are.  I
 3    believe that Mr. Raclin is the company witness on
 4    the responses to the Advocacy Section questions,
 5    so I don't need to have you formally adopt them
 6    because Mr. Raclin has already done that.
 7        MR. MUNNELLY: I think that's all I have
 8    for you, Mr. Kennedy, today.
 9        Mr. Valencia, I think you're up next.
10        SAMUEL VALENCIA,
11    Being duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
12        EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY
13  Q.   Can you -- again, going through the same pattern
14    of questions, can you state your name, title with
15    Area 5 Cable and address for the record.
16  A.   Yes.  My name's Samuel Valencia.  I'm the
17    Chief Financial Officer and my address is 602
18    High Point Lane, East Peoria, Illinois 61611.
19  Q.   Okay.  And do you have responsibilities with
20    other affiliates of Area 5 --
21  A.   I do.
22  Q.   -- Cable?
23  A.   I do.
24  Q.   Just briefly describe them.
25  A.   Very simply, I'm responsible for all financial
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 1    matters associated with the company.
 2  Q.   Can you talk just briefly about your job
 3    responsibilities with Area 5 Cable.
 4  A.   Yes.  The responsibility includes payment of
 5    all expenses, collection of cash and receivables
 6    and preparation of financial statements and other
 7    ancillary financial matters.
 8  Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  Again, were you part of the
 9    panel of witnesses that submitted Exhibit 3 to
10    the joint applicant's --
11  A.   Yes.
12  Q.   -- exhibit list?
13        Okay.  And to the extent you had
14    contributed to that directly, was that prepared
15    by you or under your supervision and control?
16  A.   It was.
17  Q.   Okay.  Subject to Mr. Raclin's changes, is the
18    testimony true and accurate, to the best of your
19    knowledge?
20  A.   It is.
21  Q.   Do you have any other changes you need to make at
22    this time?
23  A.   I do not.
24  Q.   Okay.  So subject to the changes outlined by
25    Mr. Raclin, do you adopt the prefile testimony
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 1    under oath for use in this proceeding as if
 2    you've been asked these questions and given these
 3    answers?
 4  A.   I do.
 5  Q.   Okay.  And, Mr. Valencia, I don't believe you're
 6    named as a witness on -- are you named as a
 7    witness on any of these discovery responses?
 8  A.   I don't believe so.
 9        MR. MUNNELLY: Okay.  I think I'm done
10    with that witness.  I can go to Mr. Whitaker to
11    close off the Area 5 witnesses.
12        MICHAEL WHITAKER,
13    Being duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
14        EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY
15  Q.   Okay.  Mr. Whitaker, can you give your name,
16    title with Area 5 Cable and business address for
17    the record.
18  A.   Michael Whitaker, 602 High Point Lane, East
19    Peoria, Illinois 61611.  I'll be the general
20    manager of the operation here.
21  Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  Can you just summarize what
22    your job responsibilities will be at Area 5
23    Cable?
24  A.   I will be running the day-to-day operation,
25    managing the personnel and working closely with
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 1    Dan and the technical people for the network.
 2  Q.   Now, you're a part of the panel of witnesses as
 3    well in this case that's been marked as Exhibit 3
 4    of the coapplicant's exhibits?
 5  A.   Yes, I am.
 6  Q.   Okay.  And with respect to whatever testimony
 7    contributed, was that prepared by you or under
 8    your supervision and control?
 9  A.   Yes, it was.
10  Q.   Okay.  And is it true and accurate, to the best
11    of your knowledge?
12  A.   Yes, it is.
13  Q.   And putting aside Mr. Raclin's financial
14    testimony he gave earlier, do you have any
15    changes to make at this time?
16  A.   I do not.
17  Q.   Okay.  Subject to those changes, do you adopt the
18    prefiled testimony for use in this proceeding as
19    if you had asked these questions and given those
20    answers?
21  A.   I do.
22  Q.   Did you -- Mr. Whitaker, are you named as a
23    responsible person on any discovery responses?
24  A.   No.
25        MR. MUNNELLY: I believe unless the
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 1    Hearing Officer -- there's anything else you want
 2    to cover at this point, I'd be happy to go over
 3    to Mr. Maaia so he can do the remaining witness.
 4        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Thank you.
 5    Mr. Maaia, do you want to introduce Mrs. Maaia.
 6        MS. MAAIA: Hi.
 7        MR. MAAIA: Hi.
 8        MR. ROBERTS: She's well-known, your
 9    Honor.
10        (Off the record discussion.)
11        LINDA MAAIA,
12    Being duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
13        EXAMINATION BY MR. MAAIA
14  Q.   Mrs. Maaia, since you made such a wise choice of
15    counsel, I'll continue.
16        On the prefiled testimony that was filed
17    and submitted into the record, on Page 2 you were
18    asked a question there.  The question is:  Can
19    you also describe Full Channel and your role with
20    the company.  Do you want to respond to that?
21  A.   I'm the President and Chief Executive Officer
22    of Full Channel and I have been since
23    September 2004 as part of the executive team, but
24    presently that's my role.
25  Q.   And on Page 3, you go on to indicate that in your
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 1    prefile testimony.  Do you still support those
 2    responses to those questions there?
 3  A.   I do.
 4  Q.   What is your purpose for being here today?
 5  A.   To support the application of Service Area 5
 6    Cable to purchase Full Channel, Inc.
 7  Q.   Can you summarize for the Hearing Officer just a
 8    bit an overview of the purchase transaction as
 9    reflected in Page 5 of your prefile testimony.
10  A.   Basically, the asset purchase agreement is an
11    agreement to transfer all of the assets of Full
12    Channel to Service Area 5 Cable allowing them to
13    operate the company going forward as an
14    independent cable operator here in the State of
15    Rhode Island.
16        It's my understanding that they are
17    planning to retain all of the employees of Full
18    Channel and will bring in the management team
19    whom you've met this morning.
20  Q.   There were other requirements in addition to the
21    filing before this regulatory body and that is
22    with the federal regulators, namely did you and
23    the parties prepare FCC Form 394 and any other
24    related certificates either jointly or separately
25    that is required to make the transfer both at the
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 1    state level and the federal level?
 2  A.   Yes, that happened.
 3  Q.   Other than what's in your prefile testimony, do
 4    you have anything else to add?
 5  A.   No.
 6        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Mr. Maaia --
 7    Mrs. Maaia, do you -- well, Mr. Maaia, perhaps
 8    you should have Mrs. Maaia authenticate and adopt
 9    the testimony that is contained in Exhibit 3.
10  Q.   (By Mr. Maaia)  All right.  I'll ask did you have
11    input in the preparation of this and review of
12    this filing and do you now authenticate it?
13  A.   I do.
14        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Okay.
15  Q.   (By Mr. Maaia)  Do you adopt it as your
16    testimony?
17  A.   Yes, I do.
18        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Thank you.
19    Mr. Wold, do you have cross-examination for any
20    of these witnesses?
21        MR. WOLD: I have cross-examination for
22    the Service Area 5 team --
23        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Please
24    proceed.
25        MR. WOLD: -- if Mr. Munnelly has
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 1    completed his direct examination.
 2        MR. MUNNELLY: Yes.  Now that Ms. Maaia
 3    has had her direct exam, certainly from our
 4    standpoint the witnesses are available for cross.
 5        GRIER C. RACLIN,
 6        -o0o-
 7        EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
 8  Q.   Good morning, Mr. Raclin.  I understand you're
 9    the President and CEO of i3 Broadband; is that
10    correct?
11  A.   That's correct.
12  Q.   And that's a company that's out of Peoria,
13    Illinois; is that correct?
14  A.   Its main office is in East Peoria, Illinois.
15  Q.   What's the size of that company assetwise and
16    then revenuewise?
17  A.   I'll defer to my CFO to give an exact answer.
18        (Off the record discussion.)
19        MR. WOLD: That's Mr. Valencia speaking,
20    for the record.
21        MR. MUNNELLY: This is --
22        (A discussion was had out of the hearing
23    of the reporter.)
24        MR. MUNNELLY: Is there a way to answer
25    this in a way that wouldn't deal with
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 1    confidential information?  Is there publicly
 2    available information on this?
 3        MR. WOLD: Can you just give an estimate
 4    of it more than X number of dollars.
 5        MR. RACLIN: Go ahead.
 6        MR. VALENCIA: Yes, we are approximately
 7    20,000,000 in revenue.
 8  Q.   (By Mr. Wold)  And relative to that company, how
 9    long have you been the CEO of that company?
10  A.   Since it was formed approximately a year ago.
11  Q.   And in terms of your duties as CEO, what do you
12    do?
13  A.   I'm responsible for all the strategy,
14    implementation and strategy, and the success of
15    the business.
16  Q.   Can you state, then, just generally in terms of
17    customers how many customers the company has.
18  A.   Approximately 11,500.
19  Q.   And in terms of what did you do before you were
20    the CEO of i3?
21        THE WITNESS: When do you want to start?
22        MR. WOLD: Ten years.  Ten years before
23    that.
24  A.   Ten years.  Let's see.
25  Q.   (By Mr. Wold)  Let me try --
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 1  A.   So from 2005 to 2010, I was the general
 2    counsel and then Chief Administrative Officer of
 3    Charter Communications.
 4        I then left and taught law school,
 5    securities regulations, at Washington University
 6    Law School and practiced law at a law firm in St.
 7    Louis called Thompson Coburn.  I ran their data
 8    security and privacy practice for a year.
 9        I then left and became general counsel
10    of a company called Scientific Games, which is
11    the world's largest manufacturer of lottery
12    tickets, another highly regulated business.  And
13    I stayed there for approximately 13 months and
14    then joined with my current team to pursue a
15    strategy of identifying and purchasing
16    independent cable companies and fiberoptic cable
17    companies.
18  Q.   Now, in the paperwork that you filed, there are
19    two entities.  One's Countrywide Broadband and
20    Seaport Capital.  Can you just indicate what
21    Countrywide Broadband is?
22  A.   Countrywide Broadband is the entity that the
23    four of us formed.  By "four of us," I'm talking
24    myself, Sam Valencia, Dan Kennedy and Mike
25    Whitaker, and we formed it for the purpose of
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 1    pursuing acquisitions.
 2        We went into a partnership with Seaport,
 3    which is an experienced private equity firm.
 4    They have a lengthy experience owning and
 5    operating cable companies, fiberoptic companies,
 6    that sort of thing.  We joined together as a
 7    partnership to pursue the acquisition of Full
 8    Channel as well as iTV-3.
 9  Q.   All right.  And so Countrywide and Seaport, how
10    are they related to i3 Broadband?
11  A.   We are co-owners.
12  Q.   All right.  And relative to Seaport Capital, what
13    is it that they do?  What is Seaport Capital?
14  A.   It's a private equity firm.
15  Q.   And when you say "private equity," what does that
16    mean?
17  A.   It's an investment company that pulls funds
18    from investors to purchase operating companies
19    and theoretically add features, performance,
20    whatever to improve the performance of the
21    companies.
22  Q.   All right.  And in terms of the size of companies
23    that it pursues, what is the size?
24  A.   As a general matter, my understanding is that
25    they pursue companies with EBITDA earnings before
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 1    interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization in
 2    the 10 to $30 million range.
 3  Q.   Would you characterize Countrywide Broadband and
 4    Seaport Capital as when they make an investment
 5    of a long-term holder, short-term holders, do
 6    they have a certain period of time where they
 7    want to exit from their investments?
 8  A.   Neither Seaport nor Countrywide go into an
 9    investment with a preset period of time that they
10    want to invest.
11        In the Service Area 5 case in specific,
12    it's being -- the Seaport entity that's investing
13    in that is called Seaport Capital Partners 5,
14    which is a new fund that they formed which has a
15    ten-year horizon on it.  So if there were any
16    timeline it would be a ten-year, but they
17    don't -- again, they don't go into an investment
18    with an idea of selling it within a period of
19    time.
20  Q.   Now, relative to Countrywide, Countrywide itself
21    doesn't own any cable systems, correct?
22  A.   Well, we're a part owner of iTV-3 --
23  Q.   Oh, iTV-3?
24  A.   -- LLC, right.
25  Q.   Now, in connection with your application,
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 1    Countrywide and, I take it, Seaport also have
 2    made some prior investments in telecommunications
 3    companies; is that correct?
 4  A.   Seaport have -- well, we both have in the form
 5    of iTV-3 or i3 Broadband, and then Seaport has
 6    made many other investments before it joined into
 7    a partnership with Countrywide.
 8  Q.   There were a number of entities of investments
 9    and I'm not sure whether it's Countrywide and/or
10    Seaport.  I'll let you determine that.  But one
11    was Everest in Kansas City, Cablevision located
12    in Guam.  Metrocast Cablevision.  That's a triple
13    play cable company in Maine, Maryland, New
14    Hampshire, Pennsylvania and Virginia.
15        Are those companies still owned by
16    Seaport and/or Countrywide?  Do you know?
17  A.   Those were all investments by Seaport before
18    it joined with Countrywide.  I don't know whether
19    they're currently owned.  I know that they sold
20    Everest.  They sold another company called
21    Otelco.  I don't know the ownership status of the
22    other two companies.
23  Q.   Okay.  Relative to your investment in Service
24    Area 5, how is it that you came to locate the
25    current Full Channel management and came to enter
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 1    into an agreement with them to purchase the
 2    assets of the company?
 3  A.   We became aware of Full Channel by other
 4    relationships in the industry.  Dan Kennedy, in
 5    particular, has had many years experience
 6    assisting cable operators and proved their
 7    performance as a consultant as well as part of a
 8    company and had many relationships.  And it was
 9    through one of those relationships that it was
10    suggested to us that Full Channel might be a
11    company that would satisfy our investment
12    criteria.
13        We started in discussions with Full
14    Channel three years ago, I think, three years
15    ago, and have had discussions on and off ever
16    since until we finally came to an agreement on
17    the asset purchase agreement whereby a special
18    purpose company that we formed called Service
19    Area 5 would purchase all the assets used or
20    acquired for use in the operation of Full
21    Channel.
22  Q.   Now, you mentioned you had certain investment
23    criteria.  Can you just indicate what those are.
24  A.   We're fundamentally looking for companies that
25    have -- are stable, are not what you might call a
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 1    work out situation, but are stable and successful
 2    financially but yet have, in our view, the
 3    opportunity to grow further.
 4        Our fundamental purpose is to grow the
 5    subscribership and the size of the companies that
 6    we purchase.
 7  Q.   And generally, in terms of growing the company,
 8    how would you go about doing that?
 9  A.   Investing in providing new services,
10    initiating and investing in sales and marketing
11    efforts, bringing the collective experience that
12    we have from numerous other companies to bear
13    with, perhaps, at least new ideas for that
14    company, even though they might be used in other
15    companies.  And the combination of those three
16    principle areas we hope would increase the
17    performance and the subscribership and the
18    revenues and the profits of the business.
19  Q.   If I'm asking questions about any areas that you
20    feel you don't want me to ask, just let me know,
21    but there was a public release relative to
22    Countrywide Broadband's acquisition of Full
23    Channel.  And in it, you indicate you are going
24    to provide enhanced service offerings such as
25    increasing access speeds in the near future.
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 1        I'm wondering if you can just generally
 2    indicate, would that be the type of new services
 3    that you're planning to introduce as part of your
 4    desire to grow the business?
 5  A.   Yes, it would be.
 6  Q.   And in terms of the -- you heard Mrs. Maaia
 7    indicate that your company plans to retain all
 8    the employees of Full Channel; is that correct?
 9  A.   That's correct.
10  Q.   Do you have any sense of what kind of commitment
11    you would make with respect to the retention of
12    employment of the employees of Full Channel into
13    the future?
14  A.   Well, our intent is to retain them at the
15    acquisition.  I'm certain there will be
16    opportunities we haven't yet identified for some
17    of them to take on additional responsibilities
18    with the collective companies of iTV-3 and Full
19    Channel.
20        For example, they have a couple of
21    employees that clearly have the capability to
22    take on broader responsibilities.  Likewise,
23    we're moving Mike into Full Channel to become the
24    general manager, so there will be movement back
25    and forth.
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 1        At this stage, we don't anticipate
 2    making additional changes.  Certainly in the
 3    continuation of business there may be synergies
 4    or opportunities or, you know, redundancies that
 5    might exist, but we haven't identified those at
 6    this time.
 7  Q.   In connection with some other new services, the
 8    other two that immediately come to mind are
 9    telephone and television.  Just generally
10    speaking, what is it that Full Channel has now
11    and what are the services in those two areas that
12    you might invest in to grow that business, if
13    any?
14  A.   I'm a little hesitant to get -- I'm hesitant
15    to get specific about some of the new services
16    and product ideas we have.  I'm happy to go into
17    those in a more private setting.
18  Q.   That's fine.  Just in terms of -- is it fair to
19    say that relative to television and telephone
20    you're also looking at those areas as potential
21    areas that you would -- your management team
22    would be thinking about making investments to
23    grow that business?
24  A.   Yes.  We have specific ideas in both of those
25    product lines of additional services or products
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 1    that we'd like to bring to Full Channel.
 2  Q.   All right.  And relative to the -- generally
 3    speaking, relative to the rates that are
 4    currently in effect in Service Area 5, is it fair
 5    to say that the current -- for the near term, the
 6    current rate structure and programming that Full
 7    Channel has put in place would remain the same or
 8    would, you know, change -- well, let me ask you
 9    this:  What are your plans, if any, that you have
10    in the immediate future to change either the
11    rates that customers of Full Channel are paying
12    or the programming that they're receiving?
13  A.   I don't believe we have any plans to change
14    the programming other than to, perhaps, bring a
15    few new services of the video product as well as
16    the telephone product.
17        In terms of rates, it's no secret that
18    cable companies faced dramatically increasing
19    pricing of programming.  I don't believe that
20    Full Channel has had a price increase in at least
21    the video product for many years.  And so, quite
22    frankly, that's going to have to be something
23    that we're going to look at.  We do not have any
24    plans at this time to raise it a specific amount,
25    et cetera, but we can't ignore the fact that the
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 1    cost of the fundamental product is increasing
 2    either, so that would be something we'd look at
 3    once we took over control.
 4  Q.   Okay.  And, now, in connection with the
 5    transaction that's before the Division, it's been
 6    mentioned that that's a -- structured as an asset
 7    purchase and sale.  Can you indicate to the
 8    Hearing Officer, why was it structured in that
 9    fashion versus a stock purchase?
10  A.   Two fundamental reasons to do an asset
11    purchase rather than a stock purchase.  One is
12    when you buy a stock of a company you not only
13    bring along the assets, you bring along whatever
14    liabilities may exist.  And even though all
15    sellers and all buyers undertake substantial due
16    diligence to try and identify each and every such
17    liability, there's often one that, perhaps,
18    neither party knew about.  And so to protect
19    against bringing on unexpected liabilities, you
20    typically would buy an asset.
21        And then secondly there are tax benefits
22    to buying assets rather than stock and that is
23    you can step up the basis of the assets to the
24    purchase price that you paid for it rather than
25    the basis that the seller had.  So it gives you a
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 1    larger base for depreciation and amortization.
 2        THE WITNESS: Is that fair?
 3        MR. VALENCIA: Correct.
 4        MR. MUNNELLY: That was Mr. Valencia
 5    speaking for the record.
 6  Q.   (By Mr. Wold) In connection with the purchase and
 7    sale of the assets for Full Channel, there was
 8    also a purchase of intellectual property that
 9    Full Channel owned separately; is that correct?
10  A.   Correct.
11  Q.   And there's a separate agreement relative to the
12    purchase of intellectual property; is that
13    correct?
14  A.   Correct.
15  Q.   Now, the asset agreement has been marked as
16    Exhibit 1 in response to 1-1 and the intellectual
17    property agreement is a response to 1-2 also in
18    Exhibit 1; is that correct?
19  A.   I believe so.
20  Q.   Now, there are also two other items that I've
21    previously marked as Exhibit 7, Exhibit 8, and
22    I've indicated to the Hearing Officer that
23    payment of these two bills or the -- actually,
24    the sums contained on these two exhibits,
25    approval should be subject to the payment of
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 1    these documents.  Does Service Area 5 have any
 2    issue or dispute with that?
 3  A.   No.
 4  Q.   There's been a request for the Advocacy Section
 5    relating to public access studios and play back,
 6    that's request 2-1 that's been marked as
 7    Exhibit 2 relative to the studio of Service Area
 8    5.  Has Service Area 5 Cable examined the current
 9    operation of that studio and does it have any
10    plans with respect to that studio at this time?
11  A.   We've certainly seen the studio.  We've talked
12    to Mrs. Maaia about the use of it, cost of it, et
13    cetera, so I guess in that sense we've examined
14    it.  At this stage, we don't have a plan.  We'd
15    like to form our own experience with it before we
16    make a decision on whether or not it's something
17    that should be or needs to be continued.
18  Q.   How about with respect to the play back
19    facilities, how play back is undertaken by Full
20    Channel.  Are you familiar with that function of
21    Full Channel at this time?
22  A.   We are.  And it is our current plan to
23    continue that in the same form and fashion that
24    Full Channel has done it in the past.
25  Q.   And relative to the paid access fee, you're aware
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 1    that Full Channel currently has a fee that it
 2    bills its customers for sustenance of the play
 3    back in studio; is that correct?
 4  A.   Yes, I believe so.
 5  Q.   And is your current intent to maintain charging
 6    customers that fee at this time?
 7  A.   I believe so, yes.
 8  Q.   And there are a number of peg channels, 13, 14.
 9    There's also a state capital TV governmental and
10    educational access and public access studio.  Is
11    it your current intent to maintain those channels
12    at this time?
13  A.   It is.
14  Q.   Full Channel also undertakes the provision of
15    institutional services, particularly play back,
16    and the Advocacy Section asked a data request of
17    the Service Area 5 Cable relative to those
18    services.  Is it your intent to maintain
19    institutional services as Full Channel currently
20    maintains them?
21  A.   It is.
22  Q.   And what's your understanding of what Full
23    Channel provides to the various cities and towns
24    in Service Area 5?
25  A.   My understanding is that they provide replay
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 1    of recordings of events such as city council
 2    meetings, et cetera, and we would continue to
 3    provide that once we take control as well.  We
 4    would basically continue Full Channel's
 5    operations in that respect in the same form and
 6    fashion they're doing it now.
 7        MR. WOLD: Thank you.  For Mr. Valencia,
 8    he mentions that he's the CFO of Countrywide
 9    Broadband; is that correct?
10        MR. RACLIN: That's correct.
11        MR. WOLD: And just wanted to ask him a
12    few questions relative to his testimony.
13        SAMUEL VALENCIA,
14        -o0o-
15        EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
16  Q.   Mr. Valencia, you have mentioned that you
17    specialized in assisting clients with mergers and
18    acquisitions; is that correct?
19  A.   Earlier in my career, yes, that's correct.
20  Q.   I take it you -- as a CFO, you have considerable
21    financial knowledge relevant to the interworkings
22    and accounting of cable companies; is that
23    correct?
24  A.   I believe so, yes.
25  Q.   Could you just maybe give us a little bit of
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 1    background relative to your knowledge in that
 2    area and experience.
 3  A.   Well, earlier in my career, I was an insurance
 4    partner at Price Waterhouse Coopers where I was
 5    responsible for working with clients in audit
 6    engagements.  I provided various other services
 7    with respect to internal control reviews,
 8    assisted clients with merger and acquisition
 9    activities and the development of both
10    information technology based and manual
11    accounting systems.  I've been the Chief
12    Financial Officer of i3 Broadband for a little
13    over a year in that capacity.
14  Q.   Is it your plan as you undertake the role of CFO
15    for Service Area 5 Cable to do that remotely from
16    your current position in Illinois?
17  A.   Yes.  Although, I will be on-site on a
18    periodic basis.
19  Q.   And just generally speaking, without holding this
20    to you, how often do you think you'd come down
21    here and visit Service Area 5?
22  A.   At least quarterly.
23  Q.   Okay.  And you have the ability to, I take it,
24    keep track of the accounting and what you need to
25    do as CFO from Illinois; is that correct?
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 1  A.   I will.
 2  Q.   Okay.  And you mentioned significance of securing
 3    internal control and establishing an accurate and
 4    complete financial reporting system.  Can you
 5    just describe for me how you feel that would be
 6    of assistance or benefit to Full Channel TV?
 7        THE WITNESS: I'm sorry.  Could you
 8    repeat that.
 9  Q.   (By Mr. Wold)  You mentioned in your testimony
10    that you are -- there's -- it's important to
11    secure internal control and establish accurate
12    and complete financial reporting --
13  A.   Yes.
14  Q.   -- system.  How would that be a benefit to Full
15    Channel TV?
16  A.   It would be important because as a responsible
17    company you don't want to pay expenses that are
18    not appropriate, and you want to make sure that
19    the company's revenues are accurate and are
20    properly deposited in the company's accounts.
21        From a financial reporting perspective,
22    you must have accurate financial statements in
23    order to manage the business properly.  And then
24    we have other constituents such as our lenders
25    and our investors that rely upon that as well.
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 1  Q.   Did you participate in the due diligence relative
 2    to the purpose of the Full Channel assets, is
 3    that --
 4  A.   I did.
 5  Q.   Okay.  And I take it that -- well, I take it that
 6    you were satisfied relative to your group's
 7    investment criteria that they were a good company
 8    to make an investment in?
 9  A.   I did.
10        DAN KENNEDY
11        -o0o-
12        EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
13  Q.   For Mr. Kennedy, I just noticed with respect to
14    the testimony that everybody in the -- at least
15    from what I can see, has identified what their
16    role is with the Service Area 5, but it's not set
17    forth in the testimony.  Are you going to be the
18    information technology officer involved with
19    Service Area 5 or are you just giving your --
20    just going to be providing technology experience
21    on an ad hoc basis?
22  A.   CTO basis.
23  Q.   CTO?
24  A.   Correct.
25  Q.   So you're going to have an official position with
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 1    Service Area 5?
 2  A.   That is correct.
 3  Q.   And CTO stands for what?
 4  A.   Chief Technology Officer.
 5  Q.   And are you also located in Illinois?
 6  A.   I am.
 7  Q.   And would you be coming to Rhode Island or will
 8    you be --
 9  A.   Initially monthly -- I apologize.
10  Q.   Oh, go ahead.  No.
11  A.   Initially monthly and then quarterly
12    thereafter.
13  Q.   Okay.  And have you also taken a look at what
14    Full Channel currently has from a technology
15    point of view?
16  A.   I have.
17  Q.   And you heard Mr. Raclin's statements relative to
18    plans for the company.  Do you affirm and adopt
19    those statements relative to his assessment of
20    plans for the company?
21  A.   Yes, sir, I do.
22  Q.   And are you -- what, generally, is your
23    experience in terms of your background for
24    operating or for running a company such as Full
25    Channel?
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 1  A.   I spent six years with a company called
 2    Fidelity Communications.  We were a small middle
 3    market cable provider, and then we also provided
 4    services throughout the U.S. for other small
 5    operators as far as getting into the triple play
 6    business to help evaluate and grow the businesses
 7    for them.
 8  Q.   And was that immediately before becoming a --
 9  A.   No, sir.  Then I was the general manager for a
10    project called -- for the City of Highland,
11    Illinois, who was actually one of our clients,
12    and then after that I joined the team with Grier
13    Raclin.
14        MICHAEL WHITAKER,
15        -o0o-
16        EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
17  Q.   For Mr. Whitaker, it indicates in your testimony
18    that you're the general manager --
19  A.   Yes.
20  Q.   -- for Full Channel; is that correct?
21        And I take it that as a general manager
22    you're going to be living in Rhode Island; is
23    that correct?
24  A.   That is correct.
25  Q.   And are you coming from Illinois, too?
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 1  A.   Yes.
 2  Q.   All right.  And have you made that move yet or
 3    are you contemplating that in the future?
 4  A.   It's pending.
 5  Q.   Pending.  Okay.  Where are you going to be living
 6    in Rhode Island?
 7  A.   It looks as if I've narrowed it down to
 8    Bristol.
 9  Q.   Okay.  Great.  And in connection with your Rhode
10    Island move, you would think that by the time of
11    the closing I take it that you would be here; is
12    that correct?
13  A.   Yes, right there or right after.
14  Q.   All right.  And as a general manager of a small
15    cable company, what experience have you had that
16    would -- you know, you think would be -- would
17    allow you to do that type of job.  I notice that
18    you did a lot relative to building out operation
19    and support systems for a large city, but what do
20    you have that qualifies you as a general manager
21    of a small cable company in Rhode Island?
22  A.   I think I'm kind of uniquely qualified in the
23    fact that I started my career as a City Manager
24    in a very small city.  When I got there, there
25    was myself as a full-time -- two other full-time
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 1    people and two part-time and, obviously, the
 2    Public Works Department.  And I've taken that
 3    experience to heart in every place I've gone
 4    whether it was a large corporation, a small
 5    corporation, a start up, at being able to take
 6    that experience and knowing that everybody kind
 7    of has to do everything.  And I manage in the
 8    sense of not putting everyone in a silo where
 9    that's just their specific job.  Everyone has to
10    take a hand in doing almost anything to make the
11    corporation successful.
12  Q.   Have you actually gone and met with the employees
13    of Full Channel yet?
14  A.   Yes, sir.
15  Q.   And how has that gone?
16  A.   I love their talent.
17  Q.   And have you -- I take it -- have you done any
18    type of assessments of changes that you'd like to
19    make or have you seen anything that you might
20    find as something that changes that you'd like to
21    make?
22  A.   I think that they're a very talented and a
23    very committed crew and I believe that they have
24    the capability of doing actually much more.  So
25    we're going to try to take a look at giving them
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 1    more responsibilities within the corporation.
 2  Q.   Have you done anything with respect to Full
 3    Channel's customers?  I know it's a little bit
 4    early in the sense that you're not -- obviously,
 5    haven't purchased the assets of the company yet,
 6    but have you at least examined the customer side
 7    of what Full Channel has relative to the
 8    operations of the company?
 9  A.   Yes, I've taken a look at the customer list,
10    which people are taking what services.  Other
11    than that, I have had zero communication with any
12    of the customers.
13  Q.   Okay.  And in terms of the -- all right.  That's
14    fine.  That answers my question.
15        (P A U S E)
16        MR. WOLD: If I could just have a
17    moment, maybe a five-minute break, so I can talk
18    with Mr. Kogut.
19        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: That's fine.
20    We'll take a ten-minute recess.
21        (A recess was taken.)
22        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: We'll go back
23    on the record.
24        MR. WOLD: One final question for
25    Mr. Raclin or his counsel.
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 1        GRIER C. RACLIN,
 2        -o0o-
 3        EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
 4  Q.   We have proposed -- and they're admitted now as
 5    full exhibits, proposed certificates of authority
 6    to operate the construction certificate and
 7    compliance order certificate.  Those certificates
 8    are admitted as Exhibit 5.  Those are acceptable
 9    to Service Area 5 Cable should the Division
10    approve the transaction as the certificates that
11    would be issued to Service Area 5 Cable
12    reflective of its franchise in Rhode Island?
13  A.   Yes, they are.
14        MR. WOLD: That's all the questions that
15    I have for these witnesses.
16        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Mr. Raclin,
17    just one question for you, sir.
18        MR. RACLIN: Sure.
19        KHEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: So if the
20    application is approved how does your company
21    introduce itself to Full Channel's existing
22    customers?
23        MR. RACLIN: We've already started that
24    planning process.  We have a marketing firm
25    that's assisting us called Spoke and they've
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 1    assisted us with iTV-3 and done a very good job,
 2    and so we would roll out a -- there would be a
 3    communication obviously to all customers and an
 4    attempt to coordinate this with Ms. Maaia and
 5    Full Channel, of course, but what we've received
 6    is a communication to all customers introducing
 7    ourselves, introducing, you know, new products we
 8    might be bringing to the service area, our plans,
 9    and basically try and turn it into a positive
10    event for everybody.  That would happen as soon
11    as possible after closing.  I mean, literally
12    like the day of or day after we would start that
13    process.
14        Mike also would participate in a variety
15    of community meetings, civic meetings, civic
16    group meetings, that sort of thing, to introduce
17    the company to us.  I would -- I would be here
18    very often for at least the first six months and
19    then maybe periodically, but I also would
20    participate in those types of meetings so people
21    could attach a face to the company and give them
22    comfort that not only will there not be any
23    adverse change, and, in fact, we hope there will
24    be a positive change in bringing them, as I say,
25    new services and growth to the company.
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 1        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Is the plan to
 2    keep the name of the company the same for the
 3    foreseeable future?
 4        MR. RACLIN: It is.
 5        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Mr. Munnelly
 6    and Mr. Maaia, there is reference in the
 7    application to or actually in one of the data
 8    responses to waivers.  Can you gentlemen discuss
 9    what exactly you're looking for with the waivers
10    that you mentioned in the response?
11        MR. MUNNELLY: I can take that.  There
12    was a waiver that or a ruling out of the Division
13    issued several years ago that allowed them to
14    discontinue the B cable (sic) for their
15    institutional network, and that is something that
16    is built into the certificate that's existing
17    that we agreed -- discussed and agreed to with
18    the Division.  There's a reference in there that
19    preserves the ability of that ruling so that we
20    don't have a problem going forward, so we should
21    be all set.
22        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: So the waivers
23    are built into the certificates, Mr. Wold?
24        MR. WOLD: Yes.
25        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Okay.  So I
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 1    don't need to address any waivers?
 2        MR. MUNNELLY: You do not, no.
 3        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: That's all I
 4    have.
 5        Mr. Wold did a very thorough job of
 6    questioning witnesses, and the filing itself is
 7    very comprehensive and thoroughly put together so
 8    I don't have any other questions.  I think the
 9    record speaks for itself.
10        Are there anything -- is there anything
11    else that the parties would like to put on the
12    record at this point --
13        MR. MAAIA: No.
14        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: -- other than
15    a recommendation from the Advocacy Section?  Is
16    that it?  Mr. Munnelly, anything else from you?
17        MR. MUNNELLY: I was going to -- to the
18    extent there's -- a closing statement is needed,
19    I think it's covered largely by the opening
20    statement and by the testimony.
21        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: If you'd like
22    to offer a closing statement, you're welcome to
23    do so.
24        MR. MUNNELLY: Just very, very briefly.
25    Just that as -- again, as indicated up front, the
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 1    company is amply satisfied the requirements of
 2    the Division Rule 4.1 that -- in terms of the
 3    different elements that we've talked about, I
 4    think it's fair on the record that this is a win
 5    for Rhode Island and it meets all the
 6    requirements and it should be approved promptly.
 7        I don't feel the need to go back through
 8    the financial fitness and technical fitness and
 9    management experience elements.  I think those
10    are covered in the opening so I don't really feel
11    like rehashing that.
12        And, again, the testimony has reaffirmed
13    with the public interest side.  The company has
14    shown that its management is dedicated to doing a
15    good job in Service Area 5 and offering the new
16    services, the new ideas, and Mr. Whitaker can
17    take -- will be on the ground to really make sure
18    that that works well.
19        The only thing I'd say in closing is the
20    same thing we made up front is that the
21    company -- the sooner that the transaction closes
22    the sooner that they can start doing things for
23    the service area, so we certainly would
24    appreciate it if a decision could be issued, you
25    know, certainly by year end or even earlier if
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 1    that's available, because the sooner you issue
 2    the ruling, the sooner we can -- they can move
 3    forward in terms of making good things happen in
 4    the service territory.
 5        Apart from that, I think that -- I don't
 6    think that there's much more for us to add on the
 7    Service Area Cable 5 side.  We just appreciate
 8    the thoughtful work of the Division staff, and
 9    your attention today is very much appreciated.
10        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Mr. Maaia, any
11    closing, sir?
12        MR. MAAIA: No, Mr. Spirito, none at
13    all.  Thank you.
14        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Okay.
15    Mr. Wold, a recommendation?
16        MR. WOLD: Sure.  Section 4.1C provides
17    that the criteria for approval of any assignment
18    or transfer by the Administrator shall be
19    identical with the criteria required to be made
20    at the awarding of an original compliance order
21    certificate.
22        Section 3.3D of the cable rule provides
23    that if after public hearing and investigation
24    the administrator is satisfied that the applicant
25    is fit, willing, technically qualified,
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 1    financially able to perform the service for which
 2    it is applied and the applicant is willing to
 3    conform to the requirements, orders, rules and
 4    regulations of the Division and the laws of the
 5    State of Rhode Island and the proposed operation
 6    will be consistent with the public interest, then
 7    the Administrator should issue the certificates
 8    for the proposed transferee.
 9        Service Area 5 Cable, LLC, based on the
10    evidence heard today, the exhibits introduced at
11    hearing is fit and willing, and is fit as is
12    reflected in the depth of experience with the
13    broadband operations of Service Area's 5 future
14    management team, particularly Mr. Raclin,
15    Kennedy, Valencia and Whitaker, as well as the
16    current staff of Full Channel who have operated
17    Full Channel successfully since the inception of
18    the company.
19        Certainly Service Area 5 Cable is
20    willing as it has executed an asset intellectual
21    property agreements.  Those are reflected in
22    Exhibit 1 that have been admitted as full
23    exhibits with Full Channel and Commission (sic),
24    LLC, to purchase those assets of those entities
25    and to continue the operations of Full Channel in
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 1    Service Area 5.
 2        The proposed transfer is technically
 3    qualified.  The qualifications of the Service
 4    Area 5 management team, particularly Mr. Kennedy
 5    as reflected in the testimony that he gave, and
 6    Mr. Raclin, they certainly have substantial
 7    experience operating an operation such as they're
 8    proposing to purchase.  And Mr. Kennedy, in
 9    particular, relative to his experience as a Chief
10    Technical Officer of a prior operation is --
11    certainly renders the technical qualifications of
12    Service Area 5, more than qualified to meet the
13    criteria of the rule.
14        And certainly the management team is
15    financially able to perform the services which
16    Service Area 5 Cable will assume when they
17    purchase the assets of Full Channel, and
18    certainly those are reflected in the financing
19    agreements and the qualifications and testimony
20    that Mr. Valencia provided to the Division this
21    morning.
22        Finally, I would note that the applicant
23    has indicated its willingness to the conform to
24    the requirements, orders, rules and regulations
25    of the Divisions and the laws of the State of
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 1    Rhode Island.  That's reflected in the proposed
 2    compliance order certificate, construction
 3    certificate, and certificates of authority to
 4    operate.
 5        Lastly, the operations of Service Area 5
 6    is consistent with the public interests.  The
 7    Advocacy Section is pleased that the Service Area
 8    5 management team has indicated that it is in the
 9    foreseeable future going to retain the employees
10    of the Full Channel television, make investments
11    in new service and potentially invest in improved
12    speeds for Internet service certainly and also
13    maintain the public access for the facilities,
14    playback as Full Channel operates in Service Area
15    5 and also provide same services to institutions,
16    particularly playback services for the Town of
17    Bristol.
18        Based on the foregoing, the Advocacy
19    Section recommends that the Division approve the
20    application of Full Channel, Inc., and Service
21    Area 5 Cable, LLC, to transfer Full Channel,
22    Inc.'s, compliance order, construction
23    certificate and certificate authority to operate
24    to Service Area 5 Cable under Section 4.1G of the
25    rules.
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 1        Upon approval of any such sell,
 2    transfer, or assignment, the purchaser,
 3    transferee or assignee shall return all
 4    certificates to the Administrator.  I don't know
 5    if Full Channel has certificates to return to the
 6    Administrator, but to the extent they do, they
 7    should do that.  And then the Administrator shall
 8    issue new certificates in the name of the new
 9    certificate holder.  Those certificates have been
10    marked as Exhibit 5, been marked as full.
11        Based on the foregoing, the Advocacy
12    Section 5 reflects those new certificates in the
13    form of which Service Area 5 and the Advocacy
14    Section have agreed to which the parties have
15    jointly recommend that the Division approve and
16    issue to Service Area 5, LLC.
17        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: That was a
18    long-winded approval, Mr. Wold.
19        MR. WOLD: I thought I'd sum it up for
20    you to have it for the transcript and make
21    your --
22        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Mr. Munnelly
23    and Mr. Maaia, you're looking for an expeditious
24    decision.  The transcript will come in in two or
25    more weeks, so to assist in an expeditious
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 1    decision, if you are willing to pay for an
 2    expedited transcript, it will facilitate me
 3    getting the decision out sooner rather than
 4    later.  So I put it to you gentlemen, if you
 5    would like to do that, you can communicate that
 6    to the steno.
 7        MR. MUNNELLY: Yes.
 8        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Okay.
 9        MR. MAAIA: I have a question.  Not that
10    you're my lawyer, but --
11        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: There are
12    enough lawyers in the room today, Mr. Maaia.
13        MR. MAAIA: But if I had to pick one
14    right now for this question, I'd ask you.
15        There are no interveners.  There doesn't
16    look like anybody here, other than the parties
17    who have jointly filed this application, have
18    standing, but there is a little technicality of a
19    30-day appeal period.
20        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: That's true.
21        MR. MAAIA: So --
22        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: And you don't
23    have to be a party in order to have standing to
24    appeal.
25        MR. MAAIA: Well, that was my question.
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 1    So when we expedite this, we get you to work
 2    Saturday and Sunday writing the decision, you
 3    miss the PC game and get it out to us, the faster
 4    that happens, the faster we can start clocking
 5    the 30 days, so --
 6        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: That is true.
 7        MR. MAAIA: So I think that --
 8        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: That's why
 9    I --
10        MR. MAAIA: We still have that no matter
11    how fast we've gone and how expeditiously we've
12    taken this on.  And for the lack of interveners,
13    we still have the technicality of waiting the
14    30 days.
15        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: That's true.
16        MR. ROBERTS: 30 days, that's gotta run.
17        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: That's true,
18    but the sooner the order comes out, the sooner
19    the 30-day clock begins.
20        MR. MAAIA: Because your order is going
21    to say at the end that you have the right to
22    appeal this.  Your order say that, too?
23        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: Likely, yes.
24        MR. MAAIA: Okay.  I'm not trying to
25    write the order.  I'm trying to help you.
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 1        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: You want to
 2    write the order?
 3        MR. MAAIA: If you want --
 4        MR. ROBERTS: Do not want him to omit
 5    that, believe me.
 6        MR. MAAIA: My objection will look a lot
 7    different if you write it than if I write it.
 8        HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO: I know.  Well,
 9    thank you all for your participation today.  I
10    have a complete record.  I've marked everything
11    as full exhibits.  And as soon as I get the --
12    I'll begin writing the decision immediately, but
13    as soon as I get the transcript I'll be able to
14    complete the decision.  So I don't anticipate any
15    difficulty getting the decision out before the
16    end of the year, Mr. Munnelly.  Hopefully a lot
17    sooner.  All right?
18        Thank you all for your attention this
19    morning and we'll be getting a decision out ASAP,
20    and if you have any questions, please feel free
21    to give me a call.
22        MR. MUNNELLY: Thank you.  Appreciate
23    it.
24        THE REPORTER: Would you like a copy of
25    this transcript?
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 1        MR. MUNNELLY: Yeah.  Yes, whatever the
 2    expeditious fee is.
 3        THE REPORTER: What day?
 4        MR. MUNNELLY: I would say either Friday
 5    or Monday would be fine.
 6        (Off the record discussion.)
 7        MS. HORAN: I'm Amy Horan with Cox
 8    Communications and I would like to obtain a copy
 9    of the transcript.
10        (Hearing adjourned at 12:21 p.m.)
11        * * * * * *
12    
13    
14    
15    
16    
17    
18    
19    
20    
21    
22    
23    
24    
25    
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 1 
 2                   C E R T I F I C A T E
   
 3 
        I, Devin J. Baccari, hereby certify that the
 4  foregoing is a true, accurate, and complete transcript
    of my notes taken at the above entitled hearing.
 5 
    IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this
 6  1st day of December, 2017.
   
 7 
   
 8 
   
 9   -----------------------------------------------------
                DEVIN J. BACCARI, NOTARY PUBLIC
10               My commission expires 8/17/18
   
11 
   
12 ATE:        NOVEMBER 28, 2017
   N RE:       JOINT APPLICATION OF FULL CHANNEL, INC.,
13             AND SERVICE AREA 5 CABLE, LLC (D-17-42)
   
14 
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20 
   
21 
   
22 
   
23 
   
24 
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 1                (Hearing commenced at 10:33 a.m.)
  


 2                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Good morning
  


 3         everyone.  My name is John Spirito.  I'm the
  


 4         Hearing Officer in this matter.
  


 5                  This hearing this morning was scheduled
  


 6         in response to an October 4th, 2017, joint
  


 7         application filing by Full Channel TV, Inc., and
  


 8         Service Area 5 Cable, LLC.  The petition was
  


 9         given the docket designation of D-17-42.
  


10                  In the joint application, the parties --
  


11         I should say the applicants are looking for
  


12         approval from the Division to transfer Full
  


13         Channel's cable certificates to Service Area 5
  


14         Cable, LLC.
  


15                  The application, as I indicated, was
  


16         filed on October 4th.  And in response to the
  


17         application filing, the Division published a
  


18         notice of intervention deadline on October 23rd
  


19         inviting any interested persons who wished to
  


20         intervene in this docket to intervene by Friday,
  


21         November 3rd, 2017.  And let the record reflect
  


22         that no such interested persons were out there so
  


23         no motions to intervene were filed.
  


24                  Subsequently, the Division issued a
  


25         notice of public hearing noticing this morning's
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 1         hearing on November 11th.
  


 2                  At this point, I'll take appearances for
  


 3         the record, please, starting with you, Mr. Maaia.
  


 4                  MR. MAAIA:  My name is William C. Maaia.
  


 5         I'm general counsel for Full Channel, Inc., and
  


 6         57 Edward Street in Warren.
  


 7                  MR. ROBERTS:  Dennis J. Roberts, II, 345
  


 8         Waterman Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02906.
  


 9         I am co-counsel for Full Channel.
  


10                  MR. CROCKER:  Michael Crocker, 349
  


11         Warren Avenue, East Providence.  Co-counsel, Full
  


12         Channel.
  


13                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Wold.
  


14                  MR. WOLD:  Leo Wold, Advocacy Section of
  


15         the Division.  With me at counsel table is Thomas
  


16         Kogut.
  


17                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly.
  


18                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Robert Munnelly
  


19         representing Service Area 5, LLC, today.
  


20                  And do you need my -- I think you have
  


21         my address.
  


22                  THE REPORTER:  I do.
  


23                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  With me at counsel
  


24         table is Mr. Grier Raclin of Service Area 5
  


25         Cable, then there are other members of the
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 1         Company behind us who will be testifying later
  


 2         today.
  


 3                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you, Mr.
  


 4         Munnelly.
  


 5                  MR. MAAIA:  Excuse me, Mr. Spirito.
  


 6                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Yes.
  


 7                  MR. MAAIA:  With me is the President of
  


 8         Full Channel, CEO, Linda Maaia.  And also
  


 9         available will be Levi C. Maaia, all from the
  


10         same address, 57 Edward Street, Full Channel.
  


11                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you, Mr.
  


12         Maaia.  Okay.  Are there any preliminary matters
  


13         that need to be addressed before we move on with
  


14         the hearing?
  


15                  MR. WOLD:  I think one preliminary
  


16         matter would be the introduction of the exhibits
  


17         that Service Area 5 and the Advocacy Section have
  


18         agreed to.  I've provided a packet of those
  


19         exhibits to counsel for Full Channel and Service
  


20         Area 5.
  


21                  I'd like to have the -- the documents
  


22         are being handed to the Hearing Officer with
  


23         the -- reflecting the exhibits that we have
  


24         marked for the Hearing Officer's convenience.
  


25                  Of note, in that exhibit package are the
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 1         certificates that the parties proposed that the
  


 2         Division issue with Service Area 5 counsel.  And
  


 3         the Advocacy Section, along with Mr. Maaia, have
  


 4         examined those forms and we're agreeable that
  


 5         those are forms will be appropriate if the
  


 6         Division so chooses to issue those in connection
  


 7         if it approves the transaction that's currently
  


 8         pending before the Division.
  


 9                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Parties agree?
  


10         All the parties agree?  Mr. Maaia?
  


11                  MR. MAAIA:  I have an objection.  The
  


12         objection goes directly to the admission of the
  


13         contracts of the agreements between Full Channel
  


14         and Service Area 5, LLC.  And the basis of that
  


15         objection is that if you look at the case of the
  


16         Providence Journal versus the Convention Center
  


17         it states in summary, what I would argue,
  


18         although, this has been preargued and a
  


19         preliminary determination, but for the record,
  


20         I'm making my objection that the provider, which
  


21         is us, Full Channel, who provided this
  


22         documentation, would not customarily release this
  


23         into the public.
  


24                  I understand it was redacted.  I have no
  


25         quarrel with it being submitted unredacted to the
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 1         Division.  That's part of the agreement.  And all
  


 2         the rest of that exhibit I don't object to, but I
  


 3         do object to those two contracts referred to as
  


 4         the APA, the Asset Purchase Agreement, Full
  


 5         Channel had some 80 pages long, and the condition
  


 6         agreement which I think is totally irrelevant and
  


 7         is -- again, would not have been provided by the
  


 8         provider and it was -- would not be customary to
  


 9         release to the public.  So I'll state my
  


10         objection for the record.
  


11                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  I will note
  


12         for the record that there have been pleadings
  


13         submitted to the Division on this issue.  The
  


14         parties were given an opportunity by me in
  


15         conference to further argue their positions on
  


16         this issue and I've decided that I will let the
  


17         redacted version of the two agreements go on the
  


18         public record.  The unredacted versions will be
  


19         sealed and not available for public disclosure.
  


20         Okay?
  


21                  And I think Mr. Wold later on will
  


22         address a package of documents that the parties
  


23         have agreed to that would be the unredacted
  


24         versions of some of these documents that would be
  


25         sealed from public disclosure in this docket.
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 1                  MR. WOLD:  Yes, that's all part of the
  


 2         package that I've handed to you.  The --
  


 3                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That is part
  


 4         of the package?
  


 5                  MR. WOLD:  That's correct.  Nothing in
  


 6         the package is not public.  I have one other
  


 7         administrative matter.
  


 8                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  All right.  So
  


 9         let me just go through this document.  So you've
  


10         got a tabbed document that you've provided this
  


11         morning.  If you could, Mr. Wold, why don't you
  


12         just identify the various exhibits --
  


13                  MR. WOLD:  Sure.
  


14                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  -- so that the
  


15         steno will know what documents are going on the
  


16         record.
  


17                  MR. WOLD:  Sure.  So I've provided the
  


18         Hearing Officer with a document entitled Exhibit
  


19         List, and that exhibit list identifies exhibits
  


20         of Service Area 5 and Full Channel.  Exhibit 1,
  


21         Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3 are the first set of
  


22         documents reflected in the exhibit list.
  


23                  Exhibit 1 is a joint application of Full
  


24         Channel, Inc., and Service Area 5 Cable to
  


25         transfer Rhode Island Service Area 5, CATV
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 1         certificate.  That's public.
  


 2                  Exhibit 2 is completed FCC Form 394 by
  


 3         Full Channel, Inc., and Service Area 5 Cable,
  


 4         LLC, with redactions, public.
  


 5                  And Exhibit 3 is testimony of Grier
  


 6         Raclin, Daniel Kennedy, Samuel Valencia, Michael
  


 7         Whitaker and Linda Maaia in support of Joint
  


 8         Application to Transfer Rhode Island Service Area
  


 9         5 CATV certificate, public.
  


10                  The next set of documents identified in
  


11         the exhibit list are those of the Advocacy
  


12         Section, and there are six exhibits.
  


13                  And the second administrative matter, I
  


14         have two more exhibits that the Advocacy Section
  


15         would wish to add to the exhibit list that are
  


16         not identified on the list.  I'll go through
  


17         those exhibits now.  Exhibit 1 are responses to
  


18         Advocacy Section's first set of document requests
  


19         1-1 through 1-9.  I will not go through each of
  


20         the individually marked or tabbed sub exhibits
  


21         under Exhibit 1.
  


22                  Exhibit 2 are -- is response to Advocacy
  


23         Section's second set of data requests 2-1 through
  


24         2-5.  Again, there are a number of responses
  


25         contained within that exhibit.  I won't go
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 1         through those sub exhibits.
  


 2                  Exhibit 3 is response to Advocacy
  


 3         Section's third set of data requests and there's
  


 4         one sub exhibit in response to 3-1, public.
  


 5                  Exhibit 4 is Full Channel digital TV
  


 6         light up December of 2017.
  


 7                  Exhibit 5 are the -- as I previously
  


 8         mentioned, the proposed compliance order
  


 9         certificate, proposed construction certificate
  


10         and proposed certificate of authority to operate.
  


11                  Exhibit 6 are confidential documents
  


12         submitted under seal that the Hearing Officer and
  


13         only the Hearing Officer has in his possession
  


14         that are contained in a brown accordion binder.
  


15                  The last two exhibits that should be
  


16         added to the exhibit list is a letter from
  


17         Anthony Manni, Administrator of Financial
  


18         Management of the Division, to Linda Jane Maaia,
  


19         COO, dated November 28th, 2017.  And these
  


20         reflect certain estimated cable assessments
  


21         relative to the pending transaction.  That would
  


22         be Exhibit 7.
  


23                  And the second document is Exhibit 8, a
  


24         memo addressed from Anthony Manni, Administrator
  


25         of Financial Management to Thomas Kogut,
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 1         Associate Administrator of CATV, dated
  


 2         November 28th, 2017.  These relate to costs with
  


 3         respect to the transfer hearing, advertisements
  


 4         in the Providence Journal and the stenographer in
  


 5         this matter.
  


 6                  The Advocacy Section will be
  


 7         specifically requesting the Hearing Officer to
  


 8         make the approval of the pending transaction
  


 9         should the Hearing Officer so choose to approve
  


10         the transaction contingent and subject to the
  


11         payment of those two exhibits at or before
  


12         closing.
  


13                  MR. MAAIA:  One clarification.
  


14                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Go ahead, Mr.
  


15         Maaia.
  


16                  MR. MAAIA:  Mr. Wold, would you give me
  


17         the numbers of those exhibits, which ones they
  


18         refer to?  Looking at the first number --
  


19                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Exhibit 7 is
  


20         the assessment and the annual cable assessment
  


21         issue and Exhibit 8 is the cost of prosecuting
  


22         this particular docket.
  


23                  MR. MAAIA:  So is that -- the second
  


24         one, is that the one --
  


25                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's 8.
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 1                  MR. MAAIA:  -- with the memo on it?
  


 2                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Wold, did
  


 3         you give copies of those exhibits to --
  


 4                  MR. WOLD:  Yes, I've given them to them
  


 5         previously.
  


 6                  MR. MAAIA:  So can I mark this 8?  Is
  


 7         that 7?
  


 8                  MR. WOLD:  7.
  


 9                  MR. MAAIA:  And the one that says 8,
  


10         just let the record show that Linda Maaia is not
  


11         a COO but a CEO.
  


12                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.
  


13                  MR. WOLD:  You've got them reversed, but
  


14         all right.
  


15                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  So for the
  


16         record, are there any objections to -- I'm
  


17         addressing this to the two applicants.
  


18                  Are there any objections to these
  


19         assessments and/or costs associated with
  


20         prosecuting this docket?
  


21                  MR. MAAIA:  No, there isn't.
  


22                  MR. WOLD:  No objection.
  


23                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  You've seen
  


24         the documents, you've seen the numbers and
  


25         there's no objection?
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 1                  MR. MAAIA:  There's no objection.
  


 2                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.
  


 3         Mr. Wold, just for some additional clarification,
  


 4         the tabs are color coded.  Would you explain if
  


 5         there's any significance to the color codes.
  


 6                  MR. WOLD:  No, there's no significance
  


 7         to the color codes.  I'd like to make the
  


 8         exhibits appear grouped so each grouping of
  


 9         exhibits will be of one color.
  


10                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.  You're
  


11         offering this as a full exhibit?
  


12                  MR. WOLD:  Yes.  The Advocacy Section
  


13         would recommend or move that all the exhibits
  


14         that are contained on the exhibit list, including
  


15         the two additional ones and the -- all the
  


16         confidential documents submitted as Exhibit 6
  


17         under seal be marked as full exhibits at this
  


18         time.
  


19                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Maaia,
  


20         do --
  


21                  MR. MAAIA:  Note our objection
  


22         previously raised for the same reasons now.
  


23                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly?
  


24                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Service Area has no
  


25         objections.
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 1                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.
  


 2                  MR. MUNNELLY:  I do want to just note
  


 3         that on the -- I don't know if this is something
  


 4         that Mr. Wold will get to, but just, you know,
  


 5         the Hearing Officer should grant a protective
  


 6         order with respect to the confidential matters
  


 7         under seal.
  


 8                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Parties agree?
  


 9                  MR. MAAIA:  I didn't hear him.
  


10                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  The protective
  


11         order I'm going to approve the -- that all of the
  


12         redacted -- excuse me, yes -- all of the
  


13         nonredacted documents remain under seal.  I think
  


14         Mr. Wold has referred to them collectively as
  


15         Exhibit 6, so Exhibit 6 will be sealed.  And
  


16         relative to the protective order, yes, that
  


17         protective order is put in place and granted.
  


18                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Thank you.
  


19                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.  Mr.
  


20         Maaia or Mr. Munnelly, how would how would you
  


21         like to proceed?
  


22                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Do you want some type of
  


23         opening statement or do you want us to jump into
  


24         the -- getting the witnesses --
  


25                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  An opening
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 1         statement, I think, will be appropriate.  I will
  


 2         say for the record, I neglected to do so earlier,
  


 3         that the service area involved in this transfer
  


 4         of Service Area 5, which is comprised of the
  


 5         towns of Barrington, Warren and Bristol, correct?
  


 6                  MR. MAAIA:  Correct.
  


 7                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Yes.
  


 8                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  So that
  


 9         constitutes the totality of the service area?
  


10         There are no pockets within those towns that are
  


11         not included in that service area; is that
  


12         correct?  The whole town, all -- the whole
  


13         geographic area of all three towns constitutes
  


14         Service Area 5, correct?
  


15                  MR. MAAIA:  That's correct.
  


16                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly,
  


17         why don't we start with you.
  


18                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Sure.  And then Mr. Maaia
  


19         can add whatever he wants to at the end of this.
  


20                  Thank you, Mr. Hearing Officer and staff
  


21         on behalf of Service Area 5 Cable.  We just
  


22         appreciate the opportunity to get this case
  


23         heard.
  


24                  You know, at issue is the joint request
  


25         to transfer the certificates and we just ask that
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 1         this transfer be approved promptly.  We had an
  


 2         earlier motion to expedite that we'd love to have
  


 3         a ruling by year end, if at all possible, and
  


 4         even sooner than that would be appreciated.
  


 5                  Just an overview.  Of course, Full
  


 6         Channel is the longstanding operator in Service
  


 7         Area 5.  Service Area 5 Cable, I'm going to call
  


 8         them Area 5 Cable just to keep it a little bit
  


 9         easier and cut out the service area references,
  


10         but Area 5 Cable is the special purpose entity
  


11         formed to acquire and operate the Full Channel
  


12         system after the acquisition.
  


13                  The transfer approval requirements are
  


14         in Division Rule 4.1.  They require a submission
  


15         of an FCC Form 394, and we did that on October 4
  


16         and that is marked as Exhibit 2 on the exhibit
  


17         list, or at least the Service Area 5 and Full
  


18         Channel Exhibit 2.
  


19                  In the requirements, it also needs to
  


20         show financial and technical fitness.  The
  


21         buyer's management experience at operating a
  


22         cable system, the willingness and ability to
  


23         conform to the requirements, orders, rules and
  


24         regulations of the Division, and public interest
  


25         support to justify approval of the transfer, and
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 1         all are well satisfied on the record that is in
  


 2         front of you.
  


 3                  With respect to the management and
  


 4         technical fitness factors, the Area 5 Cable
  


 5         management team is exceptionally experienced and
  


 6         technically capable.  They're seasoned cable and
  


 7         broadband executives.  In particular, Mr. Raclin
  


 8         is the former general counsel of Charter
  


 9         Communications, which when he was there was one
  


10         of the -- and remains currently one of the top
  


11         five multiple systems operators in the country.
  


12         So he has a broad set of experiences that are
  


13         useful to demonstrating their ability to operate
  


14         a cable system following approval.
  


15                  One of the parent companies is
  


16         Countrywide Broadband.  It's owned and operated
  


17         by the management team.  They already have an
  


18         ownership interest in another broadband company
  


19         in Illinois, which is i3 Broadband, and they're
  


20         operating very successfully.  And now they're
  


21         looking to expand their business to include
  


22         customers in the East Bay through the acquisition
  


23         of Full Channel.
  


24                  On the financial side with financial
  


25         qualifications, a lot of the material under seal
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 1         that we submitted on that shows that Area 5 Cable
  


 2         has strong financial support, it has a -- an
  


 3         equity piece which is documented in terms of
  


 4         their contribution to it, along with some
  


 5         Countrywide Broadband management.  There's also a
  


 6         lender who is making funds available as well in
  


 7         order to have the transaction go forward.
  


 8                  The equity one in specific is Seaport
  


 9         Capital who is a major private equity firm that
  


10         is experienced at investing in communication
  


11         companies.  And, of course, Area 5 Cable will
  


12         benefit from the strong cash flow of Full Channel
  


13         which should continue after the acquisition.
  


14                  In terms of conforming to regulatory
  


15         requirements, the Area 5 witnesses, especially
  


16         Mr. Raclin as the lead, have long experience with
  


17         regulated operations.  They also confirmed in
  


18         both the prefile testimony and the response, the
  


19         data request Advocacy Number 1-9, their intention
  


20         to operate the Full Channel system in full
  


21         compliance with applicable law and Division
  


22         regulations.
  


23                  And from a public interest standpoint,
  


24         this is something that -- I don't want to be
  


25         colloquial too much, but this is a no-brainer for
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 1         Rhode Island.  Area 5 Cable is keeping a
  


 2         competitive presence in Service Area 5, which has
  


 3         value to the public.  It's also proposing to
  


 4         retain the Full Channel and customers except for
  


 5         the -- employees except for the Maaias.  And,
  


 6         again, that's something the continuity of
  


 7         experience is helpful and supports the public
  


 8         interest.
  


 9                  And they also are going to -- as shown
  


10         especially in confidential Exhibit 1-7 -- or
  


11         sorry -- data request, the response to data
  


12         request Advocacy 1-7, that they are proposing to
  


13         bring new ideas, new services, new products, new
  


14         features, new energies to Rhode Island consumers.
  


15                  In further note on the public interests,
  


16         as noted earlier in the opening of this,
  


17         Mr. Hearing Officer, no persons intervened to
  


18         oppose the transaction.
  


19                  Also, to my understanding, we're not
  


20         aware that members of the public have filed any
  


21         comments either opposing or expressing concern
  


22         about this transaction, and that is -- says
  


23         something about, again, that this is supported by
  


24         the public interest.
  


25                  So in conclusion, you know, the panel of
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 1         witnesses will be happy to answer questions from
  


 2         the -- from the Division Advocacy Section from
  


 3         the bench if you have any, and they just hope
  


 4         that the Division would approve the transaction
  


 5         in summary fashion promptly so that they can
  


 6         begin the work of improving communication
  


 7         services of Rhode Island.
  


 8                  Mr. Maaia, I don't know if you want to
  


 9         add anything to that, but feel free.
  


10                  MR. MAAIA:  Got to earn a few bucks
  


11         anyway, so I've got to say something.
  


12                  (A discussion was had out of the hearing
  


13         of the reporter.)
  


14                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Maaia.
  


15                  MR. MAAIA:  As I said, for the record,
  


16         my name is William Maaia.  I'm general counsel
  


17         for Full Channel.  Some of this I beg your
  


18         indulgence because it's a little repetitive, but
  


19         the Hearing Officer was correct, we're talking
  


20         about Service Area 5.
  


21                  I've been involved in representing
  


22         Service Area 5 since 1981 and I'm kind of the
  


23         longest quasi running employee for Full Channel.
  


24         It was -- it all started off as a cable company.
  


25         Many were chosen, but few are left.  We're down
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 1         to one sole individual, independent, homegrown
  


 2         company which is Full Channel.  We do have a
  


 3         couple of large companies that create a challenge
  


 4         for Full Channel, and we came before Mr. Spirito
  


 5         asking that this application be approved on a
  


 6         transfer -- that the transfer of Full Channel
  


 7         certificates be transferred -- to operate this
  


 8         company be transferred to the buyers, the new
  


 9         companies, the transferees.
  


10                  With me, as I said earlier, is Linda
  


11         Jane Maaia.  She's CEO and President of Full
  


12         Channel who has, for the past 14 years, answered
  


13         the call when her father suddenly passed away.
  


14                  And John Donofrio, her father, was here
  


15         back in 1975 and then in '81 pioneering the
  


16         challenge of cable in Rhode Island.  But we
  


17         didn't know where it -- where it was gonna go and
  


18         certainly we didn't know how long it was going to
  


19         take.  Many of us in this room have made that
  


20         travel and that trek together, not only
  


21         navigating the unchartered wires of where cable
  


22         television would go.
  


23                  Also, we have had the support of Levi
  


24         Maaia who was the architect of what was the
  


25         modern Full Channel developing the technology,
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 1         the changes, the design, the software, the
  


 2         formulas, the intellectual property.  And that
  


 3         brought it from the single focus of the cable
  


 4         television company to telecommunications company
  


 5         that offered the trifecta, which was the cable,
  


 6         Internet, which was a huge growth factor and, of
  


 7         course, the telephone.
  


 8                  Both of their profiles and their
  


 9         challenges were unique in a business that had no
  


10         prior history that was a very new type of
  


11         challenge.
  


12                  Two other gentlemen that sit with me are
  


13         kind of part of the history of what happened in
  


14         cable television while Full Channel became such a
  


15         viable and long lasting independent.
  


16                  Michael Crocker who's been doing this
  


17         with me for 20 years has been at many hearings
  


18         held by this same Hearing Officer, and each of
  


19         those hearings collectively was the history of
  


20         cable television in Rhode Island.
  


21                  Our co-counsel, Dennis J. Roberts, he
  


22         needs really no introduction.  He's the former
  


23         Attorney General, 1978, just about the same time
  


24         when -- in 1981, he was still Attorney General
  


25         when cable came on the scene.  Again, nobody knew
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 1         what that was going to be about.
  


 2                  I'd say that the benefit of having an
  


 3         Attorney General who understood the regulatory
  


 4         trial work, who understood what the PUC was
  


 5         about, who, in fact, was the PUC in certain
  


 6         areas, was sending personnel and attorneys over
  


 7         here to help grow the PUC as a regulator, people
  


 8         like Leo Wold and people who came before him,
  


 9         people who have come after him, Dennis was a part
  


10         of that.
  


11                  Grier Raclin we got to know over a
  


12         year-and-a-half.  This has not been a journey
  


13         where somebody came up to us and we decided to
  


14         sell on a whim.  This has been a journey that
  


15         required Full Channel to meet the challenge of
  


16         having been dumped into the role of leadership,
  


17         rose to the challenge, changed the company,
  


18         repositioned it, vetted several prospects, and
  


19         only brought to you one that we thought was a
  


20         viable company meeting the criteria of being
  


21         financially fit, technically capable.
  


22                  And Raclin's team that he's put together
  


23         are a collection of professionals with the
  


24         expertise that we have put our faith in to carry
  


25         a legacy.
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 1                  There is an emotional factor of when you
  


 2         start a company, when you take over your father's
  


 3         company, when you work for your father-in-law for
  


 4         40 years, when you come to this forum year after
  


 5         year after year.  It's not that bad, I get to put
  


 6         my feet up on an ottoman and quit.  I'm not
  


 7         bitching about that.  But I think that there is
  


 8         an emotional factor.  And we wanted to be sure
  


 9         that when we brought somebody to this forum, that
  


10         those people would be something that we would be
  


11         proud of to say, we had Full Channel, these guys
  


12         took it over, and they had the wherewithal to do
  


13         it, they meet the legal criteria, but they also
  


14         will bring it to another level and we would be
  


15         proud of that.
  


16                  So it's not -- we've had many talks with
  


17         many people along the way.  And our talk with
  


18         Grier Raclin was long and there was a lot of due
  


19         diligence and a lot of -- I don't think we missed
  


20         one issue.  If we -- if we didn't -- if we missed
  


21         one issue, I'll be surprised if we did.
  


22                  As you know, we've completed the
  


23         discovery process, a successful process where I
  


24         believe the Division has all the information, all
  


25         the tools to make the kind of judgments and
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 1         recommendations, make the kind of inquiry that
  


 2         will expedite the vetting of this candidate and
  


 3         the transfer and approval by you during this
  


 4         hearing.
  


 5                  I don't think that there's -- as said
  


 6         earlier, the other people are not interested
  


 7         because it's a good company.  It's a company
  


 8         that's going to continue on.  We have a statute
  


 9         for competition.  It's one of the few areas in
  


10         Rhode Island that will continue to have
  


11         competition because people have a choice, which
  


12         is what that statute's all about.  They have no
  


13         choice in a lot of places that have a viable
  


14         independent cable company that they can call --
  


15         that's homegrown.  That's what they're going to
  


16         preserve and I'm looking forward to the approval.
  


17         Thank you.
  


18                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you, Mr.
  


19         Maaia.  Mr. Wold, any opening?
  


20                  MR. WOLD:  No opening.  We'll have a
  


21         closing statement for the Division.
  


22                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.
  


23         Okay.  So, gentlemen, how would you like to
  


24         proceed?
  


25                  MR. MUNNELLY:  I guess I'd want to offer
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 1         the witness -- I'm sure Mr. Maaia would want to
  


 2         do the questions for his witness, but should we
  


 3         swear the witnesses at this point and then
  


 4         I'll -- or do you want me to do it one by one or
  


 5         how would you like to --
  


 6                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Wold, do
  


 7         you have any objections to a panel or --
  


 8                  MR. WOLD:  No, no objection.
  


 9                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  No objection.
  


10         Okay.  So we'll swear them in as a panel.  Just
  


11         identify each one before we swear them in.
  


12                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Sure.  My witnesses are
  


13         Mr. Raclin, who we introduced earlier; Mr. Sam
  


14         Valencia from Area 5 Cable and the parent
  


15         companies; Dan Kennedy, again, and Mike Whitaker
  


16         are the Service Area 5 witnesses today.
  


17                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.
  


18         Gentlemen, why don't you stand and raise your
  


19         right hands and we'll swear you all in at the
  


20         same time.
  


21                   SAMUEL VALENCIA, DAVE KENNEDY
  


22                    MIKE WHITAKER AND GRIER RACLIN
  


23                             WERE SWORN.
  


24                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.
  


25         Mr. Munnelly.
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 1                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Thank you.  So I'm going
  


 2         to take the witnesses in turn and walk through
  


 3         the authentication process and a few other
  


 4         questions along the way.
  


 5                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Yes.
  


 6                  MR. MUNNELLY:  If it's okay, we'll just
  


 7         leave -- assuming that the stenographer can hear
  


 8         them, we'll be happy to keep the people in their
  


 9         spots and don't have to rearrange.  Okay.  Thank
  


10         you.  We'll start with Mr. Raclin.
  


11                        GRIER C. RACLIN,
  


12          Duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
  


13                  EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY
  


14     Q.  Mr. Raclin, can you just -- again, can you give
  


15         your title with Area 5 Cable and your business
  


16         address for the record.
  


17         A. My title is President and Chief Executive
  


18         Officer.  My current business address is 602 High
  


19         Point Lane, East Peoria, Illinois.
  


20     Q.  Okay.  And do you also have responsibilities with
  


21         either parents or affiliates of Area 5 Cable?
  


22         A. One of the owners of Area 5 Cable is a company
  


23         called Countrywide Broadband and I am the
  


24         President and CEO of that as well.
  


25     Q.  And do you have a role with that i3 Broadband
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 1         entity that is in Illinois?
  


 2         A. I3 Broadband, formerly known as iTV-3, LLC,
  


 3         d/b/a i3 Broadband, is another company we own
  


 4         which operates a fiberoptic cable system in
  


 5         Champagne and Urbana and Peoria, Illinois, and
  


 6         surrounding areas.  And I'm the President and CEO
  


 7         of that company as well.
  


 8     Q.  Can you just summarize your job responsibilities
  


 9         of Area 5 Cable.
  


10         A. Fundamentally responsible for the strategy and
  


11         success of the company as the Chief Executive
  


12         Officer.
  


13     Q.  Now, turning to the documentation, were you part
  


14         of a panel of witnesses that provided prefile
  


15         testimony in this proceeding dated October 4,
  


16         2017?
  


17         A. Yes, I was.
  


18     Q.  Now, was this testimony prepared by you or under
  


19         your supervision and control?
  


20         A. It was.
  


21     Q.  Okay.  Is it true and accurate, to the best of
  


22         your knowledge?
  


23         A. It is.  I think we changed the financing
  


24         arrangements after we filed the application.  At
  


25         the time we filed the application, we were
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 1         relying upon a commitment letter from our lender
  


 2         for the funds they were going to contribute.
  


 3                  After we filed the application, we
  


 4         thought we'd just go ahead and rather than rely
  


 5         upon the commitment letter go ahead and negotiate
  


 6         and execute the loan agreement.  So we later
  


 7         filed, I think, as a response to a discovery
  


 8         request the actual loan agreement and the
  


 9         amendment to the loan agreement that we're
  


10         relying upon to provide the financing thereby
  


11         skipping the step of having to rely upon just the
  


12         commitment letter.
  


13     Q.  And did you also -- subsequent to October 4 also
  


14         firm up an issue of the way the funds were
  


15         getting delivered to Area 5 Cable?
  


16         A. Yes.  The -- so our Illinois operation, i3
  


17         Broadband, has an existing facility, lending
  


18         facility, with this lender.  And the reason we --
  


19         we're going to rely upon that.  So iTV-3, LLC, or
  


20         i3 Broadband will borrow money under that
  


21         facility and then onlend (sic) it to Service Area
  


22         5.
  


23                  We're doing it that way simply because
  


24         it's much easier and quicker just to borrow under
  


25         our existing facility rather than set up a whole
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 1         new facility for Service Area 5.
  


 2     Q.  And to your understanding is that firmed up in
  


 3         a -- is that commitment firmed up in a letter or
  


 4         other document?
  


 5         A. It's beyond a commitment letter.  It's an
  


 6         actual signed loan agreement that we've amended
  


 7         to include the funds that we're going to use to
  


 8         purchase and operate Service Area 5.  We'll
  


 9         purchase the assets from Full Channel which will
  


10         become Service Area 5.
  


11     Q.  Okay.  And, to your knowledge, are those updated
  


12         documents reflected in a discovery request?
  


13         A. Yes, they are.
  


14                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  I believe, just
  


15         for the record, it's the -- the original and
  


16         supplemental responses to Advocacy 1-5 have the
  


17         updated financial arrangements that happened
  


18         after October 4 application.
  


19                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.
  


20                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  Putting aside
  


21         those changes, are there any other updates or
  


22         changes you need to make to the testimony?
  


23         A. Not that I'm aware of, no.
  


24                  MR. SPIRITO:  Just for the record, the
  


25         testimony is marked as joint exhibit --
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 1                  MR. MUNNELLY:  1.
  


 2                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  -- 3.
  


 3                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Sorry.  Yes.  To be clear
  


 4         on the record, that's right.  It's the service
  


 5         area Full Channel Exhibit 3 is the -- is the
  


 6         joint prefiled testimony.
  


 7     Q.  (By Mr. Munnelly)  Okay.  So subject to those
  


 8         changes that you just outlined, do you adopt the
  


 9         prefiled testimony under oath for use in this
  


10         proceeding as if you had been asked these
  


11         questions and given those answers here today?
  


12         A. I do.
  


13     Q.  Okay.  Mr. Raclin, did you also assist with the
  


14         preparation of discovery responses in response to
  


15         questions from the Advocacy Section?
  


16         A. I did.
  


17     Q.  And were those responses -- I think you didn't
  


18         have all of them because some of them were Full
  


19         Channel only, but you certainly had a bunch of
  


20         responses that you were identified on.  Were
  


21         those responses prepared by you under your
  


22         supervision and control?
  


23         A. Yes, they were.
  


24     Q.  Are they true and accurate, to the best of your
  


25         knowledge?
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 1         A. They are except for the one change I mentioned
  


 2         before where in one of the discovery responses we
  


 3         updated it to reflect that we had an actual
  


 4         signed loan agreement with our lender rather than
  


 5         just a commitment letter.
  


 6                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  And I believe,
  


 7         again, those are actually already reflected in
  


 8         the discovery responses as either an original
  


 9         response or a supplemental response.
  


10     Q.  (By Mr. Munnelly)  Subject to -- you don't have
  


11         any changes beyond that?
  


12         A. No.
  


13     Q.  Okay.  Subject to any changes, I'm actually going
  


14         to show there are changes, but do you adopt the
  


15         responses that you acknowledged under oath for
  


16         use in this proceeding as if you'd been asked
  


17         these questions and given those answers?
  


18         A. I do.
  


19                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  Unless the Hearing
  


20         Officer thinks I need to do anything else on the
  


21         introduction side for the exhibits, I was going
  


22         to move to the next witness.
  


23                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Please move
  


24         on.
  


25                  MR. MUNNELLY:  I'm going to move to
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 1         Mr. Kennedy.
  


 2                          DAN KENNEDY,
  


 3                              -o0o-
  


 4          Duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
  


 5                  EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY
  


 6     Q.  Why don't you please give your name, title with
  


 7         Area 5 Cable and business address for the record.
  


 8         A. My name is Dan Kennedy.  I'm the COO of Area
  


 9         5, 602 High Point Lane, East Peoria, Illinois
  


10         61611.
  


11     Q.  Okay.  And you also have responsibilities with
  


12         other affiliates of Area 5 Cable?
  


13         A. That is correct, with technology and service
  


14         delivery and customer service delivery.
  


15     Q.  Okay.  Can you just briefly summarize your job
  


16         responsibilities with Area 5 Cable.
  


17         A. Yes.  I'm responsible for the technology
  


18         decisions that are related to products and
  


19         services that were delivered to our customers,
  


20         our infrastructure and other related items.
  


21     Q.  And were you part of the panel of witnesses that
  


22         provided prefiled testimony that's been marked as
  


23         Service Area 5 Cable, LLC, and Full Channel, LLC,
  


24         in this proceeding?
  


25         A. Yes.
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 1     Q.  Okay.  And with respect to whatever portions of
  


 2         that panel you worked on, was that prepared by
  


 3         you or under your supervision and control?
  


 4         A. Yes.
  


 5     Q.  And is it true and accurate, to the best of your
  


 6         knowledge?
  


 7         A. Yes.
  


 8     Q.  Okay.  Do you have any changes to make at this
  


 9         time?
  


10         A. I do not.
  


11     Q.  Okay.  I note that you're incorporating
  


12         Mr. Raclin's changes with respect to the
  


13         financial issues?
  


14         A. Correct.
  


15     Q.  Okay.  So subject to those changes, do you adopt
  


16         the prefiled testimony under oath for use in this
  


17         proceeding as if you had been asked these
  


18         questions and given those answers?
  


19         A. I do.
  


20     Q.  Okay.  Mr. Kennedy, did you assist with
  


21         preparation of discovery responses in response to
  


22         questions from the Advocacy Section?
  


23         A. I did.
  


24     Q.  Okay.  Are you named as a witness on any of the
  


25         discovery responses?
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 1         A. Yes.  As far as --
  


 2     Q.  Actually, I don't believe that you are.  I
  


 3         believe that Mr. Raclin is the company witness on
  


 4         the responses to the Advocacy Section questions,
  


 5         so I don't need to have you formally adopt them
  


 6         because Mr. Raclin has already done that.
  


 7                  MR. MUNNELLY:  I think that's all I have
  


 8         for you, Mr. Kennedy, today.
  


 9                  Mr. Valencia, I think you're up next.
  


10                         SAMUEL VALENCIA,
  


11       Being duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
  


12                  EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY
  


13     Q.  Can you -- again, going through the same pattern
  


14         of questions, can you state your name, title with
  


15         Area 5 Cable and address for the record.
  


16         A. Yes.  My name's Samuel Valencia.  I'm the
  


17         Chief Financial Officer and my address is 602
  


18         High Point Lane, East Peoria, Illinois 61611.
  


19     Q.  Okay.  And do you have responsibilities with
  


20         other affiliates of Area 5 --
  


21         A. I do.
  


22     Q.  -- Cable?
  


23         A. I do.
  


24     Q.  Just briefly describe them.
  


25         A. Very simply, I'm responsible for all financial
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 1         matters associated with the company.
  


 2     Q.  Can you talk just briefly about your job
  


 3         responsibilities with Area 5 Cable.
  


 4         A. Yes.  The responsibility includes payment of
  


 5         all expenses, collection of cash and receivables
  


 6         and preparation of financial statements and other
  


 7         ancillary financial matters.
  


 8     Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  Again, were you part of the
  


 9         panel of witnesses that submitted Exhibit 3 to
  


10         the joint applicant's --
  


11         A. Yes.
  


12     Q.  -- exhibit list?
  


13                  Okay.  And to the extent you had
  


14         contributed to that directly, was that prepared
  


15         by you or under your supervision and control?
  


16         A. It was.
  


17     Q.  Okay.  Subject to Mr. Raclin's changes, is the
  


18         testimony true and accurate, to the best of your
  


19         knowledge?
  


20         A. It is.
  


21     Q.  Do you have any other changes you need to make at
  


22         this time?
  


23         A. I do not.
  


24     Q.  Okay.  So subject to the changes outlined by
  


25         Mr. Raclin, do you adopt the prefile testimony
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 1         under oath for use in this proceeding as if
  


 2         you've been asked these questions and given these
  


 3         answers?
  


 4         A. I do.
  


 5     Q.  Okay.  And, Mr. Valencia, I don't believe you're
  


 6         named as a witness on -- are you named as a
  


 7         witness on any of these discovery responses?
  


 8         A. I don't believe so.
  


 9                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  I think I'm done
  


10         with that witness.  I can go to Mr. Whitaker to
  


11         close off the Area 5 witnesses.
  


12                        MICHAEL WHITAKER,
  


13       Being duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
  


14                  EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY
  


15     Q.  Okay.  Mr. Whitaker, can you give your name,
  


16         title with Area 5 Cable and business address for
  


17         the record.
  


18         A. Michael Whitaker, 602 High Point Lane, East
  


19         Peoria, Illinois 61611.  I'll be the general
  


20         manager of the operation here.
  


21     Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  Can you just summarize what
  


22         your job responsibilities will be at Area 5
  


23         Cable?
  


24         A. I will be running the day-to-day operation,
  


25         managing the personnel and working closely with
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 1         Dan and the technical people for the network.
  


 2     Q.  Now, you're a part of the panel of witnesses as
  


 3         well in this case that's been marked as Exhibit 3
  


 4         of the coapplicant's exhibits?
  


 5         A. Yes, I am.
  


 6     Q.  Okay.  And with respect to whatever testimony
  


 7         contributed, was that prepared by you or under
  


 8         your supervision and control?
  


 9         A. Yes, it was.
  


10     Q.  Okay.  And is it true and accurate, to the best
  


11         of your knowledge?
  


12         A. Yes, it is.
  


13     Q.  And putting aside Mr. Raclin's financial
  


14         testimony he gave earlier, do you have any
  


15         changes to make at this time?
  


16         A. I do not.
  


17     Q.  Okay.  Subject to those changes, do you adopt the
  


18         prefiled testimony for use in this proceeding as
  


19         if you had asked these questions and given those
  


20         answers?
  


21         A. I do.
  


22     Q.  Did you -- Mr. Whitaker, are you named as a
  


23         responsible person on any discovery responses?
  


24         A. No.
  


25                  MR. MUNNELLY:  I believe unless the
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 1         Hearing Officer -- there's anything else you want
  


 2         to cover at this point, I'd be happy to go over
  


 3         to Mr. Maaia so he can do the remaining witness.
  


 4                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.
  


 5         Mr. Maaia, do you want to introduce Mrs. Maaia.
  


 6                  MS. MAAIA:  Hi.
  


 7                  MR. MAAIA:  Hi.
  


 8                  MR. ROBERTS:  She's well-known, your
  


 9         Honor.
  


10                  (Off the record discussion.)
  


11                           LINDA MAAIA,
  


12       Being duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
  


13                    EXAMINATION BY MR. MAAIA
  


14     Q.  Mrs. Maaia, since you made such a wise choice of
  


15         counsel, I'll continue.
  


16                  On the prefiled testimony that was filed
  


17         and submitted into the record, on Page 2 you were
  


18         asked a question there.  The question is:  Can
  


19         you also describe Full Channel and your role with
  


20         the company.  Do you want to respond to that?
  


21         A. I'm the President and Chief Executive Officer
  


22         of Full Channel and I have been since
  


23         September 2004 as part of the executive team, but
  


24         presently that's my role.
  


25     Q.  And on Page 3, you go on to indicate that in your
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 1         prefile testimony.  Do you still support those
  


 2         responses to those questions there?
  


 3         A. I do.
  


 4     Q.  What is your purpose for being here today?
  


 5         A. To support the application of Service Area 5
  


 6         Cable to purchase Full Channel, Inc.
  


 7     Q.  Can you summarize for the Hearing Officer just a
  


 8         bit an overview of the purchase transaction as
  


 9         reflected in Page 5 of your prefile testimony.
  


10         A. Basically, the asset purchase agreement is an
  


11         agreement to transfer all of the assets of Full
  


12         Channel to Service Area 5 Cable allowing them to
  


13         operate the company going forward as an
  


14         independent cable operator here in the State of
  


15         Rhode Island.
  


16                  It's my understanding that they are
  


17         planning to retain all of the employees of Full
  


18         Channel and will bring in the management team
  


19         whom you've met this morning.
  


20     Q.  There were other requirements in addition to the
  


21         filing before this regulatory body and that is
  


22         with the federal regulators, namely did you and
  


23         the parties prepare FCC Form 394 and any other
  


24         related certificates either jointly or separately
  


25         that is required to make the transfer both at the
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 1         state level and the federal level?
  


 2         A. Yes, that happened.
  


 3     Q.  Other than what's in your prefile testimony, do
  


 4         you have anything else to add?
  


 5         A. No.
  


 6                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Maaia --
  


 7         Mrs. Maaia, do you -- well, Mr. Maaia, perhaps
  


 8         you should have Mrs. Maaia authenticate and adopt
  


 9         the testimony that is contained in Exhibit 3.
  


10     Q.  (By Mr. Maaia)  All right.  I'll ask did you have
  


11         input in the preparation of this and review of
  


12         this filing and do you now authenticate it?
  


13         A. I do.
  


14                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.
  


15     Q.  (By Mr. Maaia)  Do you adopt it as your
  


16         testimony?
  


17         A. Yes, I do.
  


18                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.
  


19         Mr. Wold, do you have cross-examination for any
  


20         of these witnesses?
  


21                  MR. WOLD:  I have cross-examination for
  


22         the Service Area 5 team --
  


23                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Please
  


24         proceed.
  


25                  MR. WOLD:  -- if Mr. Munnelly has
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 1         completed his direct examination.
  


 2                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Yes.  Now that Ms. Maaia
  


 3         has had her direct exam, certainly from our
  


 4         standpoint the witnesses are available for cross.
  


 5                        GRIER C. RACLIN,
  


 6                              -o0o-
  


 7                    EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
  


 8     Q.  Good morning, Mr. Raclin.  I understand you're
  


 9         the President and CEO of i3 Broadband; is that
  


10         correct?
  


11         A. That's correct.
  


12     Q.  And that's a company that's out of Peoria,
  


13         Illinois; is that correct?
  


14         A. Its main office is in East Peoria, Illinois.
  


15     Q.  What's the size of that company assetwise and
  


16         then revenuewise?
  


17         A. I'll defer to my CFO to give an exact answer.
  


18                  (Off the record discussion.)
  


19                  MR. WOLD:  That's Mr. Valencia speaking,
  


20         for the record.
  


21                  MR. MUNNELLY:  This is --
  


22                  (A discussion was had out of the hearing
  


23         of the reporter.)
  


24                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Is there a way to answer
  


25         this in a way that wouldn't deal with
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 1         confidential information?  Is there publicly
  


 2         available information on this?
  


 3                  MR. WOLD:  Can you just give an estimate
  


 4         of it more than X number of dollars.
  


 5                  MR. RACLIN:  Go ahead.
  


 6                  MR. VALENCIA:  Yes, we are approximately
  


 7         20,000,000 in revenue.
  


 8     Q.  (By Mr. Wold)  And relative to that company, how
  


 9         long have you been the CEO of that company?
  


10         A. Since it was formed approximately a year ago.
  


11     Q.  And in terms of your duties as CEO, what do you
  


12         do?
  


13         A. I'm responsible for all the strategy,
  


14         implementation and strategy, and the success of
  


15         the business.
  


16     Q.  Can you state, then, just generally in terms of
  


17         customers how many customers the company has.
  


18         A. Approximately 11,500.
  


19     Q.  And in terms of what did you do before you were
  


20         the CEO of i3?
  


21                  THE WITNESS:  When do you want to start?
  


22                  MR. WOLD:  Ten years.  Ten years before
  


23         that.
  


24         A. Ten years.  Let's see.
  


25     Q.  (By Mr. Wold)  Let me try --
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 1         A. So from 2005 to 2010, I was the general
  


 2         counsel and then Chief Administrative Officer of
  


 3         Charter Communications.
  


 4                  I then left and taught law school,
  


 5         securities regulations, at Washington University
  


 6         Law School and practiced law at a law firm in St.
  


 7         Louis called Thompson Coburn.  I ran their data
  


 8         security and privacy practice for a year.
  


 9                  I then left and became general counsel
  


10         of a company called Scientific Games, which is
  


11         the world's largest manufacturer of lottery
  


12         tickets, another highly regulated business.  And
  


13         I stayed there for approximately 13 months and
  


14         then joined with my current team to pursue a
  


15         strategy of identifying and purchasing
  


16         independent cable companies and fiberoptic cable
  


17         companies.
  


18     Q.  Now, in the paperwork that you filed, there are
  


19         two entities.  One's Countrywide Broadband and
  


20         Seaport Capital.  Can you just indicate what
  


21         Countrywide Broadband is?
  


22         A. Countrywide Broadband is the entity that the
  


23         four of us formed.  By "four of us," I'm talking
  


24         myself, Sam Valencia, Dan Kennedy and Mike
  


25         Whitaker, and we formed it for the purpose of
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 1         pursuing acquisitions.
  


 2                  We went into a partnership with Seaport,
  


 3         which is an experienced private equity firm.
  


 4         They have a lengthy experience owning and
  


 5         operating cable companies, fiberoptic companies,
  


 6         that sort of thing.  We joined together as a
  


 7         partnership to pursue the acquisition of Full
  


 8         Channel as well as iTV-3.
  


 9     Q.  All right.  And so Countrywide and Seaport, how
  


10         are they related to i3 Broadband?
  


11         A. We are co-owners.
  


12     Q.  All right.  And relative to Seaport Capital, what
  


13         is it that they do?  What is Seaport Capital?
  


14         A. It's a private equity firm.
  


15     Q.  And when you say "private equity," what does that
  


16         mean?
  


17         A. It's an investment company that pulls funds
  


18         from investors to purchase operating companies
  


19         and theoretically add features, performance,
  


20         whatever to improve the performance of the
  


21         companies.
  


22     Q.  All right.  And in terms of the size of companies
  


23         that it pursues, what is the size?
  


24         A. As a general matter, my understanding is that
  


25         they pursue companies with EBITDA earnings before
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 1         interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization in
  


 2         the 10 to $30 million range.
  


 3     Q.  Would you characterize Countrywide Broadband and
  


 4         Seaport Capital as when they make an investment
  


 5         of a long-term holder, short-term holders, do
  


 6         they have a certain period of time where they
  


 7         want to exit from their investments?
  


 8         A. Neither Seaport nor Countrywide go into an
  


 9         investment with a preset period of time that they
  


10         want to invest.
  


11                  In the Service Area 5 case in specific,
  


12         it's being -- the Seaport entity that's investing
  


13         in that is called Seaport Capital Partners 5,
  


14         which is a new fund that they formed which has a
  


15         ten-year horizon on it.  So if there were any
  


16         timeline it would be a ten-year, but they
  


17         don't -- again, they don't go into an investment
  


18         with an idea of selling it within a period of
  


19         time.
  


20     Q.  Now, relative to Countrywide, Countrywide itself
  


21         doesn't own any cable systems, correct?
  


22         A. Well, we're a part owner of iTV-3 --
  


23     Q.  Oh, iTV-3?
  


24         A. -- LLC, right.
  


25     Q.  Now, in connection with your application,
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 1         Countrywide and, I take it, Seaport also have
  


 2         made some prior investments in telecommunications
  


 3         companies; is that correct?
  


 4         A. Seaport have -- well, we both have in the form
  


 5         of iTV-3 or i3 Broadband, and then Seaport has
  


 6         made many other investments before it joined into
  


 7         a partnership with Countrywide.
  


 8     Q.  There were a number of entities of investments
  


 9         and I'm not sure whether it's Countrywide and/or
  


10         Seaport.  I'll let you determine that.  But one
  


11         was Everest in Kansas City, Cablevision located
  


12         in Guam.  Metrocast Cablevision.  That's a triple
  


13         play cable company in Maine, Maryland, New
  


14         Hampshire, Pennsylvania and Virginia.
  


15                  Are those companies still owned by
  


16         Seaport and/or Countrywide?  Do you know?
  


17         A. Those were all investments by Seaport before
  


18         it joined with Countrywide.  I don't know whether
  


19         they're currently owned.  I know that they sold
  


20         Everest.  They sold another company called
  


21         Otelco.  I don't know the ownership status of the
  


22         other two companies.
  


23     Q.  Okay.  Relative to your investment in Service
  


24         Area 5, how is it that you came to locate the
  


25         current Full Channel management and came to enter
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 1         into an agreement with them to purchase the
  


 2         assets of the company?
  


 3         A. We became aware of Full Channel by other
  


 4         relationships in the industry.  Dan Kennedy, in
  


 5         particular, has had many years experience
  


 6         assisting cable operators and proved their
  


 7         performance as a consultant as well as part of a
  


 8         company and had many relationships.  And it was
  


 9         through one of those relationships that it was
  


10         suggested to us that Full Channel might be a
  


11         company that would satisfy our investment
  


12         criteria.
  


13                  We started in discussions with Full
  


14         Channel three years ago, I think, three years
  


15         ago, and have had discussions on and off ever
  


16         since until we finally came to an agreement on
  


17         the asset purchase agreement whereby a special
  


18         purpose company that we formed called Service
  


19         Area 5 would purchase all the assets used or
  


20         acquired for use in the operation of Full
  


21         Channel.
  


22     Q.  Now, you mentioned you had certain investment
  


23         criteria.  Can you just indicate what those are.
  


24         A. We're fundamentally looking for companies that
  


25         have -- are stable, are not what you might call a
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 1         work out situation, but are stable and successful
  


 2         financially but yet have, in our view, the
  


 3         opportunity to grow further.
  


 4                  Our fundamental purpose is to grow the
  


 5         subscribership and the size of the companies that
  


 6         we purchase.
  


 7     Q.  And generally, in terms of growing the company,
  


 8         how would you go about doing that?
  


 9         A. Investing in providing new services,
  


10         initiating and investing in sales and marketing
  


11         efforts, bringing the collective experience that
  


12         we have from numerous other companies to bear
  


13         with, perhaps, at least new ideas for that
  


14         company, even though they might be used in other
  


15         companies.  And the combination of those three
  


16         principle areas we hope would increase the
  


17         performance and the subscribership and the
  


18         revenues and the profits of the business.
  


19     Q.  If I'm asking questions about any areas that you
  


20         feel you don't want me to ask, just let me know,
  


21         but there was a public release relative to
  


22         Countrywide Broadband's acquisition of Full
  


23         Channel.  And in it, you indicate you are going
  


24         to provide enhanced service offerings such as
  


25         increasing access speeds in the near future.
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 1                  I'm wondering if you can just generally
  


 2         indicate, would that be the type of new services
  


 3         that you're planning to introduce as part of your
  


 4         desire to grow the business?
  


 5         A. Yes, it would be.
  


 6     Q.  And in terms of the -- you heard Mrs. Maaia
  


 7         indicate that your company plans to retain all
  


 8         the employees of Full Channel; is that correct?
  


 9         A. That's correct.
  


10     Q.  Do you have any sense of what kind of commitment
  


11         you would make with respect to the retention of
  


12         employment of the employees of Full Channel into
  


13         the future?
  


14         A. Well, our intent is to retain them at the
  


15         acquisition.  I'm certain there will be
  


16         opportunities we haven't yet identified for some
  


17         of them to take on additional responsibilities
  


18         with the collective companies of iTV-3 and Full
  


19         Channel.
  


20                  For example, they have a couple of
  


21         employees that clearly have the capability to
  


22         take on broader responsibilities.  Likewise,
  


23         we're moving Mike into Full Channel to become the
  


24         general manager, so there will be movement back
  


25         and forth.
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 1                  At this stage, we don't anticipate
  


 2         making additional changes.  Certainly in the
  


 3         continuation of business there may be synergies
  


 4         or opportunities or, you know, redundancies that
  


 5         might exist, but we haven't identified those at
  


 6         this time.
  


 7     Q.  In connection with some other new services, the
  


 8         other two that immediately come to mind are
  


 9         telephone and television.  Just generally
  


10         speaking, what is it that Full Channel has now
  


11         and what are the services in those two areas that
  


12         you might invest in to grow that business, if
  


13         any?
  


14         A. I'm a little hesitant to get -- I'm hesitant
  


15         to get specific about some of the new services
  


16         and product ideas we have.  I'm happy to go into
  


17         those in a more private setting.
  


18     Q.  That's fine.  Just in terms of -- is it fair to
  


19         say that relative to television and telephone
  


20         you're also looking at those areas as potential
  


21         areas that you would -- your management team
  


22         would be thinking about making investments to
  


23         grow that business?
  


24         A. Yes.  We have specific ideas in both of those
  


25         product lines of additional services or products
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 1         that we'd like to bring to Full Channel.
  


 2     Q.  All right.  And relative to the -- generally
  


 3         speaking, relative to the rates that are
  


 4         currently in effect in Service Area 5, is it fair
  


 5         to say that the current -- for the near term, the
  


 6         current rate structure and programming that Full
  


 7         Channel has put in place would remain the same or
  


 8         would, you know, change -- well, let me ask you
  


 9         this:  What are your plans, if any, that you have
  


10         in the immediate future to change either the
  


11         rates that customers of Full Channel are paying
  


12         or the programming that they're receiving?
  


13         A. I don't believe we have any plans to change
  


14         the programming other than to, perhaps, bring a
  


15         few new services of the video product as well as
  


16         the telephone product.
  


17                  In terms of rates, it's no secret that
  


18         cable companies faced dramatically increasing
  


19         pricing of programming.  I don't believe that
  


20         Full Channel has had a price increase in at least
  


21         the video product for many years.  And so, quite
  


22         frankly, that's going to have to be something
  


23         that we're going to look at.  We do not have any
  


24         plans at this time to raise it a specific amount,
  


25         et cetera, but we can't ignore the fact that the
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 1         cost of the fundamental product is increasing
  


 2         either, so that would be something we'd look at
  


 3         once we took over control.
  


 4     Q.  Okay.  And, now, in connection with the
  


 5         transaction that's before the Division, it's been
  


 6         mentioned that that's a -- structured as an asset
  


 7         purchase and sale.  Can you indicate to the
  


 8         Hearing Officer, why was it structured in that
  


 9         fashion versus a stock purchase?
  


10         A. Two fundamental reasons to do an asset
  


11         purchase rather than a stock purchase.  One is
  


12         when you buy a stock of a company you not only
  


13         bring along the assets, you bring along whatever
  


14         liabilities may exist.  And even though all
  


15         sellers and all buyers undertake substantial due
  


16         diligence to try and identify each and every such
  


17         liability, there's often one that, perhaps,
  


18         neither party knew about.  And so to protect
  


19         against bringing on unexpected liabilities, you
  


20         typically would buy an asset.
  


21                  And then secondly there are tax benefits
  


22         to buying assets rather than stock and that is
  


23         you can step up the basis of the assets to the
  


24         purchase price that you paid for it rather than
  


25         the basis that the seller had.  So it gives you a
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 1         larger base for depreciation and amortization.
  


 2                  THE WITNESS:  Is that fair?
  


 3                  MR. VALENCIA:  Correct.
  


 4                  MR. MUNNELLY:  That was Mr. Valencia
  


 5         speaking for the record.
  


 6     Q.  (By Mr. Wold) In connection with the purchase and
  


 7         sale of the assets for Full Channel, there was
  


 8         also a purchase of intellectual property that
  


 9         Full Channel owned separately; is that correct?
  


10         A. Correct.
  


11     Q.  And there's a separate agreement relative to the
  


12         purchase of intellectual property; is that
  


13         correct?
  


14         A. Correct.
  


15     Q.  Now, the asset agreement has been marked as
  


16         Exhibit 1 in response to 1-1 and the intellectual
  


17         property agreement is a response to 1-2 also in
  


18         Exhibit 1; is that correct?
  


19         A. I believe so.
  


20     Q.  Now, there are also two other items that I've
  


21         previously marked as Exhibit 7, Exhibit 8, and
  


22         I've indicated to the Hearing Officer that
  


23         payment of these two bills or the -- actually,
  


24         the sums contained on these two exhibits,
  


25         approval should be subject to the payment of
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 1         these documents.  Does Service Area 5 have any
  


 2         issue or dispute with that?
  


 3         A. No.
  


 4     Q.  There's been a request for the Advocacy Section
  


 5         relating to public access studios and play back,
  


 6         that's request 2-1 that's been marked as
  


 7         Exhibit 2 relative to the studio of Service Area
  


 8         5.  Has Service Area 5 Cable examined the current
  


 9         operation of that studio and does it have any
  


10         plans with respect to that studio at this time?
  


11         A. We've certainly seen the studio.  We've talked
  


12         to Mrs. Maaia about the use of it, cost of it, et
  


13         cetera, so I guess in that sense we've examined
  


14         it.  At this stage, we don't have a plan.  We'd
  


15         like to form our own experience with it before we
  


16         make a decision on whether or not it's something
  


17         that should be or needs to be continued.
  


18     Q.  How about with respect to the play back
  


19         facilities, how play back is undertaken by Full
  


20         Channel.  Are you familiar with that function of
  


21         Full Channel at this time?
  


22         A. We are.  And it is our current plan to
  


23         continue that in the same form and fashion that
  


24         Full Channel has done it in the past.
  


25     Q.  And relative to the paid access fee, you're aware
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 1         that Full Channel currently has a fee that it
  


 2         bills its customers for sustenance of the play
  


 3         back in studio; is that correct?
  


 4         A. Yes, I believe so.
  


 5     Q.  And is your current intent to maintain charging
  


 6         customers that fee at this time?
  


 7         A. I believe so, yes.
  


 8     Q.  And there are a number of peg channels, 13, 14.
  


 9         There's also a state capital TV governmental and
  


10         educational access and public access studio.  Is
  


11         it your current intent to maintain those channels
  


12         at this time?
  


13         A. It is.
  


14     Q.  Full Channel also undertakes the provision of
  


15         institutional services, particularly play back,
  


16         and the Advocacy Section asked a data request of
  


17         the Service Area 5 Cable relative to those
  


18         services.  Is it your intent to maintain
  


19         institutional services as Full Channel currently
  


20         maintains them?
  


21         A. It is.
  


22     Q.  And what's your understanding of what Full
  


23         Channel provides to the various cities and towns
  


24         in Service Area 5?
  


25         A. My understanding is that they provide replay
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 1         of recordings of events such as city council
  


 2         meetings, et cetera, and we would continue to
  


 3         provide that once we take control as well.  We
  


 4         would basically continue Full Channel's
  


 5         operations in that respect in the same form and
  


 6         fashion they're doing it now.
  


 7                  MR. WOLD:  Thank you.  For Mr. Valencia,
  


 8         he mentions that he's the CFO of Countrywide
  


 9         Broadband; is that correct?
  


10                  MR. RACLIN:  That's correct.
  


11                  MR. WOLD:  And just wanted to ask him a
  


12         few questions relative to his testimony.
  


13                         SAMUEL VALENCIA,
  


14                              -o0o-
  


15                    EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
  


16     Q.  Mr. Valencia, you have mentioned that you
  


17         specialized in assisting clients with mergers and
  


18         acquisitions; is that correct?
  


19         A. Earlier in my career, yes, that's correct.
  


20     Q.  I take it you -- as a CFO, you have considerable
  


21         financial knowledge relevant to the interworkings
  


22         and accounting of cable companies; is that
  


23         correct?
  


24         A. I believe so, yes.
  


25     Q.  Could you just maybe give us a little bit of
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 1         background relative to your knowledge in that
  


 2         area and experience.
  


 3         A. Well, earlier in my career, I was an insurance
  


 4         partner at Price Waterhouse Coopers where I was
  


 5         responsible for working with clients in audit
  


 6         engagements.  I provided various other services
  


 7         with respect to internal control reviews,
  


 8         assisted clients with merger and acquisition
  


 9         activities and the development of both
  


10         information technology based and manual
  


11         accounting systems.  I've been the Chief
  


12         Financial Officer of i3 Broadband for a little
  


13         over a year in that capacity.
  


14     Q.  Is it your plan as you undertake the role of CFO
  


15         for Service Area 5 Cable to do that remotely from
  


16         your current position in Illinois?
  


17         A. Yes.  Although, I will be on-site on a
  


18         periodic basis.
  


19     Q.  And just generally speaking, without holding this
  


20         to you, how often do you think you'd come down
  


21         here and visit Service Area 5?
  


22         A. At least quarterly.
  


23     Q.  Okay.  And you have the ability to, I take it,
  


24         keep track of the accounting and what you need to
  


25         do as CFO from Illinois; is that correct?
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 1         A. I will.
  


 2     Q.  Okay.  And you mentioned significance of securing
  


 3         internal control and establishing an accurate and
  


 4         complete financial reporting system.  Can you
  


 5         just describe for me how you feel that would be
  


 6         of assistance or benefit to Full Channel TV?
  


 7                  THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  Could you
  


 8         repeat that.
  


 9     Q.  (By Mr. Wold)  You mentioned in your testimony
  


10         that you are -- there's -- it's important to
  


11         secure internal control and establish accurate
  


12         and complete financial reporting --
  


13         A. Yes.
  


14     Q.  -- system.  How would that be a benefit to Full
  


15         Channel TV?
  


16         A. It would be important because as a responsible
  


17         company you don't want to pay expenses that are
  


18         not appropriate, and you want to make sure that
  


19         the company's revenues are accurate and are
  


20         properly deposited in the company's accounts.
  


21                  From a financial reporting perspective,
  


22         you must have accurate financial statements in
  


23         order to manage the business properly.  And then
  


24         we have other constituents such as our lenders
  


25         and our investors that rely upon that as well.
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 1     Q.  Did you participate in the due diligence relative
  


 2         to the purpose of the Full Channel assets, is
  


 3         that --
  


 4         A. I did.
  


 5     Q.  Okay.  And I take it that -- well, I take it that
  


 6         you were satisfied relative to your group's
  


 7         investment criteria that they were a good company
  


 8         to make an investment in?
  


 9         A. I did.
  


10                           DAN KENNEDY
  


11                              -o0o-
  


12                    EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
  


13     Q.  For Mr. Kennedy, I just noticed with respect to
  


14         the testimony that everybody in the -- at least
  


15         from what I can see, has identified what their
  


16         role is with the Service Area 5, but it's not set
  


17         forth in the testimony.  Are you going to be the
  


18         information technology officer involved with
  


19         Service Area 5 or are you just giving your --
  


20         just going to be providing technology experience
  


21         on an ad hoc basis?
  


22         A. CTO basis.
  


23     Q.  CTO?
  


24         A. Correct.
  


25     Q.  So you're going to have an official position with
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 1         Service Area 5?
  


 2         A. That is correct.
  


 3     Q.  And CTO stands for what?
  


 4         A. Chief Technology Officer.
  


 5     Q.  And are you also located in Illinois?
  


 6         A. I am.
  


 7     Q.  And would you be coming to Rhode Island or will
  


 8         you be --
  


 9         A. Initially monthly -- I apologize.
  


10     Q.  Oh, go ahead.  No.
  


11         A. Initially monthly and then quarterly
  


12         thereafter.
  


13     Q.  Okay.  And have you also taken a look at what
  


14         Full Channel currently has from a technology
  


15         point of view?
  


16         A. I have.
  


17     Q.  And you heard Mr. Raclin's statements relative to
  


18         plans for the company.  Do you affirm and adopt
  


19         those statements relative to his assessment of
  


20         plans for the company?
  


21         A. Yes, sir, I do.
  


22     Q.  And are you -- what, generally, is your
  


23         experience in terms of your background for
  


24         operating or for running a company such as Full
  


25         Channel?
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 1         A. I spent six years with a company called
  


 2         Fidelity Communications.  We were a small middle
  


 3         market cable provider, and then we also provided
  


 4         services throughout the U.S. for other small
  


 5         operators as far as getting into the triple play
  


 6         business to help evaluate and grow the businesses
  


 7         for them.
  


 8     Q.  And was that immediately before becoming a --
  


 9         A. No, sir.  Then I was the general manager for a
  


10         project called -- for the City of Highland,
  


11         Illinois, who was actually one of our clients,
  


12         and then after that I joined the team with Grier
  


13         Raclin.
  


14                          MICHAEL WHITAKER,
  


15                               -o0o-
  


16                      EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
  


17     Q.  For Mr. Whitaker, it indicates in your testimony
  


18         that you're the general manager --
  


19         A. Yes.
  


20     Q.  -- for Full Channel; is that correct?
  


21                  And I take it that as a general manager
  


22         you're going to be living in Rhode Island; is
  


23         that correct?
  


24         A. That is correct.
  


25     Q.  And are you coming from Illinois, too?
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 1         A. Yes.
  


 2     Q.  All right.  And have you made that move yet or
  


 3         are you contemplating that in the future?
  


 4         A. It's pending.
  


 5     Q.  Pending.  Okay.  Where are you going to be living
  


 6         in Rhode Island?
  


 7         A. It looks as if I've narrowed it down to
  


 8         Bristol.
  


 9     Q.  Okay.  Great.  And in connection with your Rhode
  


10         Island move, you would think that by the time of
  


11         the closing I take it that you would be here; is
  


12         that correct?
  


13         A. Yes, right there or right after.
  


14     Q.  All right.  And as a general manager of a small
  


15         cable company, what experience have you had that
  


16         would -- you know, you think would be -- would
  


17         allow you to do that type of job.  I notice that
  


18         you did a lot relative to building out operation
  


19         and support systems for a large city, but what do
  


20         you have that qualifies you as a general manager
  


21         of a small cable company in Rhode Island?
  


22         A. I think I'm kind of uniquely qualified in the
  


23         fact that I started my career as a City Manager
  


24         in a very small city.  When I got there, there
  


25         was myself as a full-time -- two other full-time
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 1         people and two part-time and, obviously, the
  


 2         Public Works Department.  And I've taken that
  


 3         experience to heart in every place I've gone
  


 4         whether it was a large corporation, a small
  


 5         corporation, a start up, at being able to take
  


 6         that experience and knowing that everybody kind
  


 7         of has to do everything.  And I manage in the
  


 8         sense of not putting everyone in a silo where
  


 9         that's just their specific job.  Everyone has to
  


10         take a hand in doing almost anything to make the
  


11         corporation successful.
  


12     Q.  Have you actually gone and met with the employees
  


13         of Full Channel yet?
  


14         A. Yes, sir.
  


15     Q.  And how has that gone?
  


16         A. I love their talent.
  


17     Q.  And have you -- I take it -- have you done any
  


18         type of assessments of changes that you'd like to
  


19         make or have you seen anything that you might
  


20         find as something that changes that you'd like to
  


21         make?
  


22         A. I think that they're a very talented and a
  


23         very committed crew and I believe that they have
  


24         the capability of doing actually much more.  So
  


25         we're going to try to take a look at giving them
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 1         more responsibilities within the corporation.
  


 2     Q.  Have you done anything with respect to Full
  


 3         Channel's customers?  I know it's a little bit
  


 4         early in the sense that you're not -- obviously,
  


 5         haven't purchased the assets of the company yet,
  


 6         but have you at least examined the customer side
  


 7         of what Full Channel has relative to the
  


 8         operations of the company?
  


 9         A. Yes, I've taken a look at the customer list,
  


10         which people are taking what services.  Other
  


11         than that, I have had zero communication with any
  


12         of the customers.
  


13     Q.  Okay.  And in terms of the -- all right.  That's
  


14         fine.  That answers my question.
  


15                  (P A U S E)
  


16                  MR. WOLD:  If I could just have a
  


17         moment, maybe a five-minute break, so I can talk
  


18         with Mr. Kogut.
  


19                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's fine.
  


20         We'll take a ten-minute recess.
  


21                  (A recess was taken.)
  


22                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  We'll go back
  


23         on the record.
  


24                  MR. WOLD:  One final question for
  


25         Mr. Raclin or his counsel.
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 1                          GRIER C. RACLIN,
  


 2                               -o0o-
  


 3                      EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
  


 4     Q.  We have proposed -- and they're admitted now as
  


 5         full exhibits, proposed certificates of authority
  


 6         to operate the construction certificate and
  


 7         compliance order certificate.  Those certificates
  


 8         are admitted as Exhibit 5.  Those are acceptable
  


 9         to Service Area 5 Cable should the Division
  


10         approve the transaction as the certificates that
  


11         would be issued to Service Area 5 Cable
  


12         reflective of its franchise in Rhode Island?
  


13         A. Yes, they are.
  


14                  MR. WOLD:  That's all the questions that
  


15         I have for these witnesses.
  


16                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Raclin,
  


17         just one question for you, sir.
  


18                  MR. RACLIN:  Sure.
  


19                  KHEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  So if the
  


20         application is approved how does your company
  


21         introduce itself to Full Channel's existing
  


22         customers?
  


23                  MR. RACLIN:  We've already started that
  


24         planning process.  We have a marketing firm
  


25         that's assisting us called Spoke and they've
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 1         assisted us with iTV-3 and done a very good job,
  


 2         and so we would roll out a -- there would be a
  


 3         communication obviously to all customers and an
  


 4         attempt to coordinate this with Ms. Maaia and
  


 5         Full Channel, of course, but what we've received
  


 6         is a communication to all customers introducing
  


 7         ourselves, introducing, you know, new products we
  


 8         might be bringing to the service area, our plans,
  


 9         and basically try and turn it into a positive
  


10         event for everybody.  That would happen as soon
  


11         as possible after closing.  I mean, literally
  


12         like the day of or day after we would start that
  


13         process.
  


14                  Mike also would participate in a variety
  


15         of community meetings, civic meetings, civic
  


16         group meetings, that sort of thing, to introduce
  


17         the company to us.  I would -- I would be here
  


18         very often for at least the first six months and
  


19         then maybe periodically, but I also would
  


20         participate in those types of meetings so people
  


21         could attach a face to the company and give them
  


22         comfort that not only will there not be any
  


23         adverse change, and, in fact, we hope there will
  


24         be a positive change in bringing them, as I say,
  


25         new services and growth to the company.
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 1                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Is the plan to
  


 2         keep the name of the company the same for the
  


 3         foreseeable future?
  


 4                  MR. RACLIN:  It is.
  


 5                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly
  


 6         and Mr. Maaia, there is reference in the
  


 7         application to or actually in one of the data
  


 8         responses to waivers.  Can you gentlemen discuss
  


 9         what exactly you're looking for with the waivers
  


10         that you mentioned in the response?
  


11                  MR. MUNNELLY:  I can take that.  There
  


12         was a waiver that or a ruling out of the Division
  


13         issued several years ago that allowed them to
  


14         discontinue the B cable (sic) for their
  


15         institutional network, and that is something that
  


16         is built into the certificate that's existing
  


17         that we agreed -- discussed and agreed to with
  


18         the Division.  There's a reference in there that
  


19         preserves the ability of that ruling so that we
  


20         don't have a problem going forward, so we should
  


21         be all set.
  


22                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  So the waivers
  


23         are built into the certificates, Mr. Wold?
  


24                  MR. WOLD:  Yes.
  


25                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.  So I
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 1         don't need to address any waivers?
  


 2                  MR. MUNNELLY:  You do not, no.
  


 3                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's all I
  


 4         have.
  


 5                  Mr. Wold did a very thorough job of
  


 6         questioning witnesses, and the filing itself is
  


 7         very comprehensive and thoroughly put together so
  


 8         I don't have any other questions.  I think the
  


 9         record speaks for itself.
  


10                  Are there anything -- is there anything
  


11         else that the parties would like to put on the
  


12         record at this point --
  


13                  MR. MAAIA:  No.
  


14                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  -- other than
  


15         a recommendation from the Advocacy Section?  Is
  


16         that it?  Mr. Munnelly, anything else from you?
  


17                  MR. MUNNELLY:  I was going to -- to the
  


18         extent there's -- a closing statement is needed,
  


19         I think it's covered largely by the opening
  


20         statement and by the testimony.
  


21                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  If you'd like
  


22         to offer a closing statement, you're welcome to
  


23         do so.
  


24                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Just very, very briefly.
  


25         Just that as -- again, as indicated up front, the
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 1         company is amply satisfied the requirements of
  


 2         the Division Rule 4.1 that -- in terms of the
  


 3         different elements that we've talked about, I
  


 4         think it's fair on the record that this is a win
  


 5         for Rhode Island and it meets all the
  


 6         requirements and it should be approved promptly.
  


 7                   I don't feel the need to go back through
  


 8         the financial fitness and technical fitness and
  


 9         management experience elements.  I think those
  


10         are covered in the opening so I don't really feel
  


11         like rehashing that.
  


12                  And, again, the testimony has reaffirmed
  


13         with the public interest side.  The company has
  


14         shown that its management is dedicated to doing a
  


15         good job in Service Area 5 and offering the new
  


16         services, the new ideas, and Mr. Whitaker can
  


17         take -- will be on the ground to really make sure
  


18         that that works well.
  


19                  The only thing I'd say in closing is the
  


20         same thing we made up front is that the
  


21         company -- the sooner that the transaction closes
  


22         the sooner that they can start doing things for
  


23         the service area, so we certainly would
  


24         appreciate it if a decision could be issued, you
  


25         know, certainly by year end or even earlier if
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 1         that's available, because the sooner you issue
  


 2         the ruling, the sooner we can -- they can move
  


 3         forward in terms of making good things happen in
  


 4         the service territory.
  


 5                  Apart from that, I think that -- I don't
  


 6         think that there's much more for us to add on the
  


 7         Service Area Cable 5 side.  We just appreciate
  


 8         the thoughtful work of the Division staff, and
  


 9         your attention today is very much appreciated.
  


10                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Maaia, any
  


11         closing, sir?
  


12                  MR. MAAIA:  No, Mr. Spirito, none at
  


13         all.  Thank you.
  


14                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.
  


15         Mr. Wold, a recommendation?
  


16                  MR. WOLD:  Sure.  Section 4.1C provides
  


17         that the criteria for approval of any assignment
  


18         or transfer by the Administrator shall be
  


19         identical with the criteria required to be made
  


20         at the awarding of an original compliance order
  


21         certificate.
  


22                  Section 3.3D of the cable rule provides
  


23         that if after public hearing and investigation
  


24         the administrator is satisfied that the applicant
  


25         is fit, willing, technically qualified,
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 1         financially able to perform the service for which
  


 2         it is applied and the applicant is willing to
  


 3         conform to the requirements, orders, rules and
  


 4         regulations of the Division and the laws of the
  


 5         State of Rhode Island and the proposed operation
  


 6         will be consistent with the public interest, then
  


 7         the Administrator should issue the certificates
  


 8         for the proposed transferee.
  


 9                  Service Area 5 Cable, LLC, based on the
  


10         evidence heard today, the exhibits introduced at
  


11         hearing is fit and willing, and is fit as is
  


12         reflected in the depth of experience with the
  


13         broadband operations of Service Area's 5 future
  


14         management team, particularly Mr. Raclin,
  


15         Kennedy, Valencia and Whitaker, as well as the
  


16         current staff of Full Channel who have operated
  


17         Full Channel successfully since the inception of
  


18         the company.
  


19                  Certainly Service Area 5 Cable is
  


20         willing as it has executed an asset intellectual
  


21         property agreements.  Those are reflected in
  


22         Exhibit 1 that have been admitted as full
  


23         exhibits with Full Channel and Commission (sic),
  


24         LLC, to purchase those assets of those entities
  


25         and to continue the operations of Full Channel in
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 1         Service Area 5.
  


 2                  The proposed transfer is technically
  


 3         qualified.  The qualifications of the Service
  


 4         Area 5 management team, particularly Mr. Kennedy
  


 5         as reflected in the testimony that he gave, and
  


 6         Mr. Raclin, they certainly have substantial
  


 7         experience operating an operation such as they're
  


 8         proposing to purchase.  And Mr. Kennedy, in
  


 9         particular, relative to his experience as a Chief
  


10         Technical Officer of a prior operation is --
  


11         certainly renders the technical qualifications of
  


12         Service Area 5, more than qualified to meet the
  


13         criteria of the rule.
  


14                  And certainly the management team is
  


15         financially able to perform the services which
  


16         Service Area 5 Cable will assume when they
  


17         purchase the assets of Full Channel, and
  


18         certainly those are reflected in the financing
  


19         agreements and the qualifications and testimony
  


20         that Mr. Valencia provided to the Division this
  


21         morning.
  


22                  Finally, I would note that the applicant
  


23         has indicated its willingness to the conform to
  


24         the requirements, orders, rules and regulations
  


25         of the Divisions and the laws of the State of
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 1         Rhode Island.  That's reflected in the proposed
  


 2         compliance order certificate, construction
  


 3         certificate, and certificates of authority to
  


 4         operate.
  


 5                  Lastly, the operations of Service Area 5
  


 6         is consistent with the public interests.  The
  


 7         Advocacy Section is pleased that the Service Area
  


 8         5 management team has indicated that it is in the
  


 9         foreseeable future going to retain the employees
  


10         of the Full Channel television, make investments
  


11         in new service and potentially invest in improved
  


12         speeds for Internet service certainly and also
  


13         maintain the public access for the facilities,
  


14         playback as Full Channel operates in Service Area
  


15         5 and also provide same services to institutions,
  


16         particularly playback services for the Town of
  


17         Bristol.
  


18                  Based on the foregoing, the Advocacy
  


19         Section recommends that the Division approve the
  


20         application of Full Channel, Inc., and Service
  


21         Area 5 Cable, LLC, to transfer Full Channel,
  


22         Inc.'s, compliance order, construction
  


23         certificate and certificate authority to operate
  


24         to Service Area 5 Cable under Section 4.1G of the
  


25         rules.
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 1                  Upon approval of any such sell,
  


 2         transfer, or assignment, the purchaser,
  


 3         transferee or assignee shall return all
  


 4         certificates to the Administrator.  I don't know
  


 5         if Full Channel has certificates to return to the
  


 6         Administrator, but to the extent they do, they
  


 7         should do that.  And then the Administrator shall
  


 8         issue new certificates in the name of the new
  


 9         certificate holder.  Those certificates have been
  


10         marked as Exhibit 5, been marked as full.
  


11                  Based on the foregoing, the Advocacy
  


12         Section 5 reflects those new certificates in the
  


13         form of which Service Area 5 and the Advocacy
  


14         Section have agreed to which the parties have
  


15         jointly recommend that the Division approve and
  


16         issue to Service Area 5, LLC.
  


17                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That was a
  


18         long-winded approval, Mr. Wold.
  


19                  MR. WOLD:  I thought I'd sum it up for
  


20         you to have it for the transcript and make
  


21         your --
  


22                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly
  


23         and Mr. Maaia, you're looking for an expeditious
  


24         decision.  The transcript will come in in two or
  


25         more weeks, so to assist in an expeditious
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 1         decision, if you are willing to pay for an
  


 2         expedited transcript, it will facilitate me
  


 3         getting the decision out sooner rather than
  


 4         later.  So I put it to you gentlemen, if you
  


 5         would like to do that, you can communicate that
  


 6         to the steno.
  


 7                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Yes.
  


 8                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.
  


 9                  MR. MAAIA:  I have a question.  Not that
  


10         you're my lawyer, but --
  


11                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  There are
  


12         enough lawyers in the room today, Mr. Maaia.
  


13                  MR. MAAIA:  But if I had to pick one
  


14         right now for this question, I'd ask you.
  


15                  There are no interveners.  There doesn't
  


16         look like anybody here, other than the parties
  


17         who have jointly filed this application, have
  


18         standing, but there is a little technicality of a
  


19         30-day appeal period.
  


20                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's true.
  


21                  MR. MAAIA:  So --
  


22                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  And you don't
  


23         have to be a party in order to have standing to
  


24         appeal.
  


25                  MR. MAAIA:  Well, that was my question.
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 1         So when we expedite this, we get you to work
  


 2         Saturday and Sunday writing the decision, you
  


 3         miss the PC game and get it out to us, the faster
  


 4         that happens, the faster we can start clocking
  


 5         the 30 days, so --
  


 6                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That is true.
  


 7                  MR. MAAIA:  So I think that --
  


 8                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's why
  


 9         I --
  


10                  MR. MAAIA:  We still have that no matter
  


11         how fast we've gone and how expeditiously we've
  


12         taken this on.  And for the lack of interveners,
  


13         we still have the technicality of waiting the
  


14         30 days.
  


15                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's true.
  


16                  MR. ROBERTS:  30 days, that's gotta run.
  


17                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's true,
  


18         but the sooner the order comes out, the sooner
  


19         the 30-day clock begins.
  


20                  MR. MAAIA:  Because your order is going
  


21         to say at the end that you have the right to
  


22         appeal this.  Your order say that, too?
  


23                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Likely, yes.
  


24                  MR. MAAIA:  Okay.  I'm not trying to
  


25         write the order.  I'm trying to help you.
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 1                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  You want to
  


 2         write the order?
  


 3                  MR. MAAIA:  If you want --
  


 4                  MR. ROBERTS:  Do not want him to omit
  


 5         that, believe me.
  


 6                  MR. MAAIA:  My objection will look a lot
  


 7         different if you write it than if I write it.
  


 8                  HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  I know.  Well,
  


 9         thank you all for your participation today.  I
  


10         have a complete record.  I've marked everything
  


11         as full exhibits.  And as soon as I get the --
  


12         I'll begin writing the decision immediately, but
  


13         as soon as I get the transcript I'll be able to
  


14         complete the decision.  So I don't anticipate any
  


15         difficulty getting the decision out before the
  


16         end of the year, Mr. Munnelly.  Hopefully a lot
  


17         sooner.  All right?
  


18                  Thank you all for your attention this
  


19         morning and we'll be getting a decision out ASAP,
  


20         and if you have any questions, please feel free
  


21         to give me a call.
  


22                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Thank you.  Appreciate
  


23         it.
  


24                  THE REPORTER:  Would you like a copy of
  


25         this transcript?
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 1                  MR. MUNNELLY:  Yeah.  Yes, whatever the
  


 2         expeditious fee is.
  


 3                  THE REPORTER:  What day?
  


 4                  MR. MUNNELLY:  I would say either Friday
  


 5         or Monday would be fine.
  


 6                  (Off the record discussion.)
  


 7                  MS. HORAN:  I'm Amy Horan with Cox
  


 8         Communications and I would like to obtain a copy
  


 9         of the transcript.
  


10                (Hearing adjourned at 12:21 p.m.)
  


11                          * * * * * *
  


12
  


13
  


14
  


15
  


16
  


17
  


18
  


19
  


20
  


21
  


22
  


23
  


24
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   1
  


 2                      C E R T I F I C A T E
  


 3
         I, Devin J. Baccari, hereby certify that the


 4     foregoing is a true, accurate, and complete transcript
     of my notes taken at the above entitled hearing.


 5
     IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this


 6     1st day of December, 2017.
  


 7
  


 8
  


 9      -----------------------------------------------------
                 DEVIN J. BACCARI, NOTARY PUBLIC


10                  My commission expires 8/17/18
  


11
  


12   DATE:        NOVEMBER 28, 2017
   IN RE:       JOINT APPLICATION OF FULL CHANNEL, INC.,


13                AND SERVICE AREA 5 CABLE, LLC (D-17-42)
  


14
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            1               (Hearing commenced at 10:33 a.m.)

            2                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Good morning

            3        everyone.  My name is John Spirito.  I'm the

            4        Hearing Officer in this matter.

            5                 This hearing this morning was scheduled

            6        in response to an October 4th, 2017, joint

            7        application filing by Full Channel TV, Inc., and

            8        Service Area 5 Cable, LLC.  The petition was

            9        given the docket designation of D-17-42.

           10                 In the joint application, the parties --

           11        I should say the applicants are looking for

           12        approval from the Division to transfer Full

           13        Channel's cable certificates to Service Area 5

           14        Cable, LLC.

           15                 The application, as I indicated, was

           16        filed on October 4th.  And in response to the

           17        application filing, the Division published a

           18        notice of intervention deadline on October 23rd

           19        inviting any interested persons who wished to

           20        intervene in this docket to intervene by Friday,

           21        November 3rd, 2017.  And let the record reflect

           22        that no such interested persons were out there so

           23        no motions to intervene were filed.

           24                 Subsequently, the Division issued a

           25        notice of public hearing noticing this morning's
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            1        hearing on November 11th.

            2                 At this point, I'll take appearances for

            3        the record, please, starting with you, Mr. Maaia.

            4                 MR. MAAIA:  My name is William C. Maaia.

            5        I'm general counsel for Full Channel, Inc., and

            6        57 Edward Street in Warren.

            7                 MR. ROBERTS:  Dennis J. Roberts, II, 345

            8        Waterman Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02906.

            9        I am co-counsel for Full Channel.

           10                 MR. CROCKER:  Michael Crocker, 349

           11        Warren Avenue, East Providence.  Co-counsel, Full

           12        Channel.

           13                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Wold.

           14                 MR. WOLD:  Leo Wold, Advocacy Section of

           15        the Division.  With me at counsel table is Thomas

           16        Kogut.

           17                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly.

           18                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Robert Munnelly

           19        representing Service Area 5, LLC, today.

           20                 And do you need my -- I think you have

           21        my address.

           22                 THE REPORTER:  I do.

           23                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  With me at counsel

           24        table is Mr. Grier Raclin of Service Area 5

           25        Cable, then there are other members of the
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            1        Company behind us who will be testifying later

            2        today.

            3                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you, Mr.

            4        Munnelly.

            5                 MR. MAAIA:  Excuse me, Mr. Spirito.

            6                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Yes.

            7                 MR. MAAIA:  With me is the President of

            8        Full Channel, CEO, Linda Maaia.  And also

            9        available will be Levi C. Maaia, all from the

           10        same address, 57 Edward Street, Full Channel.

           11                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you, Mr.

           12        Maaia.  Okay.  Are there any preliminary matters

           13        that need to be addressed before we move on with

           14        the hearing?

           15                 MR. WOLD:  I think one preliminary

           16        matter would be the introduction of the exhibits

           17        that Service Area 5 and the Advocacy Section have

           18        agreed to.  I've provided a packet of those

           19        exhibits to counsel for Full Channel and Service

           20        Area 5.

           21                 I'd like to have the -- the documents

           22        are being handed to the Hearing Officer with

           23        the -- reflecting the exhibits that we have

           24        marked for the Hearing Officer's convenience.

           25                 Of note, in that exhibit package are the
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            1        certificates that the parties proposed that the

            2        Division issue with Service Area 5 counsel.  And

            3        the Advocacy Section, along with Mr. Maaia, have

            4        examined those forms and we're agreeable that

            5        those are forms will be appropriate if the

            6        Division so chooses to issue those in connection

            7        if it approves the transaction that's currently

            8        pending before the Division.

            9                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Parties agree?

           10        All the parties agree?  Mr. Maaia?

           11                 MR. MAAIA:  I have an objection.  The

           12        objection goes directly to the admission of the

           13        contracts of the agreements between Full Channel

           14        and Service Area 5, LLC.  And the basis of that

           15        objection is that if you look at the case of the

           16        Providence Journal versus the Convention Center

           17        it states in summary, what I would argue,

           18        although, this has been preargued and a

           19        preliminary determination, but for the record,

           20        I'm making my objection that the provider, which

           21        is us, Full Channel, who provided this

           22        documentation, would not customarily release this

           23        into the public.

           24                 I understand it was redacted.  I have no

           25        quarrel with it being submitted unredacted to the
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            1        Division.  That's part of the agreement.  And all

            2        the rest of that exhibit I don't object to, but I

            3        do object to those two contracts referred to as

            4        the APA, the Asset Purchase Agreement, Full

            5        Channel had some 80 pages long, and the condition

            6        agreement which I think is totally irrelevant and

            7        is -- again, would not have been provided by the

            8        provider and it was -- would not be customary to

            9        release to the public.  So I'll state my

           10        objection for the record.

           11                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  I will note

           12        for the record that there have been pleadings

           13        submitted to the Division on this issue.  The

           14        parties were given an opportunity by me in

           15        conference to further argue their positions on

           16        this issue and I've decided that I will let the

           17        redacted version of the two agreements go on the

           18        public record.  The unredacted versions will be

           19        sealed and not available for public disclosure.

           20        Okay?

           21                 And I think Mr. Wold later on will

           22        address a package of documents that the parties

           23        have agreed to that would be the unredacted

           24        versions of some of these documents that would be

           25        sealed from public disclosure in this docket.
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            1                 MR. WOLD:  Yes, that's all part of the

            2        package that I've handed to you.  The --

            3                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That is part

            4        of the package?

            5                 MR. WOLD:  That's correct.  Nothing in

            6        the package is not public.  I have one other

            7        administrative matter.

            8                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  All right.  So

            9        let me just go through this document.  So you've

           10        got a tabbed document that you've provided this

           11        morning.  If you could, Mr. Wold, why don't you

           12        just identify the various exhibits --

           13                 MR. WOLD:  Sure.

           14                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  -- so that the

           15        steno will know what documents are going on the

           16        record.

           17                 MR. WOLD:  Sure.  So I've provided the

           18        Hearing Officer with a document entitled Exhibit

           19        List, and that exhibit list identifies exhibits

           20        of Service Area 5 and Full Channel.  Exhibit 1,

           21        Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3 are the first set of

           22        documents reflected in the exhibit list.

           23                 Exhibit 1 is a joint application of Full

           24        Channel, Inc., and Service Area 5 Cable to

           25        transfer Rhode Island Service Area 5, CATV
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            1        certificate.  That's public.

            2                 Exhibit 2 is completed FCC Form 394 by

            3        Full Channel, Inc., and Service Area 5 Cable,

            4        LLC, with redactions, public.

            5                 And Exhibit 3 is testimony of Grier

            6        Raclin, Daniel Kennedy, Samuel Valencia, Michael

            7        Whitaker and Linda Maaia in support of Joint

            8        Application to Transfer Rhode Island Service Area

            9        5 CATV certificate, public.

           10                 The next set of documents identified in

           11        the exhibit list are those of the Advocacy

           12        Section, and there are six exhibits.

           13                 And the second administrative matter, I

           14        have two more exhibits that the Advocacy Section

           15        would wish to add to the exhibit list that are

           16        not identified on the list.  I'll go through

           17        those exhibits now.  Exhibit 1 are responses to

           18        Advocacy Section's first set of document requests

           19        1-1 through 1-9.  I will not go through each of

           20        the individually marked or tabbed sub exhibits

           21        under Exhibit 1.

           22                 Exhibit 2 are -- is response to Advocacy

           23        Section's second set of data requests 2-1 through

           24        2-5.  Again, there are a number of responses

           25        contained within that exhibit.  I won't go
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            1        through those sub exhibits.

            2                 Exhibit 3 is response to Advocacy

            3        Section's third set of data requests and there's

            4        one sub exhibit in response to 3-1, public.

            5                 Exhibit 4 is Full Channel digital TV

            6        light up December of 2017.

            7                 Exhibit 5 are the -- as I previously

            8        mentioned, the proposed compliance order

            9        certificate, proposed construction certificate

           10        and proposed certificate of authority to operate.

           11                 Exhibit 6 are confidential documents

           12        submitted under seal that the Hearing Officer and

           13        only the Hearing Officer has in his possession

           14        that are contained in a brown accordion binder.

           15                 The last two exhibits that should be

           16        added to the exhibit list is a letter from

           17        Anthony Manni, Administrator of Financial

           18        Management of the Division, to Linda Jane Maaia,

           19        COO, dated November 28th, 2017.  And these

           20        reflect certain estimated cable assessments

           21        relative to the pending transaction.  That would

           22        be Exhibit 7.

           23                 And the second document is Exhibit 8, a

           24        memo addressed from Anthony Manni, Administrator

           25        of Financial Management to Thomas Kogut,
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            1        Associate Administrator of CATV, dated

            2        November 28th, 2017.  These relate to costs with

            3        respect to the transfer hearing, advertisements

            4        in the Providence Journal and the stenographer in

            5        this matter.

            6                 The Advocacy Section will be

            7        specifically requesting the Hearing Officer to

            8        make the approval of the pending transaction

            9        should the Hearing Officer so choose to approve

           10        the transaction contingent and subject to the

           11        payment of those two exhibits at or before

           12        closing.

           13                 MR. MAAIA:  One clarification.

           14                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Go ahead, Mr.

           15        Maaia.

           16                 MR. MAAIA:  Mr. Wold, would you give me

           17        the numbers of those exhibits, which ones they

           18        refer to?  Looking at the first number --

           19                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Exhibit 7 is

           20        the assessment and the annual cable assessment

           21        issue and Exhibit 8 is the cost of prosecuting

           22        this particular docket.

           23                 MR. MAAIA:  So is that -- the second

           24        one, is that the one --

           25                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's 8.
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            1                 MR. MAAIA:  -- with the memo on it?

            2                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Wold, did

            3        you give copies of those exhibits to --

            4                 MR. WOLD:  Yes, I've given them to them

            5        previously.

            6                 MR. MAAIA:  So can I mark this 8?  Is

            7        that 7?

            8                 MR. WOLD:  7.

            9                 MR. MAAIA:  And the one that says 8,

           10        just let the record show that Linda Maaia is not

           11        a COO but a CEO.

           12                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.

           13                 MR. WOLD:  You've got them reversed, but

           14        all right.

           15                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  So for the

           16        record, are there any objections to -- I'm

           17        addressing this to the two applicants.

           18                 Are there any objections to these

           19        assessments and/or costs associated with

           20        prosecuting this docket?

           21                 MR. MAAIA:  No, there isn't.

           22                 MR. WOLD:  No objection.

           23                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  You've seen

           24        the documents, you've seen the numbers and

           25        there's no objection?
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            1                 MR. MAAIA:  There's no objection.

            2                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.

            3        Mr. Wold, just for some additional clarification,

            4        the tabs are color coded.  Would you explain if

            5        there's any significance to the color codes.

            6                 MR. WOLD:  No, there's no significance

            7        to the color codes.  I'd like to make the

            8        exhibits appear grouped so each grouping of

            9        exhibits will be of one color.

           10                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.  You're

           11        offering this as a full exhibit?

           12                 MR. WOLD:  Yes.  The Advocacy Section

           13        would recommend or move that all the exhibits

           14        that are contained on the exhibit list, including

           15        the two additional ones and the -- all the

           16        confidential documents submitted as Exhibit 6

           17        under seal be marked as full exhibits at this

           18        time.

           19                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Maaia,

           20        do --

           21                 MR. MAAIA:  Note our objection

           22        previously raised for the same reasons now.

           23                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly?

           24                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Service Area has no

           25        objections.
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            1                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.

            2                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I do want to just note

            3        that on the -- I don't know if this is something

            4        that Mr. Wold will get to, but just, you know,

            5        the Hearing Officer should grant a protective

            6        order with respect to the confidential matters

            7        under seal.

            8                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Parties agree?

            9                 MR. MAAIA:  I didn't hear him.

           10                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  The protective

           11        order I'm going to approve the -- that all of the

           12        redacted -- excuse me, yes -- all of the

           13        nonredacted documents remain under seal.  I think

           14        Mr. Wold has referred to them collectively as

           15        Exhibit 6, so Exhibit 6 will be sealed.  And

           16        relative to the protective order, yes, that

           17        protective order is put in place and granted.

           18                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Thank you.

           19                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.  Mr.

           20        Maaia or Mr. Munnelly, how would how would you

           21        like to proceed?

           22                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Do you want some type of

           23        opening statement or do you want us to jump into

           24        the -- getting the witnesses --

           25                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  An opening
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            1        statement, I think, will be appropriate.  I will

            2        say for the record, I neglected to do so earlier,

            3        that the service area involved in this transfer

            4        of Service Area 5, which is comprised of the

            5        towns of Barrington, Warren and Bristol, correct?

            6                 MR. MAAIA:  Correct.

            7                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Yes.

            8                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  So that

            9        constitutes the totality of the service area?

           10        There are no pockets within those towns that are

           11        not included in that service area; is that

           12        correct?  The whole town, all -- the whole

           13        geographic area of all three towns constitutes

           14        Service Area 5, correct?

           15                 MR. MAAIA:  That's correct.

           16                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly,

           17        why don't we start with you.

           18                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Sure.  And then Mr. Maaia

           19        can add whatever he wants to at the end of this.

           20                 Thank you, Mr. Hearing Officer and staff

           21        on behalf of Service Area 5 Cable.  We just

           22        appreciate the opportunity to get this case

           23        heard.

           24                 You know, at issue is the joint request

           25        to transfer the certificates and we just ask that
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            1        this transfer be approved promptly.  We had an

            2        earlier motion to expedite that we'd love to have

            3        a ruling by year end, if at all possible, and

            4        even sooner than that would be appreciated.

            5                 Just an overview.  Of course, Full

            6        Channel is the longstanding operator in Service

            7        Area 5.  Service Area 5 Cable, I'm going to call

            8        them Area 5 Cable just to keep it a little bit

            9        easier and cut out the service area references,

           10        but Area 5 Cable is the special purpose entity

           11        formed to acquire and operate the Full Channel

           12        system after the acquisition.

           13                 The transfer approval requirements are

           14        in Division Rule 4.1.  They require a submission

           15        of an FCC Form 394, and we did that on October 4

           16        and that is marked as Exhibit 2 on the exhibit

           17        list, or at least the Service Area 5 and Full

           18        Channel Exhibit 2.

           19                 In the requirements, it also needs to

           20        show financial and technical fitness.  The

           21        buyer's management experience at operating a

           22        cable system, the willingness and ability to

           23        conform to the requirements, orders, rules and

           24        regulations of the Division, and public interest

           25        support to justify approval of the transfer, and
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            1        all are well satisfied on the record that is in

            2        front of you.

            3                 With respect to the management and

            4        technical fitness factors, the Area 5 Cable

            5        management team is exceptionally experienced and

            6        technically capable.  They're seasoned cable and

            7        broadband executives.  In particular, Mr. Raclin

            8        is the former general counsel of Charter

            9        Communications, which when he was there was one

           10        of the -- and remains currently one of the top

           11        five multiple systems operators in the country.

           12        So he has a broad set of experiences that are

           13        useful to demonstrating their ability to operate

           14        a cable system following approval.

           15                 One of the parent companies is

           16        Countrywide Broadband.  It's owned and operated

           17        by the management team.  They already have an

           18        ownership interest in another broadband company

           19        in Illinois, which is i3 Broadband, and they're

           20        operating very successfully.  And now they're

           21        looking to expand their business to include

           22        customers in the East Bay through the acquisition

           23        of Full Channel.

           24                 On the financial side with financial

           25        qualifications, a lot of the material under seal
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            1        that we submitted on that shows that Area 5 Cable

            2        has strong financial support, it has a -- an

            3        equity piece which is documented in terms of

            4        their contribution to it, along with some

            5        Countrywide Broadband management.  There's also a

            6        lender who is making funds available as well in

            7        order to have the transaction go forward.

            8                 The equity one in specific is Seaport

            9        Capital who is a major private equity firm that

           10        is experienced at investing in communication

           11        companies.  And, of course, Area 5 Cable will

           12        benefit from the strong cash flow of Full Channel

           13        which should continue after the acquisition.

           14                 In terms of conforming to regulatory

           15        requirements, the Area 5 witnesses, especially

           16        Mr. Raclin as the lead, have long experience with

           17        regulated operations.  They also confirmed in

           18        both the prefile testimony and the response, the

           19        data request Advocacy Number 1-9, their intention

           20        to operate the Full Channel system in full

           21        compliance with applicable law and Division

           22        regulations.

           23                 And from a public interest standpoint,

           24        this is something that -- I don't want to be

           25        colloquial too much, but this is a no-brainer for
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            1        Rhode Island.  Area 5 Cable is keeping a

            2        competitive presence in Service Area 5, which has

            3        value to the public.  It's also proposing to

            4        retain the Full Channel and customers except for

            5        the -- employees except for the Maaias.  And,

            6        again, that's something the continuity of

            7        experience is helpful and supports the public

            8        interest.

            9                 And they also are going to -- as shown

           10        especially in confidential Exhibit 1-7 -- or

           11        sorry -- data request, the response to data

           12        request Advocacy 1-7, that they are proposing to

           13        bring new ideas, new services, new products, new

           14        features, new energies to Rhode Island consumers.

           15                 In further note on the public interests,

           16        as noted earlier in the opening of this,

           17        Mr. Hearing Officer, no persons intervened to

           18        oppose the transaction.

           19                 Also, to my understanding, we're not

           20        aware that members of the public have filed any

           21        comments either opposing or expressing concern

           22        about this transaction, and that is -- says

           23        something about, again, that this is supported by

           24        the public interest.

           25                 So in conclusion, you know, the panel of
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            1        witnesses will be happy to answer questions from

            2        the -- from the Division Advocacy Section from

            3        the bench if you have any, and they just hope

            4        that the Division would approve the transaction

            5        in summary fashion promptly so that they can

            6        begin the work of improving communication

            7        services of Rhode Island.

            8                 Mr. Maaia, I don't know if you want to

            9        add anything to that, but feel free.

           10                 MR. MAAIA:  Got to earn a few bucks

           11        anyway, so I've got to say something.

           12                 (A discussion was had out of the hearing

           13        of the reporter.)

           14                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Maaia.

           15                 MR. MAAIA:  As I said, for the record,

           16        my name is William Maaia.  I'm general counsel

           17        for Full Channel.  Some of this I beg your

           18        indulgence because it's a little repetitive, but

           19        the Hearing Officer was correct, we're talking

           20        about Service Area 5.

           21                 I've been involved in representing

           22        Service Area 5 since 1981 and I'm kind of the

           23        longest quasi running employee for Full Channel.

           24        It was -- it all started off as a cable company.

           25        Many were chosen, but few are left.  We're down
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            1        to one sole individual, independent, homegrown

            2        company which is Full Channel.  We do have a

            3        couple of large companies that create a challenge

            4        for Full Channel, and we came before Mr. Spirito

            5        asking that this application be approved on a

            6        transfer -- that the transfer of Full Channel

            7        certificates be transferred -- to operate this

            8        company be transferred to the buyers, the new

            9        companies, the transferees.

           10                 With me, as I said earlier, is Linda

           11        Jane Maaia.  She's CEO and President of Full

           12        Channel who has, for the past 14 years, answered

           13        the call when her father suddenly passed away.

           14                 And John Donofrio, her father, was here

           15        back in 1975 and then in '81 pioneering the

           16        challenge of cable in Rhode Island.  But we

           17        didn't know where it -- where it was gonna go and

           18        certainly we didn't know how long it was going to

           19        take.  Many of us in this room have made that

           20        travel and that trek together, not only

           21        navigating the unchartered wires of where cable

           22        television would go.

           23                 Also, we have had the support of Levi

           24        Maaia who was the architect of what was the

           25        modern Full Channel developing the technology,
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            1        the changes, the design, the software, the

            2        formulas, the intellectual property.  And that

            3        brought it from the single focus of the cable

            4        television company to telecommunications company

            5        that offered the trifecta, which was the cable,

            6        Internet, which was a huge growth factor and, of

            7        course, the telephone.

            8                 Both of their profiles and their

            9        challenges were unique in a business that had no

           10        prior history that was a very new type of

           11        challenge.

           12                 Two other gentlemen that sit with me are

           13        kind of part of the history of what happened in

           14        cable television while Full Channel became such a

           15        viable and long lasting independent.

           16                 Michael Crocker who's been doing this

           17        with me for 20 years has been at many hearings

           18        held by this same Hearing Officer, and each of

           19        those hearings collectively was the history of

           20        cable television in Rhode Island.

           21                 Our co-counsel, Dennis J. Roberts, he

           22        needs really no introduction.  He's the former

           23        Attorney General, 1978, just about the same time

           24        when -- in 1981, he was still Attorney General

           25        when cable came on the scene.  Again, nobody knew
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            1        what that was going to be about.

            2                 I'd say that the benefit of having an

            3        Attorney General who understood the regulatory

            4        trial work, who understood what the PUC was

            5        about, who, in fact, was the PUC in certain

            6        areas, was sending personnel and attorneys over

            7        here to help grow the PUC as a regulator, people

            8        like Leo Wold and people who came before him,

            9        people who have come after him, Dennis was a part

           10        of that.

           11                 Grier Raclin we got to know over a

           12        year-and-a-half.  This has not been a journey

           13        where somebody came up to us and we decided to

           14        sell on a whim.  This has been a journey that

           15        required Full Channel to meet the challenge of

           16        having been dumped into the role of leadership,

           17        rose to the challenge, changed the company,

           18        repositioned it, vetted several prospects, and

           19        only brought to you one that we thought was a

           20        viable company meeting the criteria of being

           21        financially fit, technically capable.

           22                 And Raclin's team that he's put together

           23        are a collection of professionals with the

           24        expertise that we have put our faith in to carry

           25        a legacy.
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            1                 There is an emotional factor of when you

            2        start a company, when you take over your father's

            3        company, when you work for your father-in-law for

            4        40 years, when you come to this forum year after

            5        year after year.  It's not that bad, I get to put

            6        my feet up on an ottoman and quit.  I'm not

            7        bitching about that.  But I think that there is

            8        an emotional factor.  And we wanted to be sure

            9        that when we brought somebody to this forum, that

           10        those people would be something that we would be

           11        proud of to say, we had Full Channel, these guys

           12        took it over, and they had the wherewithal to do

           13        it, they meet the legal criteria, but they also

           14        will bring it to another level and we would be

           15        proud of that.

           16                 So it's not -- we've had many talks with

           17        many people along the way.  And our talk with

           18        Grier Raclin was long and there was a lot of due

           19        diligence and a lot of -- I don't think we missed

           20        one issue.  If we -- if we didn't -- if we missed

           21        one issue, I'll be surprised if we did.

           22                 As you know, we've completed the

           23        discovery process, a successful process where I

           24        believe the Division has all the information, all

           25        the tools to make the kind of judgments and
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            1        recommendations, make the kind of inquiry that

            2        will expedite the vetting of this candidate and

            3        the transfer and approval by you during this

            4        hearing.

            5                 I don't think that there's -- as said

            6        earlier, the other people are not interested

            7        because it's a good company.  It's a company

            8        that's going to continue on.  We have a statute

            9        for competition.  It's one of the few areas in

           10        Rhode Island that will continue to have

           11        competition because people have a choice, which

           12        is what that statute's all about.  They have no

           13        choice in a lot of places that have a viable

           14        independent cable company that they can call --

           15        that's homegrown.  That's what they're going to

           16        preserve and I'm looking forward to the approval.

           17        Thank you.

           18                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you, Mr.

           19        Maaia.  Mr. Wold, any opening?

           20                 MR. WOLD:  No opening.  We'll have a

           21        closing statement for the Division.

           22                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.

           23        Okay.  So, gentlemen, how would you like to

           24        proceed?

           25                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I guess I'd want to offer
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            1        the witness -- I'm sure Mr. Maaia would want to

            2        do the questions for his witness, but should we

            3        swear the witnesses at this point and then

            4        I'll -- or do you want me to do it one by one or

            5        how would you like to --

            6                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Wold, do

            7        you have any objections to a panel or --

            8                 MR. WOLD:  No, no objection.

            9                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  No objection.

           10        Okay.  So we'll swear them in as a panel.  Just

           11        identify each one before we swear them in.

           12                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Sure.  My witnesses are

           13        Mr. Raclin, who we introduced earlier; Mr. Sam

           14        Valencia from Area 5 Cable and the parent

           15        companies; Dan Kennedy, again, and Mike Whitaker

           16        are the Service Area 5 witnesses today.

           17                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.

           18        Gentlemen, why don't you stand and raise your

           19        right hands and we'll swear you all in at the

           20        same time.

           21                  SAMUEL VALENCIA, DAVE KENNEDY

           22                   MIKE WHITAKER AND GRIER RACLIN

           23                            WERE SWORN.

           24                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.

           25        Mr. Munnelly.
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            1                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Thank you.  So I'm going

            2        to take the witnesses in turn and walk through

            3        the authentication process and a few other

            4        questions along the way.

            5                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Yes.

            6                 MR. MUNNELLY:  If it's okay, we'll just

            7        leave -- assuming that the stenographer can hear

            8        them, we'll be happy to keep the people in their

            9        spots and don't have to rearrange.  Okay.  Thank

           10        you.  We'll start with Mr. Raclin.

           11                       GRIER C. RACLIN,

           12         Duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:

           13                 EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY

           14    Q.  Mr. Raclin, can you just -- again, can you give

           15        your title with Area 5 Cable and your business

           16        address for the record.

           17        A. My title is President and Chief Executive

           18        Officer.  My current business address is 602 High

           19        Point Lane, East Peoria, Illinois.

           20    Q.  Okay.  And do you also have responsibilities with

           21        either parents or affiliates of Area 5 Cable?

           22        A. One of the owners of Area 5 Cable is a company

           23        called Countrywide Broadband and I am the

           24        President and CEO of that as well.

           25    Q.  And do you have a role with that i3 Broadband
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            1        entity that is in Illinois?

            2        A. I3 Broadband, formerly known as iTV-3, LLC,

            3        d/b/a i3 Broadband, is another company we own

            4        which operates a fiberoptic cable system in

            5        Champagne and Urbana and Peoria, Illinois, and

            6        surrounding areas.  And I'm the President and CEO

            7        of that company as well.

            8    Q.  Can you just summarize your job responsibilities

            9        of Area 5 Cable.

           10        A. Fundamentally responsible for the strategy and

           11        success of the company as the Chief Executive

           12        Officer.

           13    Q.  Now, turning to the documentation, were you part

           14        of a panel of witnesses that provided prefile

           15        testimony in this proceeding dated October 4,

           16        2017?

           17        A. Yes, I was.

           18    Q.  Now, was this testimony prepared by you or under

           19        your supervision and control?

           20        A. It was.

           21    Q.  Okay.  Is it true and accurate, to the best of

           22        your knowledge?

           23        A. It is.  I think we changed the financing

           24        arrangements after we filed the application.  At

           25        the time we filed the application, we were
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            1        relying upon a commitment letter from our lender

            2        for the funds they were going to contribute.

            3                 After we filed the application, we

            4        thought we'd just go ahead and rather than rely

            5        upon the commitment letter go ahead and negotiate

            6        and execute the loan agreement.  So we later

            7        filed, I think, as a response to a discovery

            8        request the actual loan agreement and the

            9        amendment to the loan agreement that we're

           10        relying upon to provide the financing thereby

           11        skipping the step of having to rely upon just the

           12        commitment letter.

           13    Q.  And did you also -- subsequent to October 4 also

           14        firm up an issue of the way the funds were

           15        getting delivered to Area 5 Cable?

           16        A. Yes.  The -- so our Illinois operation, i3

           17        Broadband, has an existing facility, lending

           18        facility, with this lender.  And the reason we --

           19        we're going to rely upon that.  So iTV-3, LLC, or

           20        i3 Broadband will borrow money under that

           21        facility and then onlend (sic) it to Service Area

           22        5.

           23                 We're doing it that way simply because

           24        it's much easier and quicker just to borrow under

           25        our existing facility rather than set up a whole
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            1        new facility for Service Area 5.

            2    Q.  And to your understanding is that firmed up in

            3        a -- is that commitment firmed up in a letter or

            4        other document?

            5        A. It's beyond a commitment letter.  It's an

            6        actual signed loan agreement that we've amended

            7        to include the funds that we're going to use to

            8        purchase and operate Service Area 5.  We'll

            9        purchase the assets from Full Channel which will

           10        become Service Area 5.

           11    Q.  Okay.  And, to your knowledge, are those updated

           12        documents reflected in a discovery request?

           13        A. Yes, they are.

           14                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  I believe, just

           15        for the record, it's the -- the original and

           16        supplemental responses to Advocacy 1-5 have the

           17        updated financial arrangements that happened

           18        after October 4 application.

           19                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.

           20                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  Putting aside

           21        those changes, are there any other updates or

           22        changes you need to make to the testimony?

           23        A. Not that I'm aware of, no.

           24                 MR. SPIRITO:  Just for the record, the

           25        testimony is marked as joint exhibit --
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            1                 MR. MUNNELLY:  1.

            2                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  -- 3.

            3                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Sorry.  Yes.  To be clear

            4        on the record, that's right.  It's the service

            5        area Full Channel Exhibit 3 is the -- is the

            6        joint prefiled testimony.

            7    Q.  (By Mr. Munnelly)  Okay.  So subject to those

            8        changes that you just outlined, do you adopt the

            9        prefiled testimony under oath for use in this

           10        proceeding as if you had been asked these

           11        questions and given those answers here today?

           12        A. I do.

           13    Q.  Okay.  Mr. Raclin, did you also assist with the

           14        preparation of discovery responses in response to

           15        questions from the Advocacy Section?

           16        A. I did.

           17    Q.  And were those responses -- I think you didn't

           18        have all of them because some of them were Full

           19        Channel only, but you certainly had a bunch of

           20        responses that you were identified on.  Were

           21        those responses prepared by you under your

           22        supervision and control?

           23        A. Yes, they were.

           24    Q.  Are they true and accurate, to the best of your

           25        knowledge?
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            1        A. They are except for the one change I mentioned

            2        before where in one of the discovery responses we

            3        updated it to reflect that we had an actual

            4        signed loan agreement with our lender rather than

            5        just a commitment letter.

            6                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  And I believe,

            7        again, those are actually already reflected in

            8        the discovery responses as either an original

            9        response or a supplemental response.

           10    Q.  (By Mr. Munnelly)  Subject to -- you don't have

           11        any changes beyond that?

           12        A. No.

           13    Q.  Okay.  Subject to any changes, I'm actually going

           14        to show there are changes, but do you adopt the

           15        responses that you acknowledged under oath for

           16        use in this proceeding as if you'd been asked

           17        these questions and given those answers?

           18        A. I do.

           19                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  Unless the Hearing

           20        Officer thinks I need to do anything else on the

           21        introduction side for the exhibits, I was going

           22        to move to the next witness.

           23                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Please move

           24        on.

           25                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I'm going to move to
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            1        Mr. Kennedy.

            2                         DAN KENNEDY,

            3                             -o0o-

            4         Duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:

            5                 EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY

            6    Q.  Why don't you please give your name, title with

            7        Area 5 Cable and business address for the record.

            8        A. My name is Dan Kennedy.  I'm the COO of Area

            9        5, 602 High Point Lane, East Peoria, Illinois

           10        61611.

           11    Q.  Okay.  And you also have responsibilities with

           12        other affiliates of Area 5 Cable?

           13        A. That is correct, with technology and service

           14        delivery and customer service delivery.

           15    Q.  Okay.  Can you just briefly summarize your job

           16        responsibilities with Area 5 Cable.

           17        A. Yes.  I'm responsible for the technology

           18        decisions that are related to products and

           19        services that were delivered to our customers,

           20        our infrastructure and other related items.

           21    Q.  And were you part of the panel of witnesses that

           22        provided prefiled testimony that's been marked as

           23        Service Area 5 Cable, LLC, and Full Channel, LLC,

           24        in this proceeding?

           25        A. Yes.
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            1    Q.  Okay.  And with respect to whatever portions of

            2        that panel you worked on, was that prepared by

            3        you or under your supervision and control?

            4        A. Yes.

            5    Q.  And is it true and accurate, to the best of your

            6        knowledge?

            7        A. Yes.

            8    Q.  Okay.  Do you have any changes to make at this

            9        time?

           10        A. I do not.

           11    Q.  Okay.  I note that you're incorporating

           12        Mr. Raclin's changes with respect to the

           13        financial issues?

           14        A. Correct.

           15    Q.  Okay.  So subject to those changes, do you adopt

           16        the prefiled testimony under oath for use in this

           17        proceeding as if you had been asked these

           18        questions and given those answers?

           19        A. I do.

           20    Q.  Okay.  Mr. Kennedy, did you assist with

           21        preparation of discovery responses in response to

           22        questions from the Advocacy Section?

           23        A. I did.

           24    Q.  Okay.  Are you named as a witness on any of the

           25        discovery responses?
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            1        A. Yes.  As far as --

            2    Q.  Actually, I don't believe that you are.  I

            3        believe that Mr. Raclin is the company witness on

            4        the responses to the Advocacy Section questions,

            5        so I don't need to have you formally adopt them

            6        because Mr. Raclin has already done that.

            7                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I think that's all I have

            8        for you, Mr. Kennedy, today.

            9                 Mr. Valencia, I think you're up next.

           10                        SAMUEL VALENCIA,

           11      Being duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:

           12                 EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY

           13    Q.  Can you -- again, going through the same pattern

           14        of questions, can you state your name, title with

           15        Area 5 Cable and address for the record.

           16        A. Yes.  My name's Samuel Valencia.  I'm the

           17        Chief Financial Officer and my address is 602

           18        High Point Lane, East Peoria, Illinois 61611.

           19    Q.  Okay.  And do you have responsibilities with

           20        other affiliates of Area 5 --

           21        A. I do.

           22    Q.  -- Cable?

           23        A. I do.

           24    Q.  Just briefly describe them.

           25        A. Very simply, I'm responsible for all financial
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            1        matters associated with the company.

            2    Q.  Can you talk just briefly about your job

            3        responsibilities with Area 5 Cable.

            4        A. Yes.  The responsibility includes payment of

            5        all expenses, collection of cash and receivables

            6        and preparation of financial statements and other

            7        ancillary financial matters.

            8    Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  Again, were you part of the

            9        panel of witnesses that submitted Exhibit 3 to

           10        the joint applicant's --

           11        A. Yes.

           12    Q.  -- exhibit list?

           13                 Okay.  And to the extent you had

           14        contributed to that directly, was that prepared

           15        by you or under your supervision and control?

           16        A. It was.

           17    Q.  Okay.  Subject to Mr. Raclin's changes, is the

           18        testimony true and accurate, to the best of your

           19        knowledge?

           20        A. It is.

           21    Q.  Do you have any other changes you need to make at

           22        this time?

           23        A. I do not.

           24    Q.  Okay.  So subject to the changes outlined by

           25        Mr. Raclin, do you adopt the prefile testimony
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            1        under oath for use in this proceeding as if

            2        you've been asked these questions and given these

            3        answers?

            4        A. I do.

            5    Q.  Okay.  And, Mr. Valencia, I don't believe you're

            6        named as a witness on -- are you named as a

            7        witness on any of these discovery responses?

            8        A. I don't believe so.

            9                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  I think I'm done

           10        with that witness.  I can go to Mr. Whitaker to

           11        close off the Area 5 witnesses.

           12                       MICHAEL WHITAKER,

           13      Being duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:

           14                 EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY

           15    Q.  Okay.  Mr. Whitaker, can you give your name,

           16        title with Area 5 Cable and business address for

           17        the record.

           18        A. Michael Whitaker, 602 High Point Lane, East

           19        Peoria, Illinois 61611.  I'll be the general

           20        manager of the operation here.

           21    Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  Can you just summarize what

           22        your job responsibilities will be at Area 5

           23        Cable?

           24        A. I will be running the day-to-day operation,

           25        managing the personnel and working closely with
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            1        Dan and the technical people for the network.

            2    Q.  Now, you're a part of the panel of witnesses as

            3        well in this case that's been marked as Exhibit 3

            4        of the coapplicant's exhibits?

            5        A. Yes, I am.

            6    Q.  Okay.  And with respect to whatever testimony

            7        contributed, was that prepared by you or under

            8        your supervision and control?

            9        A. Yes, it was.

           10    Q.  Okay.  And is it true and accurate, to the best

           11        of your knowledge?

           12        A. Yes, it is.

           13    Q.  And putting aside Mr. Raclin's financial

           14        testimony he gave earlier, do you have any

           15        changes to make at this time?

           16        A. I do not.

           17    Q.  Okay.  Subject to those changes, do you adopt the

           18        prefiled testimony for use in this proceeding as

           19        if you had asked these questions and given those

           20        answers?

           21        A. I do.

           22    Q.  Did you -- Mr. Whitaker, are you named as a

           23        responsible person on any discovery responses?

           24        A. No.

           25                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I believe unless the
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            1        Hearing Officer -- there's anything else you want

            2        to cover at this point, I'd be happy to go over

            3        to Mr. Maaia so he can do the remaining witness.

            4                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.

            5        Mr. Maaia, do you want to introduce Mrs. Maaia.

            6                 MS. MAAIA:  Hi.

            7                 MR. MAAIA:  Hi.

            8                 MR. ROBERTS:  She's well-known, your

            9        Honor.

           10                 (Off the record discussion.)

           11                          LINDA MAAIA,

           12      Being duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:

           13                   EXAMINATION BY MR. MAAIA

           14    Q.  Mrs. Maaia, since you made such a wise choice of

           15        counsel, I'll continue.

           16                 On the prefiled testimony that was filed

           17        and submitted into the record, on Page 2 you were

           18        asked a question there.  The question is:  Can

           19        you also describe Full Channel and your role with

           20        the company.  Do you want to respond to that?

           21        A. I'm the President and Chief Executive Officer

           22        of Full Channel and I have been since

           23        September 2004 as part of the executive team, but

           24        presently that's my role.

           25    Q.  And on Page 3, you go on to indicate that in your
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            1        prefile testimony.  Do you still support those

            2        responses to those questions there?

            3        A. I do.

            4    Q.  What is your purpose for being here today?

            5        A. To support the application of Service Area 5

            6        Cable to purchase Full Channel, Inc.

            7    Q.  Can you summarize for the Hearing Officer just a

            8        bit an overview of the purchase transaction as

            9        reflected in Page 5 of your prefile testimony.

           10        A. Basically, the asset purchase agreement is an

           11        agreement to transfer all of the assets of Full

           12        Channel to Service Area 5 Cable allowing them to

           13        operate the company going forward as an

           14        independent cable operator here in the State of

           15        Rhode Island.

           16                 It's my understanding that they are

           17        planning to retain all of the employees of Full

           18        Channel and will bring in the management team

           19        whom you've met this morning.

           20    Q.  There were other requirements in addition to the

           21        filing before this regulatory body and that is

           22        with the federal regulators, namely did you and

           23        the parties prepare FCC Form 394 and any other

           24        related certificates either jointly or separately

           25        that is required to make the transfer both at the
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            1        state level and the federal level?

            2        A. Yes, that happened.

            3    Q.  Other than what's in your prefile testimony, do

            4        you have anything else to add?

            5        A. No.

            6                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Maaia --

            7        Mrs. Maaia, do you -- well, Mr. Maaia, perhaps

            8        you should have Mrs. Maaia authenticate and adopt

            9        the testimony that is contained in Exhibit 3.

           10    Q.  (By Mr. Maaia)  All right.  I'll ask did you have

           11        input in the preparation of this and review of

           12        this filing and do you now authenticate it?

           13        A. I do.

           14                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.

           15    Q.  (By Mr. Maaia)  Do you adopt it as your

           16        testimony?

           17        A. Yes, I do.

           18                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.

           19        Mr. Wold, do you have cross-examination for any

           20        of these witnesses?

           21                 MR. WOLD:  I have cross-examination for

           22        the Service Area 5 team --

           23                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Please

           24        proceed.

           25                 MR. WOLD:  -- if Mr. Munnelly has
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            1        completed his direct examination.

            2                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Yes.  Now that Ms. Maaia

            3        has had her direct exam, certainly from our

            4        standpoint the witnesses are available for cross.

            5                       GRIER C. RACLIN,

            6                             -o0o-

            7                   EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD

            8    Q.  Good morning, Mr. Raclin.  I understand you're

            9        the President and CEO of i3 Broadband; is that

           10        correct?

           11        A. That's correct.

           12    Q.  And that's a company that's out of Peoria,

           13        Illinois; is that correct?

           14        A. Its main office is in East Peoria, Illinois.

           15    Q.  What's the size of that company assetwise and

           16        then revenuewise?

           17        A. I'll defer to my CFO to give an exact answer.

           18                 (Off the record discussion.)

           19                 MR. WOLD:  That's Mr. Valencia speaking,

           20        for the record.

           21                 MR. MUNNELLY:  This is --

           22                 (A discussion was had out of the hearing

           23        of the reporter.)

           24                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Is there a way to answer

           25        this in a way that wouldn't deal with
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            1        confidential information?  Is there publicly

            2        available information on this?

            3                 MR. WOLD:  Can you just give an estimate

            4        of it more than X number of dollars.

            5                 MR. RACLIN:  Go ahead.

            6                 MR. VALENCIA:  Yes, we are approximately

            7        20,000,000 in revenue.

            8    Q.  (By Mr. Wold)  And relative to that company, how

            9        long have you been the CEO of that company?

           10        A. Since it was formed approximately a year ago.

           11    Q.  And in terms of your duties as CEO, what do you

           12        do?

           13        A. I'm responsible for all the strategy,

           14        implementation and strategy, and the success of

           15        the business.

           16    Q.  Can you state, then, just generally in terms of

           17        customers how many customers the company has.

           18        A. Approximately 11,500.

           19    Q.  And in terms of what did you do before you were

           20        the CEO of i3?

           21                 THE WITNESS:  When do you want to start?

           22                 MR. WOLD:  Ten years.  Ten years before

           23        that.

           24        A. Ten years.  Let's see.

           25    Q.  (By Mr. Wold)  Let me try --
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            1        A. So from 2005 to 2010, I was the general

            2        counsel and then Chief Administrative Officer of

            3        Charter Communications.

            4                 I then left and taught law school,

            5        securities regulations, at Washington University

            6        Law School and practiced law at a law firm in St.

            7        Louis called Thompson Coburn.  I ran their data

            8        security and privacy practice for a year.

            9                 I then left and became general counsel

           10        of a company called Scientific Games, which is

           11        the world's largest manufacturer of lottery

           12        tickets, another highly regulated business.  And

           13        I stayed there for approximately 13 months and

           14        then joined with my current team to pursue a

           15        strategy of identifying and purchasing

           16        independent cable companies and fiberoptic cable

           17        companies.

           18    Q.  Now, in the paperwork that you filed, there are

           19        two entities.  One's Countrywide Broadband and

           20        Seaport Capital.  Can you just indicate what

           21        Countrywide Broadband is?

           22        A. Countrywide Broadband is the entity that the

           23        four of us formed.  By "four of us," I'm talking

           24        myself, Sam Valencia, Dan Kennedy and Mike

           25        Whitaker, and we formed it for the purpose of
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            1        pursuing acquisitions.

            2                 We went into a partnership with Seaport,

            3        which is an experienced private equity firm.

            4        They have a lengthy experience owning and

            5        operating cable companies, fiberoptic companies,

            6        that sort of thing.  We joined together as a

            7        partnership to pursue the acquisition of Full

            8        Channel as well as iTV-3.

            9    Q.  All right.  And so Countrywide and Seaport, how

           10        are they related to i3 Broadband?

           11        A. We are co-owners.

           12    Q.  All right.  And relative to Seaport Capital, what

           13        is it that they do?  What is Seaport Capital?

           14        A. It's a private equity firm.

           15    Q.  And when you say "private equity," what does that

           16        mean?

           17        A. It's an investment company that pulls funds

           18        from investors to purchase operating companies

           19        and theoretically add features, performance,

           20        whatever to improve the performance of the

           21        companies.

           22    Q.  All right.  And in terms of the size of companies

           23        that it pursues, what is the size?

           24        A. As a general matter, my understanding is that

           25        they pursue companies with EBITDA earnings before
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            1        interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization in

            2        the 10 to $30 million range.

            3    Q.  Would you characterize Countrywide Broadband and

            4        Seaport Capital as when they make an investment

            5        of a long-term holder, short-term holders, do

            6        they have a certain period of time where they

            7        want to exit from their investments?

            8        A. Neither Seaport nor Countrywide go into an

            9        investment with a preset period of time that they

           10        want to invest.

           11                 In the Service Area 5 case in specific,

           12        it's being -- the Seaport entity that's investing

           13        in that is called Seaport Capital Partners 5,

           14        which is a new fund that they formed which has a

           15        ten-year horizon on it.  So if there were any

           16        timeline it would be a ten-year, but they

           17        don't -- again, they don't go into an investment

           18        with an idea of selling it within a period of

           19        time.

           20    Q.  Now, relative to Countrywide, Countrywide itself

           21        doesn't own any cable systems, correct?

           22        A. Well, we're a part owner of iTV-3 --

           23    Q.  Oh, iTV-3?

           24        A. -- LLC, right.

           25    Q.  Now, in connection with your application,
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            1        Countrywide and, I take it, Seaport also have

            2        made some prior investments in telecommunications

            3        companies; is that correct?

            4        A. Seaport have -- well, we both have in the form

            5        of iTV-3 or i3 Broadband, and then Seaport has

            6        made many other investments before it joined into

            7        a partnership with Countrywide.

            8    Q.  There were a number of entities of investments

            9        and I'm not sure whether it's Countrywide and/or

           10        Seaport.  I'll let you determine that.  But one

           11        was Everest in Kansas City, Cablevision located

           12        in Guam.  Metrocast Cablevision.  That's a triple

           13        play cable company in Maine, Maryland, New

           14        Hampshire, Pennsylvania and Virginia.

           15                 Are those companies still owned by

           16        Seaport and/or Countrywide?  Do you know?

           17        A. Those were all investments by Seaport before

           18        it joined with Countrywide.  I don't know whether

           19        they're currently owned.  I know that they sold

           20        Everest.  They sold another company called

           21        Otelco.  I don't know the ownership status of the

           22        other two companies.

           23    Q.  Okay.  Relative to your investment in Service

           24        Area 5, how is it that you came to locate the

           25        current Full Channel management and came to enter
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            1        into an agreement with them to purchase the

            2        assets of the company?

            3        A. We became aware of Full Channel by other

            4        relationships in the industry.  Dan Kennedy, in

            5        particular, has had many years experience

            6        assisting cable operators and proved their

            7        performance as a consultant as well as part of a

            8        company and had many relationships.  And it was

            9        through one of those relationships that it was

           10        suggested to us that Full Channel might be a

           11        company that would satisfy our investment

           12        criteria.

           13                 We started in discussions with Full

           14        Channel three years ago, I think, three years

           15        ago, and have had discussions on and off ever

           16        since until we finally came to an agreement on

           17        the asset purchase agreement whereby a special

           18        purpose company that we formed called Service

           19        Area 5 would purchase all the assets used or

           20        acquired for use in the operation of Full

           21        Channel.

           22    Q.  Now, you mentioned you had certain investment

           23        criteria.  Can you just indicate what those are.

           24        A. We're fundamentally looking for companies that

           25        have -- are stable, are not what you might call a
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            1        work out situation, but are stable and successful

            2        financially but yet have, in our view, the

            3        opportunity to grow further.

            4                 Our fundamental purpose is to grow the

            5        subscribership and the size of the companies that

            6        we purchase.

            7    Q.  And generally, in terms of growing the company,

            8        how would you go about doing that?

            9        A. Investing in providing new services,

           10        initiating and investing in sales and marketing

           11        efforts, bringing the collective experience that

           12        we have from numerous other companies to bear

           13        with, perhaps, at least new ideas for that

           14        company, even though they might be used in other

           15        companies.  And the combination of those three

           16        principle areas we hope would increase the

           17        performance and the subscribership and the

           18        revenues and the profits of the business.

           19    Q.  If I'm asking questions about any areas that you

           20        feel you don't want me to ask, just let me know,

           21        but there was a public release relative to

           22        Countrywide Broadband's acquisition of Full

           23        Channel.  And in it, you indicate you are going

           24        to provide enhanced service offerings such as

           25        increasing access speeds in the near future.
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            1                 I'm wondering if you can just generally

            2        indicate, would that be the type of new services

            3        that you're planning to introduce as part of your

            4        desire to grow the business?

            5        A. Yes, it would be.

            6    Q.  And in terms of the -- you heard Mrs. Maaia

            7        indicate that your company plans to retain all

            8        the employees of Full Channel; is that correct?

            9        A. That's correct.

           10    Q.  Do you have any sense of what kind of commitment

           11        you would make with respect to the retention of

           12        employment of the employees of Full Channel into

           13        the future?

           14        A. Well, our intent is to retain them at the

           15        acquisition.  I'm certain there will be

           16        opportunities we haven't yet identified for some

           17        of them to take on additional responsibilities

           18        with the collective companies of iTV-3 and Full

           19        Channel.

           20                 For example, they have a couple of

           21        employees that clearly have the capability to

           22        take on broader responsibilities.  Likewise,

           23        we're moving Mike into Full Channel to become the

           24        general manager, so there will be movement back

           25        and forth.
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            1                 At this stage, we don't anticipate

            2        making additional changes.  Certainly in the

            3        continuation of business there may be synergies

            4        or opportunities or, you know, redundancies that

            5        might exist, but we haven't identified those at

            6        this time.

            7    Q.  In connection with some other new services, the

            8        other two that immediately come to mind are

            9        telephone and television.  Just generally

           10        speaking, what is it that Full Channel has now

           11        and what are the services in those two areas that

           12        you might invest in to grow that business, if

           13        any?

           14        A. I'm a little hesitant to get -- I'm hesitant

           15        to get specific about some of the new services

           16        and product ideas we have.  I'm happy to go into

           17        those in a more private setting.

           18    Q.  That's fine.  Just in terms of -- is it fair to

           19        say that relative to television and telephone

           20        you're also looking at those areas as potential

           21        areas that you would -- your management team

           22        would be thinking about making investments to

           23        grow that business?

           24        A. Yes.  We have specific ideas in both of those

           25        product lines of additional services or products
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            1        that we'd like to bring to Full Channel.

            2    Q.  All right.  And relative to the -- generally

            3        speaking, relative to the rates that are

            4        currently in effect in Service Area 5, is it fair

            5        to say that the current -- for the near term, the

            6        current rate structure and programming that Full

            7        Channel has put in place would remain the same or

            8        would, you know, change -- well, let me ask you

            9        this:  What are your plans, if any, that you have

           10        in the immediate future to change either the

           11        rates that customers of Full Channel are paying

           12        or the programming that they're receiving?

           13        A. I don't believe we have any plans to change

           14        the programming other than to, perhaps, bring a

           15        few new services of the video product as well as

           16        the telephone product.

           17                 In terms of rates, it's no secret that

           18        cable companies faced dramatically increasing

           19        pricing of programming.  I don't believe that

           20        Full Channel has had a price increase in at least

           21        the video product for many years.  And so, quite

           22        frankly, that's going to have to be something

           23        that we're going to look at.  We do not have any

           24        plans at this time to raise it a specific amount,

           25        et cetera, but we can't ignore the fact that the
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            1        cost of the fundamental product is increasing

            2        either, so that would be something we'd look at

            3        once we took over control.

            4    Q.  Okay.  And, now, in connection with the

            5        transaction that's before the Division, it's been

            6        mentioned that that's a -- structured as an asset

            7        purchase and sale.  Can you indicate to the

            8        Hearing Officer, why was it structured in that

            9        fashion versus a stock purchase?

           10        A. Two fundamental reasons to do an asset

           11        purchase rather than a stock purchase.  One is

           12        when you buy a stock of a company you not only

           13        bring along the assets, you bring along whatever

           14        liabilities may exist.  And even though all

           15        sellers and all buyers undertake substantial due

           16        diligence to try and identify each and every such

           17        liability, there's often one that, perhaps,

           18        neither party knew about.  And so to protect

           19        against bringing on unexpected liabilities, you

           20        typically would buy an asset.

           21                 And then secondly there are tax benefits

           22        to buying assets rather than stock and that is

           23        you can step up the basis of the assets to the

           24        purchase price that you paid for it rather than

           25        the basis that the seller had.  So it gives you a
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            1        larger base for depreciation and amortization.

            2                 THE WITNESS:  Is that fair?

            3                 MR. VALENCIA:  Correct.

            4                 MR. MUNNELLY:  That was Mr. Valencia

            5        speaking for the record.

            6    Q.  (By Mr. Wold) In connection with the purchase and

            7        sale of the assets for Full Channel, there was

            8        also a purchase of intellectual property that

            9        Full Channel owned separately; is that correct?

           10        A. Correct.

           11    Q.  And there's a separate agreement relative to the

           12        purchase of intellectual property; is that

           13        correct?

           14        A. Correct.

           15    Q.  Now, the asset agreement has been marked as

           16        Exhibit 1 in response to 1-1 and the intellectual

           17        property agreement is a response to 1-2 also in

           18        Exhibit 1; is that correct?

           19        A. I believe so.

           20    Q.  Now, there are also two other items that I've

           21        previously marked as Exhibit 7, Exhibit 8, and

           22        I've indicated to the Hearing Officer that

           23        payment of these two bills or the -- actually,

           24        the sums contained on these two exhibits,

           25        approval should be subject to the payment of
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            1        these documents.  Does Service Area 5 have any

            2        issue or dispute with that?

            3        A. No.

            4    Q.  There's been a request for the Advocacy Section

            5        relating to public access studios and play back,

            6        that's request 2-1 that's been marked as

            7        Exhibit 2 relative to the studio of Service Area

            8        5.  Has Service Area 5 Cable examined the current

            9        operation of that studio and does it have any

           10        plans with respect to that studio at this time?

           11        A. We've certainly seen the studio.  We've talked

           12        to Mrs. Maaia about the use of it, cost of it, et

           13        cetera, so I guess in that sense we've examined

           14        it.  At this stage, we don't have a plan.  We'd

           15        like to form our own experience with it before we

           16        make a decision on whether or not it's something

           17        that should be or needs to be continued.

           18    Q.  How about with respect to the play back

           19        facilities, how play back is undertaken by Full

           20        Channel.  Are you familiar with that function of

           21        Full Channel at this time?

           22        A. We are.  And it is our current plan to

           23        continue that in the same form and fashion that

           24        Full Channel has done it in the past.

           25    Q.  And relative to the paid access fee, you're aware
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            1        that Full Channel currently has a fee that it

            2        bills its customers for sustenance of the play

            3        back in studio; is that correct?

            4        A. Yes, I believe so.

            5    Q.  And is your current intent to maintain charging

            6        customers that fee at this time?

            7        A. I believe so, yes.

            8    Q.  And there are a number of peg channels, 13, 14.

            9        There's also a state capital TV governmental and

           10        educational access and public access studio.  Is

           11        it your current intent to maintain those channels

           12        at this time?

           13        A. It is.

           14    Q.  Full Channel also undertakes the provision of

           15        institutional services, particularly play back,

           16        and the Advocacy Section asked a data request of

           17        the Service Area 5 Cable relative to those

           18        services.  Is it your intent to maintain

           19        institutional services as Full Channel currently

           20        maintains them?

           21        A. It is.

           22    Q.  And what's your understanding of what Full

           23        Channel provides to the various cities and towns

           24        in Service Area 5?

           25        A. My understanding is that they provide replay
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            1        of recordings of events such as city council

            2        meetings, et cetera, and we would continue to

            3        provide that once we take control as well.  We

            4        would basically continue Full Channel's

            5        operations in that respect in the same form and

            6        fashion they're doing it now.

            7                 MR. WOLD:  Thank you.  For Mr. Valencia,

            8        he mentions that he's the CFO of Countrywide

            9        Broadband; is that correct?

           10                 MR. RACLIN:  That's correct.

           11                 MR. WOLD:  And just wanted to ask him a

           12        few questions relative to his testimony.

           13                        SAMUEL VALENCIA,

           14                             -o0o-

           15                   EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD

           16    Q.  Mr. Valencia, you have mentioned that you

           17        specialized in assisting clients with mergers and

           18        acquisitions; is that correct?

           19        A. Earlier in my career, yes, that's correct.

           20    Q.  I take it you -- as a CFO, you have considerable

           21        financial knowledge relevant to the interworkings

           22        and accounting of cable companies; is that

           23        correct?

           24        A. I believe so, yes.

           25    Q.  Could you just maybe give us a little bit of
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            1        background relative to your knowledge in that

            2        area and experience.

            3        A. Well, earlier in my career, I was an insurance

            4        partner at Price Waterhouse Coopers where I was

            5        responsible for working with clients in audit

            6        engagements.  I provided various other services

            7        with respect to internal control reviews,

            8        assisted clients with merger and acquisition

            9        activities and the development of both

           10        information technology based and manual

           11        accounting systems.  I've been the Chief

           12        Financial Officer of i3 Broadband for a little

           13        over a year in that capacity.

           14    Q.  Is it your plan as you undertake the role of CFO

           15        for Service Area 5 Cable to do that remotely from

           16        your current position in Illinois?

           17        A. Yes.  Although, I will be on-site on a

           18        periodic basis.

           19    Q.  And just generally speaking, without holding this

           20        to you, how often do you think you'd come down

           21        here and visit Service Area 5?

           22        A. At least quarterly.

           23    Q.  Okay.  And you have the ability to, I take it,

           24        keep track of the accounting and what you need to

           25        do as CFO from Illinois; is that correct?
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            1        A. I will.

            2    Q.  Okay.  And you mentioned significance of securing

            3        internal control and establishing an accurate and

            4        complete financial reporting system.  Can you

            5        just describe for me how you feel that would be

            6        of assistance or benefit to Full Channel TV?

            7                 THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  Could you

            8        repeat that.

            9    Q.  (By Mr. Wold)  You mentioned in your testimony

           10        that you are -- there's -- it's important to

           11        secure internal control and establish accurate

           12        and complete financial reporting --

           13        A. Yes.

           14    Q.  -- system.  How would that be a benefit to Full

           15        Channel TV?

           16        A. It would be important because as a responsible

           17        company you don't want to pay expenses that are

           18        not appropriate, and you want to make sure that

           19        the company's revenues are accurate and are

           20        properly deposited in the company's accounts.

           21                 From a financial reporting perspective,

           22        you must have accurate financial statements in

           23        order to manage the business properly.  And then

           24        we have other constituents such as our lenders

           25        and our investors that rely upon that as well.
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            1    Q.  Did you participate in the due diligence relative

            2        to the purpose of the Full Channel assets, is

            3        that --

            4        A. I did.

            5    Q.  Okay.  And I take it that -- well, I take it that

            6        you were satisfied relative to your group's

            7        investment criteria that they were a good company

            8        to make an investment in?

            9        A. I did.

           10                          DAN KENNEDY

           11                             -o0o-

           12                   EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD

           13    Q.  For Mr. Kennedy, I just noticed with respect to

           14        the testimony that everybody in the -- at least

           15        from what I can see, has identified what their

           16        role is with the Service Area 5, but it's not set

           17        forth in the testimony.  Are you going to be the

           18        information technology officer involved with

           19        Service Area 5 or are you just giving your --

           20        just going to be providing technology experience

           21        on an ad hoc basis?

           22        A. CTO basis.

           23    Q.  CTO?

           24        A. Correct.

           25    Q.  So you're going to have an official position with
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            1        Service Area 5?

            2        A. That is correct.

            3    Q.  And CTO stands for what?

            4        A. Chief Technology Officer.

            5    Q.  And are you also located in Illinois?

            6        A. I am.

            7    Q.  And would you be coming to Rhode Island or will

            8        you be --

            9        A. Initially monthly -- I apologize.

           10    Q.  Oh, go ahead.  No.

           11        A. Initially monthly and then quarterly

           12        thereafter.

           13    Q.  Okay.  And have you also taken a look at what

           14        Full Channel currently has from a technology

           15        point of view?

           16        A. I have.

           17    Q.  And you heard Mr. Raclin's statements relative to

           18        plans for the company.  Do you affirm and adopt

           19        those statements relative to his assessment of

           20        plans for the company?

           21        A. Yes, sir, I do.

           22    Q.  And are you -- what, generally, is your

           23        experience in terms of your background for

           24        operating or for running a company such as Full

           25        Channel?
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            1        A. I spent six years with a company called

            2        Fidelity Communications.  We were a small middle

            3        market cable provider, and then we also provided

            4        services throughout the U.S. for other small

            5        operators as far as getting into the triple play

            6        business to help evaluate and grow the businesses

            7        for them.

            8    Q.  And was that immediately before becoming a --

            9        A. No, sir.  Then I was the general manager for a

           10        project called -- for the City of Highland,

           11        Illinois, who was actually one of our clients,

           12        and then after that I joined the team with Grier

           13        Raclin.

           14                         MICHAEL WHITAKER,

           15                              -o0o-

           16                     EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD

           17    Q.  For Mr. Whitaker, it indicates in your testimony

           18        that you're the general manager --

           19        A. Yes.

           20    Q.  -- for Full Channel; is that correct?

           21                 And I take it that as a general manager

           22        you're going to be living in Rhode Island; is

           23        that correct?

           24        A. That is correct.

           25    Q.  And are you coming from Illinois, too?
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            1        A. Yes.

            2    Q.  All right.  And have you made that move yet or

            3        are you contemplating that in the future?

            4        A. It's pending.

            5    Q.  Pending.  Okay.  Where are you going to be living

            6        in Rhode Island?

            7        A. It looks as if I've narrowed it down to

            8        Bristol.

            9    Q.  Okay.  Great.  And in connection with your Rhode

           10        Island move, you would think that by the time of

           11        the closing I take it that you would be here; is

           12        that correct?

           13        A. Yes, right there or right after.

           14    Q.  All right.  And as a general manager of a small

           15        cable company, what experience have you had that

           16        would -- you know, you think would be -- would

           17        allow you to do that type of job.  I notice that

           18        you did a lot relative to building out operation

           19        and support systems for a large city, but what do

           20        you have that qualifies you as a general manager

           21        of a small cable company in Rhode Island?

           22        A. I think I'm kind of uniquely qualified in the

           23        fact that I started my career as a City Manager

           24        in a very small city.  When I got there, there

           25        was myself as a full-time -- two other full-time
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            1        people and two part-time and, obviously, the

            2        Public Works Department.  And I've taken that

            3        experience to heart in every place I've gone

            4        whether it was a large corporation, a small

            5        corporation, a start up, at being able to take

            6        that experience and knowing that everybody kind

            7        of has to do everything.  And I manage in the

            8        sense of not putting everyone in a silo where

            9        that's just their specific job.  Everyone has to

           10        take a hand in doing almost anything to make the

           11        corporation successful.

           12    Q.  Have you actually gone and met with the employees

           13        of Full Channel yet?

           14        A. Yes, sir.

           15    Q.  And how has that gone?

           16        A. I love their talent.

           17    Q.  And have you -- I take it -- have you done any

           18        type of assessments of changes that you'd like to

           19        make or have you seen anything that you might

           20        find as something that changes that you'd like to

           21        make?

           22        A. I think that they're a very talented and a

           23        very committed crew and I believe that they have

           24        the capability of doing actually much more.  So

           25        we're going to try to take a look at giving them
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            1        more responsibilities within the corporation.

            2    Q.  Have you done anything with respect to Full

            3        Channel's customers?  I know it's a little bit

            4        early in the sense that you're not -- obviously,

            5        haven't purchased the assets of the company yet,

            6        but have you at least examined the customer side

            7        of what Full Channel has relative to the

            8        operations of the company?

            9        A. Yes, I've taken a look at the customer list,

           10        which people are taking what services.  Other

           11        than that, I have had zero communication with any

           12        of the customers.

           13    Q.  Okay.  And in terms of the -- all right.  That's

           14        fine.  That answers my question.

           15                 (P A U S E)

           16                 MR. WOLD:  If I could just have a

           17        moment, maybe a five-minute break, so I can talk

           18        with Mr. Kogut.

           19                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's fine.

           20        We'll take a ten-minute recess.

           21                 (A recess was taken.)

           22                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  We'll go back

           23        on the record.

           24                 MR. WOLD:  One final question for

           25        Mr. Raclin or his counsel.
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            1                         GRIER C. RACLIN,

            2                              -o0o-

            3                     EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD

            4    Q.  We have proposed -- and they're admitted now as

            5        full exhibits, proposed certificates of authority

            6        to operate the construction certificate and

            7        compliance order certificate.  Those certificates

            8        are admitted as Exhibit 5.  Those are acceptable

            9        to Service Area 5 Cable should the Division

           10        approve the transaction as the certificates that

           11        would be issued to Service Area 5 Cable

           12        reflective of its franchise in Rhode Island?

           13        A. Yes, they are.

           14                 MR. WOLD:  That's all the questions that

           15        I have for these witnesses.

           16                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Raclin,

           17        just one question for you, sir.

           18                 MR. RACLIN:  Sure.

           19                 KHEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  So if the

           20        application is approved how does your company

           21        introduce itself to Full Channel's existing

           22        customers?

           23                 MR. RACLIN:  We've already started that

           24        planning process.  We have a marketing firm

           25        that's assisting us called Spoke and they've
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            1        assisted us with iTV-3 and done a very good job,

            2        and so we would roll out a -- there would be a

            3        communication obviously to all customers and an

            4        attempt to coordinate this with Ms. Maaia and

            5        Full Channel, of course, but what we've received

            6        is a communication to all customers introducing

            7        ourselves, introducing, you know, new products we

            8        might be bringing to the service area, our plans,

            9        and basically try and turn it into a positive

           10        event for everybody.  That would happen as soon

           11        as possible after closing.  I mean, literally

           12        like the day of or day after we would start that

           13        process.

           14                 Mike also would participate in a variety

           15        of community meetings, civic meetings, civic

           16        group meetings, that sort of thing, to introduce

           17        the company to us.  I would -- I would be here

           18        very often for at least the first six months and

           19        then maybe periodically, but I also would

           20        participate in those types of meetings so people

           21        could attach a face to the company and give them

           22        comfort that not only will there not be any

           23        adverse change, and, in fact, we hope there will

           24        be a positive change in bringing them, as I say,

           25        new services and growth to the company.
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            1                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Is the plan to

            2        keep the name of the company the same for the

            3        foreseeable future?

            4                 MR. RACLIN:  It is.

            5                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly

            6        and Mr. Maaia, there is reference in the

            7        application to or actually in one of the data

            8        responses to waivers.  Can you gentlemen discuss

            9        what exactly you're looking for with the waivers

           10        that you mentioned in the response?

           11                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I can take that.  There

           12        was a waiver that or a ruling out of the Division

           13        issued several years ago that allowed them to

           14        discontinue the B cable (sic) for their

           15        institutional network, and that is something that

           16        is built into the certificate that's existing

           17        that we agreed -- discussed and agreed to with

           18        the Division.  There's a reference in there that

           19        preserves the ability of that ruling so that we

           20        don't have a problem going forward, so we should

           21        be all set.

           22                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  So the waivers

           23        are built into the certificates, Mr. Wold?

           24                 MR. WOLD:  Yes.

           25                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.  So I
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            1        don't need to address any waivers?

            2                 MR. MUNNELLY:  You do not, no.

            3                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's all I

            4        have.

            5                 Mr. Wold did a very thorough job of

            6        questioning witnesses, and the filing itself is

            7        very comprehensive and thoroughly put together so

            8        I don't have any other questions.  I think the

            9        record speaks for itself.

           10                 Are there anything -- is there anything

           11        else that the parties would like to put on the

           12        record at this point --

           13                 MR. MAAIA:  No.

           14                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  -- other than

           15        a recommendation from the Advocacy Section?  Is

           16        that it?  Mr. Munnelly, anything else from you?

           17                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I was going to -- to the

           18        extent there's -- a closing statement is needed,

           19        I think it's covered largely by the opening

           20        statement and by the testimony.

           21                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  If you'd like

           22        to offer a closing statement, you're welcome to

           23        do so.

           24                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Just very, very briefly.

           25        Just that as -- again, as indicated up front, the
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            1        company is amply satisfied the requirements of

            2        the Division Rule 4.1 that -- in terms of the

            3        different elements that we've talked about, I

            4        think it's fair on the record that this is a win

            5        for Rhode Island and it meets all the

            6        requirements and it should be approved promptly.

            7                  I don't feel the need to go back through

            8        the financial fitness and technical fitness and

            9        management experience elements.  I think those

           10        are covered in the opening so I don't really feel

           11        like rehashing that.

           12                 And, again, the testimony has reaffirmed

           13        with the public interest side.  The company has

           14        shown that its management is dedicated to doing a

           15        good job in Service Area 5 and offering the new

           16        services, the new ideas, and Mr. Whitaker can

           17        take -- will be on the ground to really make sure

           18        that that works well.

           19                 The only thing I'd say in closing is the

           20        same thing we made up front is that the

           21        company -- the sooner that the transaction closes

           22        the sooner that they can start doing things for

           23        the service area, so we certainly would

           24        appreciate it if a decision could be issued, you

           25        know, certainly by year end or even earlier if
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            1        that's available, because the sooner you issue

            2        the ruling, the sooner we can -- they can move

            3        forward in terms of making good things happen in

            4        the service territory.

            5                 Apart from that, I think that -- I don't

            6        think that there's much more for us to add on the

            7        Service Area Cable 5 side.  We just appreciate

            8        the thoughtful work of the Division staff, and

            9        your attention today is very much appreciated.

           10                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Maaia, any

           11        closing, sir?

           12                 MR. MAAIA:  No, Mr. Spirito, none at

           13        all.  Thank you.

           14                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.

           15        Mr. Wold, a recommendation?

           16                 MR. WOLD:  Sure.  Section 4.1C provides

           17        that the criteria for approval of any assignment

           18        or transfer by the Administrator shall be

           19        identical with the criteria required to be made

           20        at the awarding of an original compliance order

           21        certificate.

           22                 Section 3.3D of the cable rule provides

           23        that if after public hearing and investigation

           24        the administrator is satisfied that the applicant

           25        is fit, willing, technically qualified,
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            1        financially able to perform the service for which

            2        it is applied and the applicant is willing to

            3        conform to the requirements, orders, rules and

            4        regulations of the Division and the laws of the

            5        State of Rhode Island and the proposed operation

            6        will be consistent with the public interest, then

            7        the Administrator should issue the certificates

            8        for the proposed transferee.

            9                 Service Area 5 Cable, LLC, based on the

           10        evidence heard today, the exhibits introduced at

           11        hearing is fit and willing, and is fit as is

           12        reflected in the depth of experience with the

           13        broadband operations of Service Area's 5 future

           14        management team, particularly Mr. Raclin,

           15        Kennedy, Valencia and Whitaker, as well as the

           16        current staff of Full Channel who have operated

           17        Full Channel successfully since the inception of

           18        the company.

           19                 Certainly Service Area 5 Cable is

           20        willing as it has executed an asset intellectual

           21        property agreements.  Those are reflected in

           22        Exhibit 1 that have been admitted as full

           23        exhibits with Full Channel and Commission (sic),

           24        LLC, to purchase those assets of those entities

           25        and to continue the operations of Full Channel in
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            1        Service Area 5.

            2                 The proposed transfer is technically

            3        qualified.  The qualifications of the Service

            4        Area 5 management team, particularly Mr. Kennedy

            5        as reflected in the testimony that he gave, and

            6        Mr. Raclin, they certainly have substantial

            7        experience operating an operation such as they're

            8        proposing to purchase.  And Mr. Kennedy, in

            9        particular, relative to his experience as a Chief

           10        Technical Officer of a prior operation is --

           11        certainly renders the technical qualifications of

           12        Service Area 5, more than qualified to meet the

           13        criteria of the rule.

           14                 And certainly the management team is

           15        financially able to perform the services which

           16        Service Area 5 Cable will assume when they

           17        purchase the assets of Full Channel, and

           18        certainly those are reflected in the financing

           19        agreements and the qualifications and testimony

           20        that Mr. Valencia provided to the Division this

           21        morning.

           22                 Finally, I would note that the applicant

           23        has indicated its willingness to the conform to

           24        the requirements, orders, rules and regulations

           25        of the Divisions and the laws of the State of
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            1        Rhode Island.  That's reflected in the proposed

            2        compliance order certificate, construction

            3        certificate, and certificates of authority to

            4        operate.

            5                 Lastly, the operations of Service Area 5

            6        is consistent with the public interests.  The

            7        Advocacy Section is pleased that the Service Area

            8        5 management team has indicated that it is in the

            9        foreseeable future going to retain the employees

           10        of the Full Channel television, make investments

           11        in new service and potentially invest in improved

           12        speeds for Internet service certainly and also

           13        maintain the public access for the facilities,

           14        playback as Full Channel operates in Service Area

           15        5 and also provide same services to institutions,

           16        particularly playback services for the Town of

           17        Bristol.

           18                 Based on the foregoing, the Advocacy

           19        Section recommends that the Division approve the

           20        application of Full Channel, Inc., and Service

           21        Area 5 Cable, LLC, to transfer Full Channel,

           22        Inc.'s, compliance order, construction

           23        certificate and certificate authority to operate

           24        to Service Area 5 Cable under Section 4.1G of the

           25        rules.
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            1                 Upon approval of any such sell,

            2        transfer, or assignment, the purchaser,

            3        transferee or assignee shall return all

            4        certificates to the Administrator.  I don't know

            5        if Full Channel has certificates to return to the

            6        Administrator, but to the extent they do, they

            7        should do that.  And then the Administrator shall

            8        issue new certificates in the name of the new

            9        certificate holder.  Those certificates have been

           10        marked as Exhibit 5, been marked as full.

           11                 Based on the foregoing, the Advocacy

           12        Section 5 reflects those new certificates in the

           13        form of which Service Area 5 and the Advocacy

           14        Section have agreed to which the parties have

           15        jointly recommend that the Division approve and

           16        issue to Service Area 5, LLC.

           17                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That was a

           18        long-winded approval, Mr. Wold.

           19                 MR. WOLD:  I thought I'd sum it up for

           20        you to have it for the transcript and make

           21        your --

           22                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly

           23        and Mr. Maaia, you're looking for an expeditious

           24        decision.  The transcript will come in in two or

           25        more weeks, so to assist in an expeditious
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            1        decision, if you are willing to pay for an

            2        expedited transcript, it will facilitate me

            3        getting the decision out sooner rather than

            4        later.  So I put it to you gentlemen, if you

            5        would like to do that, you can communicate that

            6        to the steno.

            7                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Yes.

            8                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.

            9                 MR. MAAIA:  I have a question.  Not that

           10        you're my lawyer, but --

           11                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  There are

           12        enough lawyers in the room today, Mr. Maaia.

           13                 MR. MAAIA:  But if I had to pick one

           14        right now for this question, I'd ask you.

           15                 There are no interveners.  There doesn't

           16        look like anybody here, other than the parties

           17        who have jointly filed this application, have

           18        standing, but there is a little technicality of a

           19        30-day appeal period.

           20                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's true.

           21                 MR. MAAIA:  So --

           22                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  And you don't

           23        have to be a party in order to have standing to

           24        appeal.

           25                 MR. MAAIA:  Well, that was my question.
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            1        So when we expedite this, we get you to work

            2        Saturday and Sunday writing the decision, you

            3        miss the PC game and get it out to us, the faster

            4        that happens, the faster we can start clocking

            5        the 30 days, so --

            6                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That is true.

            7                 MR. MAAIA:  So I think that --

            8                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's why

            9        I --

           10                 MR. MAAIA:  We still have that no matter

           11        how fast we've gone and how expeditiously we've

           12        taken this on.  And for the lack of interveners,

           13        we still have the technicality of waiting the

           14        30 days.

           15                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's true.

           16                 MR. ROBERTS:  30 days, that's gotta run.

           17                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's true,

           18        but the sooner the order comes out, the sooner

           19        the 30-day clock begins.

           20                 MR. MAAIA:  Because your order is going

           21        to say at the end that you have the right to

           22        appeal this.  Your order say that, too?

           23                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Likely, yes.

           24                 MR. MAAIA:  Okay.  I'm not trying to

           25        write the order.  I'm trying to help you.
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            1                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  You want to

            2        write the order?

            3                 MR. MAAIA:  If you want --

            4                 MR. ROBERTS:  Do not want him to omit

            5        that, believe me.

            6                 MR. MAAIA:  My objection will look a lot

            7        different if you write it than if I write it.

            8                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  I know.  Well,

            9        thank you all for your participation today.  I

           10        have a complete record.  I've marked everything

           11        as full exhibits.  And as soon as I get the --

           12        I'll begin writing the decision immediately, but

           13        as soon as I get the transcript I'll be able to

           14        complete the decision.  So I don't anticipate any

           15        difficulty getting the decision out before the

           16        end of the year, Mr. Munnelly.  Hopefully a lot

           17        sooner.  All right?

           18                 Thank you all for your attention this

           19        morning and we'll be getting a decision out ASAP,

           20        and if you have any questions, please feel free

           21        to give me a call.

           22                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Thank you.  Appreciate

           23        it.

           24                 THE REPORTER:  Would you like a copy of

           25        this transcript?
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            1                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Yeah.  Yes, whatever the

            2        expeditious fee is.

            3                 THE REPORTER:  What day?

            4                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I would say either Friday

            5        or Monday would be fine.

            6                 (Off the record discussion.)

            7                 MS. HORAN:  I'm Amy Horan with Cox

            8        Communications and I would like to obtain a copy

            9        of the transcript.

           10               (Hearing adjourned at 12:21 p.m.)

           11                         * * * * * *
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            1

            2                     C E R T I F I C A T E

            3
                     I, Devin J. Baccari, hereby certify that the
            4    foregoing is a true, accurate, and complete transcript
                 of my notes taken at the above entitled hearing.
            5
                 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this
            6    1st day of December, 2017.

            7

            8

            9     -----------------------------------------------------
                             DEVIN J. BACCARI, NOTARY PUBLIC
           10                 My commission expires 8/17/18

           11

           12  DATE:        NOVEMBER 28, 2017
               IN RE:       JOINT APPLICATION OF FULL CHANNEL, INC.,
           13               AND SERVICE AREA 5 CABLE, LLC (D-17-42)

           14
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 1               (Hearing commenced at 10:33 a.m.)
 2                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Good morning
 3        everyone.  My name is John Spirito.  I'm the
 4        Hearing Officer in this matter.
 5                 This hearing this morning was scheduled
 6        in response to an October 4th, 2017, joint
 7        application filing by Full Channel TV, Inc., and
 8        Service Area 5 Cable, LLC.  The petition was
 9        given the docket designation of D-17-42.
10                 In the joint application, the parties --
11        I should say the applicants are looking for
12        approval from the Division to transfer Full
13        Channel's cable certificates to Service Area 5
14        Cable, LLC.
15                 The application, as I indicated, was
16        filed on October 4th.  And in response to the
17        application filing, the Division published a
18        notice of intervention deadline on October 23rd
19        inviting any interested persons who wished to
20        intervene in this docket to intervene by Friday,
21        November 3rd, 2017.  And let the record reflect
22        that no such interested persons were out there so
23        no motions to intervene were filed.
24                 Subsequently, the Division issued a
25        notice of public hearing noticing this morning's
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 1        hearing on November 11th.
 2                 At this point, I'll take appearances for
 3        the record, please, starting with you, Mr. Maaia.
 4                 MR. MAAIA:  My name is William C. Maaia.
 5        I'm general counsel for Full Channel, Inc., and
 6        57 Edward Street in Warren.
 7                 MR. ROBERTS:  Dennis J. Roberts, II, 345
 8        Waterman Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02906.
 9        I am co-counsel for Full Channel.
10                 MR. CROCKER:  Michael Crocker, 349
11        Warren Avenue, East Providence.  Co-counsel, Full
12        Channel.
13                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Wold.
14                 MR. WOLD:  Leo Wold, Advocacy Section of
15        the Division.  With me at counsel table is Thomas
16        Kogut.
17                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly.
18                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Robert Munnelly
19        representing Service Area 5, LLC, today.
20                 And do you need my -- I think you have
21        my address.
22                 THE REPORTER:  I do.
23                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  With me at counsel
24        table is Mr. Grier Raclin of Service Area 5
25        Cable, then there are other members of the
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 1        Company behind us who will be testifying later
 2        today.
 3                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you, Mr.
 4        Munnelly.
 5                 MR. MAAIA:  Excuse me, Mr. Spirito.
 6                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Yes.
 7                 MR. MAAIA:  With me is the President of
 8        Full Channel, CEO, Linda Maaia.  And also
 9        available will be Levi C. Maaia, all from the
10        same address, 57 Edward Street, Full Channel.
11                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you, Mr.
12        Maaia.  Okay.  Are there any preliminary matters
13        that need to be addressed before we move on with
14        the hearing?
15                 MR. WOLD:  I think one preliminary
16        matter would be the introduction of the exhibits
17        that Service Area 5 and the Advocacy Section have
18        agreed to.  I've provided a packet of those
19        exhibits to counsel for Full Channel and Service
20        Area 5.
21                 I'd like to have the -- the documents
22        are being handed to the Hearing Officer with
23        the -- reflecting the exhibits that we have
24        marked for the Hearing Officer's convenience.
25                 Of note, in that exhibit package are the
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 1        certificates that the parties proposed that the
 2        Division issue with Service Area 5 counsel.  And
 3        the Advocacy Section, along with Mr. Maaia, have
 4        examined those forms and we're agreeable that
 5        those are forms will be appropriate if the
 6        Division so chooses to issue those in connection
 7        if it approves the transaction that's currently
 8        pending before the Division.
 9                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Parties agree?
10        All the parties agree?  Mr. Maaia?
11                 MR. MAAIA:  I have an objection.  The
12        objection goes directly to the admission of the
13        contracts of the agreements between Full Channel
14        and Service Area 5, LLC.  And the basis of that
15        objection is that if you look at the case of the
16        Providence Journal versus the Convention Center
17        it states in summary, what I would argue,
18        although, this has been preargued and a
19        preliminary determination, but for the record,
20        I'm making my objection that the provider, which
21        is us, Full Channel, who provided this
22        documentation, would not customarily release this
23        into the public.
24                 I understand it was redacted.  I have no
25        quarrel with it being submitted unredacted to the
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 1        Division.  That's part of the agreement.  And all
 2        the rest of that exhibit I don't object to, but I
 3        do object to those two contracts referred to as
 4        the APA, the Asset Purchase Agreement, Full
 5        Channel had some 80 pages long, and the condition
 6        agreement which I think is totally irrelevant and
 7        is -- again, would not have been provided by the
 8        provider and it was -- would not be customary to
 9        release to the public.  So I'll state my
10        objection for the record.
11                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  I will note
12        for the record that there have been pleadings
13        submitted to the Division on this issue.  The
14        parties were given an opportunity by me in
15        conference to further argue their positions on
16        this issue and I've decided that I will let the
17        redacted version of the two agreements go on the
18        public record.  The unredacted versions will be
19        sealed and not available for public disclosure.
20        Okay?
21                 And I think Mr. Wold later on will
22        address a package of documents that the parties
23        have agreed to that would be the unredacted
24        versions of some of these documents that would be
25        sealed from public disclosure in this docket.
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 1                 MR. WOLD:  Yes, that's all part of the
 2        package that I've handed to you.  The --
 3                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That is part
 4        of the package?
 5                 MR. WOLD:  That's correct.  Nothing in
 6        the package is not public.  I have one other
 7        administrative matter.
 8                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  All right.  So
 9        let me just go through this document.  So you've
10        got a tabbed document that you've provided this
11        morning.  If you could, Mr. Wold, why don't you
12        just identify the various exhibits --
13                 MR. WOLD:  Sure.
14                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  -- so that the
15        steno will know what documents are going on the
16        record.
17                 MR. WOLD:  Sure.  So I've provided the
18        Hearing Officer with a document entitled Exhibit
19        List, and that exhibit list identifies exhibits
20        of Service Area 5 and Full Channel.  Exhibit 1,
21        Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3 are the first set of
22        documents reflected in the exhibit list.
23                 Exhibit 1 is a joint application of Full
24        Channel, Inc., and Service Area 5 Cable to
25        transfer Rhode Island Service Area 5, CATV
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 1        certificate.  That's public.
 2                 Exhibit 2 is completed FCC Form 394 by
 3        Full Channel, Inc., and Service Area 5 Cable,
 4        LLC, with redactions, public.
 5                 And Exhibit 3 is testimony of Grier
 6        Raclin, Daniel Kennedy, Samuel Valencia, Michael
 7        Whitaker and Linda Maaia in support of Joint
 8        Application to Transfer Rhode Island Service Area
 9        5 CATV certificate, public.
10                 The next set of documents identified in
11        the exhibit list are those of the Advocacy
12        Section, and there are six exhibits.
13                 And the second administrative matter, I
14        have two more exhibits that the Advocacy Section
15        would wish to add to the exhibit list that are
16        not identified on the list.  I'll go through
17        those exhibits now.  Exhibit 1 are responses to
18        Advocacy Section's first set of document requests
19        1-1 through 1-9.  I will not go through each of
20        the individually marked or tabbed sub exhibits
21        under Exhibit 1.
22                 Exhibit 2 are -- is response to Advocacy
23        Section's second set of data requests 2-1 through
24        2-5.  Again, there are a number of responses
25        contained within that exhibit.  I won't go
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 1        through those sub exhibits.
 2                 Exhibit 3 is response to Advocacy
 3        Section's third set of data requests and there's
 4        one sub exhibit in response to 3-1, public.
 5                 Exhibit 4 is Full Channel digital TV
 6        light up December of 2017.
 7                 Exhibit 5 are the -- as I previously
 8        mentioned, the proposed compliance order
 9        certificate, proposed construction certificate
10        and proposed certificate of authority to operate.
11                 Exhibit 6 are confidential documents
12        submitted under seal that the Hearing Officer and
13        only the Hearing Officer has in his possession
14        that are contained in a brown accordion binder.
15                 The last two exhibits that should be
16        added to the exhibit list is a letter from
17        Anthony Manni, Administrator of Financial
18        Management of the Division, to Linda Jane Maaia,
19        COO, dated November 28th, 2017.  And these
20        reflect certain estimated cable assessments
21        relative to the pending transaction.  That would
22        be Exhibit 7.
23                 And the second document is Exhibit 8, a
24        memo addressed from Anthony Manni, Administrator
25        of Financial Management to Thomas Kogut,
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 1        Associate Administrator of CATV, dated
 2        November 28th, 2017.  These relate to costs with
 3        respect to the transfer hearing, advertisements
 4        in the Providence Journal and the stenographer in
 5        this matter.
 6                 The Advocacy Section will be
 7        specifically requesting the Hearing Officer to
 8        make the approval of the pending transaction
 9        should the Hearing Officer so choose to approve
10        the transaction contingent and subject to the
11        payment of those two exhibits at or before
12        closing.
13                 MR. MAAIA:  One clarification.
14                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Go ahead, Mr.
15        Maaia.
16                 MR. MAAIA:  Mr. Wold, would you give me
17        the numbers of those exhibits, which ones they
18        refer to?  Looking at the first number --
19                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Exhibit 7 is
20        the assessment and the annual cable assessment
21        issue and Exhibit 8 is the cost of prosecuting
22        this particular docket.
23                 MR. MAAIA:  So is that -- the second
24        one, is that the one --
25                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's 8.
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 1                 MR. MAAIA:  -- with the memo on it?
 2                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Wold, did
 3        you give copies of those exhibits to --
 4                 MR. WOLD:  Yes, I've given them to them
 5        previously.
 6                 MR. MAAIA:  So can I mark this 8?  Is
 7        that 7?
 8                 MR. WOLD:  7.
 9                 MR. MAAIA:  And the one that says 8,
10        just let the record show that Linda Maaia is not
11        a COO but a CEO.
12                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.
13                 MR. WOLD:  You've got them reversed, but
14        all right.
15                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  So for the
16        record, are there any objections to -- I'm
17        addressing this to the two applicants.
18                 Are there any objections to these
19        assessments and/or costs associated with
20        prosecuting this docket?
21                 MR. MAAIA:  No, there isn't.
22                 MR. WOLD:  No objection.
23                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  You've seen
24        the documents, you've seen the numbers and
25        there's no objection?
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 1                 MR. MAAIA:  There's no objection.
 2                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.
 3        Mr. Wold, just for some additional clarification,
 4        the tabs are color coded.  Would you explain if
 5        there's any significance to the color codes.
 6                 MR. WOLD:  No, there's no significance
 7        to the color codes.  I'd like to make the
 8        exhibits appear grouped so each grouping of
 9        exhibits will be of one color.
10                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.  You're
11        offering this as a full exhibit?
12                 MR. WOLD:  Yes.  The Advocacy Section
13        would recommend or move that all the exhibits
14        that are contained on the exhibit list, including
15        the two additional ones and the -- all the
16        confidential documents submitted as Exhibit 6
17        under seal be marked as full exhibits at this
18        time.
19                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Maaia,
20        do --
21                 MR. MAAIA:  Note our objection
22        previously raised for the same reasons now.
23                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly?
24                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Service Area has no
25        objections.
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 1                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.
 2                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I do want to just note
 3        that on the -- I don't know if this is something
 4        that Mr. Wold will get to, but just, you know,
 5        the Hearing Officer should grant a protective
 6        order with respect to the confidential matters
 7        under seal.
 8                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Parties agree?
 9                 MR. MAAIA:  I didn't hear him.
10                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  The protective
11        order I'm going to approve the -- that all of the
12        redacted -- excuse me, yes -- all of the
13        nonredacted documents remain under seal.  I think
14        Mr. Wold has referred to them collectively as
15        Exhibit 6, so Exhibit 6 will be sealed.  And
16        relative to the protective order, yes, that
17        protective order is put in place and granted.
18                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Thank you.
19                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.  Mr.
20        Maaia or Mr. Munnelly, how would how would you
21        like to proceed?
22                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Do you want some type of
23        opening statement or do you want us to jump into
24        the -- getting the witnesses --
25                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  An opening
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 1        statement, I think, will be appropriate.  I will
 2        say for the record, I neglected to do so earlier,
 3        that the service area involved in this transfer
 4        of Service Area 5, which is comprised of the
 5        towns of Barrington, Warren and Bristol, correct?
 6                 MR. MAAIA:  Correct.
 7                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Yes.
 8                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  So that
 9        constitutes the totality of the service area?
10        There are no pockets within those towns that are
11        not included in that service area; is that
12        correct?  The whole town, all -- the whole
13        geographic area of all three towns constitutes
14        Service Area 5, correct?
15                 MR. MAAIA:  That's correct.
16                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly,
17        why don't we start with you.
18                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Sure.  And then Mr. Maaia
19        can add whatever he wants to at the end of this.
20                 Thank you, Mr. Hearing Officer and staff
21        on behalf of Service Area 5 Cable.  We just
22        appreciate the opportunity to get this case
23        heard.
24                 You know, at issue is the joint request
25        to transfer the certificates and we just ask that
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 1        this transfer be approved promptly.  We had an
 2        earlier motion to expedite that we'd love to have
 3        a ruling by year end, if at all possible, and
 4        even sooner than that would be appreciated.
 5                 Just an overview.  Of course, Full
 6        Channel is the longstanding operator in Service
 7        Area 5.  Service Area 5 Cable, I'm going to call
 8        them Area 5 Cable just to keep it a little bit
 9        easier and cut out the service area references,
10        but Area 5 Cable is the special purpose entity
11        formed to acquire and operate the Full Channel
12        system after the acquisition.
13                 The transfer approval requirements are
14        in Division Rule 4.1.  They require a submission
15        of an FCC Form 394, and we did that on October 4
16        and that is marked as Exhibit 2 on the exhibit
17        list, or at least the Service Area 5 and Full
18        Channel Exhibit 2.
19                 In the requirements, it also needs to
20        show financial and technical fitness.  The
21        buyer's management experience at operating a
22        cable system, the willingness and ability to
23        conform to the requirements, orders, rules and
24        regulations of the Division, and public interest
25        support to justify approval of the transfer, and
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 1        all are well satisfied on the record that is in
 2        front of you.
 3                 With respect to the management and
 4        technical fitness factors, the Area 5 Cable
 5        management team is exceptionally experienced and
 6        technically capable.  They're seasoned cable and
 7        broadband executives.  In particular, Mr. Raclin
 8        is the former general counsel of Charter
 9        Communications, which when he was there was one
10        of the -- and remains currently one of the top
11        five multiple systems operators in the country.
12        So he has a broad set of experiences that are
13        useful to demonstrating their ability to operate
14        a cable system following approval.
15                 One of the parent companies is
16        Countrywide Broadband.  It's owned and operated
17        by the management team.  They already have an
18        ownership interest in another broadband company
19        in Illinois, which is i3 Broadband, and they're
20        operating very successfully.  And now they're
21        looking to expand their business to include
22        customers in the East Bay through the acquisition
23        of Full Channel.
24                 On the financial side with financial
25        qualifications, a lot of the material under seal
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 1        that we submitted on that shows that Area 5 Cable
 2        has strong financial support, it has a -- an
 3        equity piece which is documented in terms of
 4        their contribution to it, along with some
 5        Countrywide Broadband management.  There's also a
 6        lender who is making funds available as well in
 7        order to have the transaction go forward.
 8                 The equity one in specific is Seaport
 9        Capital who is a major private equity firm that
10        is experienced at investing in communication
11        companies.  And, of course, Area 5 Cable will
12        benefit from the strong cash flow of Full Channel
13        which should continue after the acquisition.
14                 In terms of conforming to regulatory
15        requirements, the Area 5 witnesses, especially
16        Mr. Raclin as the lead, have long experience with
17        regulated operations.  They also confirmed in
18        both the prefile testimony and the response, the
19        data request Advocacy Number 1-9, their intention
20        to operate the Full Channel system in full
21        compliance with applicable law and Division
22        regulations.
23                 And from a public interest standpoint,
24        this is something that -- I don't want to be
25        colloquial too much, but this is a no-brainer for
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 1        Rhode Island.  Area 5 Cable is keeping a
 2        competitive presence in Service Area 5, which has
 3        value to the public.  It's also proposing to
 4        retain the Full Channel and customers except for
 5        the -- employees except for the Maaias.  And,
 6        again, that's something the continuity of
 7        experience is helpful and supports the public
 8        interest.
 9                 And they also are going to -- as shown
10        especially in confidential Exhibit 1-7 -- or
11        sorry -- data request, the response to data
12        request Advocacy 1-7, that they are proposing to
13        bring new ideas, new services, new products, new
14        features, new energies to Rhode Island consumers.
15                 In further note on the public interests,
16        as noted earlier in the opening of this,
17        Mr. Hearing Officer, no persons intervened to
18        oppose the transaction.
19                 Also, to my understanding, we're not
20        aware that members of the public have filed any
21        comments either opposing or expressing concern
22        about this transaction, and that is -- says
23        something about, again, that this is supported by
24        the public interest.
25                 So in conclusion, you know, the panel of
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 1        witnesses will be happy to answer questions from
 2        the -- from the Division Advocacy Section from
 3        the bench if you have any, and they just hope
 4        that the Division would approve the transaction
 5        in summary fashion promptly so that they can
 6        begin the work of improving communication
 7        services of Rhode Island.
 8                 Mr. Maaia, I don't know if you want to
 9        add anything to that, but feel free.
10                 MR. MAAIA:  Got to earn a few bucks
11        anyway, so I've got to say something.
12                 (A discussion was had out of the hearing
13        of the reporter.)
14                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Maaia.
15                 MR. MAAIA:  As I said, for the record,
16        my name is William Maaia.  I'm general counsel
17        for Full Channel.  Some of this I beg your
18        indulgence because it's a little repetitive, but
19        the Hearing Officer was correct, we're talking
20        about Service Area 5.
21                 I've been involved in representing
22        Service Area 5 since 1981 and I'm kind of the
23        longest quasi running employee for Full Channel.
24        It was -- it all started off as a cable company.
25        Many were chosen, but few are left.  We're down
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 1        to one sole individual, independent, homegrown
 2        company which is Full Channel.  We do have a
 3        couple of large companies that create a challenge
 4        for Full Channel, and we came before Mr. Spirito
 5        asking that this application be approved on a
 6        transfer -- that the transfer of Full Channel
 7        certificates be transferred -- to operate this
 8        company be transferred to the buyers, the new
 9        companies, the transferees.
10                 With me, as I said earlier, is Linda
11        Jane Maaia.  She's CEO and President of Full
12        Channel who has, for the past 14 years, answered
13        the call when her father suddenly passed away.
14                 And John Donofrio, her father, was here
15        back in 1975 and then in '81 pioneering the
16        challenge of cable in Rhode Island.  But we
17        didn't know where it -- where it was gonna go and
18        certainly we didn't know how long it was going to
19        take.  Many of us in this room have made that
20        travel and that trek together, not only
21        navigating the unchartered wires of where cable
22        television would go.
23                 Also, we have had the support of Levi
24        Maaia who was the architect of what was the
25        modern Full Channel developing the technology,
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 1        the changes, the design, the software, the
 2        formulas, the intellectual property.  And that
 3        brought it from the single focus of the cable
 4        television company to telecommunications company
 5        that offered the trifecta, which was the cable,
 6        Internet, which was a huge growth factor and, of
 7        course, the telephone.
 8                 Both of their profiles and their
 9        challenges were unique in a business that had no
10        prior history that was a very new type of
11        challenge.
12                 Two other gentlemen that sit with me are
13        kind of part of the history of what happened in
14        cable television while Full Channel became such a
15        viable and long lasting independent.
16                 Michael Crocker who's been doing this
17        with me for 20 years has been at many hearings
18        held by this same Hearing Officer, and each of
19        those hearings collectively was the history of
20        cable television in Rhode Island.
21                 Our co-counsel, Dennis J. Roberts, he
22        needs really no introduction.  He's the former
23        Attorney General, 1978, just about the same time
24        when -- in 1981, he was still Attorney General
25        when cable came on the scene.  Again, nobody knew
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 1        what that was going to be about.
 2                 I'd say that the benefit of having an
 3        Attorney General who understood the regulatory
 4        trial work, who understood what the PUC was
 5        about, who, in fact, was the PUC in certain
 6        areas, was sending personnel and attorneys over
 7        here to help grow the PUC as a regulator, people
 8        like Leo Wold and people who came before him,
 9        people who have come after him, Dennis was a part
10        of that.
11                 Grier Raclin we got to know over a
12        year-and-a-half.  This has not been a journey
13        where somebody came up to us and we decided to
14        sell on a whim.  This has been a journey that
15        required Full Channel to meet the challenge of
16        having been dumped into the role of leadership,
17        rose to the challenge, changed the company,
18        repositioned it, vetted several prospects, and
19        only brought to you one that we thought was a
20        viable company meeting the criteria of being
21        financially fit, technically capable.
22                 And Raclin's team that he's put together
23        are a collection of professionals with the
24        expertise that we have put our faith in to carry
25        a legacy.
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 1                 There is an emotional factor of when you
 2        start a company, when you take over your father's
 3        company, when you work for your father-in-law for
 4        40 years, when you come to this forum year after
 5        year after year.  It's not that bad, I get to put
 6        my feet up on an ottoman and quit.  I'm not
 7        bitching about that.  But I think that there is
 8        an emotional factor.  And we wanted to be sure
 9        that when we brought somebody to this forum, that
10        those people would be something that we would be
11        proud of to say, we had Full Channel, these guys
12        took it over, and they had the wherewithal to do
13        it, they meet the legal criteria, but they also
14        will bring it to another level and we would be
15        proud of that.
16                 So it's not -- we've had many talks with
17        many people along the way.  And our talk with
18        Grier Raclin was long and there was a lot of due
19        diligence and a lot of -- I don't think we missed
20        one issue.  If we -- if we didn't -- if we missed
21        one issue, I'll be surprised if we did.
22                 As you know, we've completed the
23        discovery process, a successful process where I
24        believe the Division has all the information, all
25        the tools to make the kind of judgments and
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 1        recommendations, make the kind of inquiry that
 2        will expedite the vetting of this candidate and
 3        the transfer and approval by you during this
 4        hearing.
 5                 I don't think that there's -- as said
 6        earlier, the other people are not interested
 7        because it's a good company.  It's a company
 8        that's going to continue on.  We have a statute
 9        for competition.  It's one of the few areas in
10        Rhode Island that will continue to have
11        competition because people have a choice, which
12        is what that statute's all about.  They have no
13        choice in a lot of places that have a viable
14        independent cable company that they can call --
15        that's homegrown.  That's what they're going to
16        preserve and I'm looking forward to the approval.
17        Thank you.
18                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you, Mr.
19        Maaia.  Mr. Wold, any opening?
20                 MR. WOLD:  No opening.  We'll have a
21        closing statement for the Division.
22                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.
23        Okay.  So, gentlemen, how would you like to
24        proceed?
25                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I guess I'd want to offer
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 1        the witness -- I'm sure Mr. Maaia would want to
 2        do the questions for his witness, but should we
 3        swear the witnesses at this point and then
 4        I'll -- or do you want me to do it one by one or
 5        how would you like to --
 6                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Wold, do
 7        you have any objections to a panel or --
 8                 MR. WOLD:  No, no objection.
 9                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  No objection.
10        Okay.  So we'll swear them in as a panel.  Just
11        identify each one before we swear them in.
12                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Sure.  My witnesses are
13        Mr. Raclin, who we introduced earlier; Mr. Sam
14        Valencia from Area 5 Cable and the parent
15        companies; Dan Kennedy, again, and Mike Whitaker
16        are the Service Area 5 witnesses today.
17                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.
18        Gentlemen, why don't you stand and raise your
19        right hands and we'll swear you all in at the
20        same time.
21                  SAMUEL VALENCIA, DAVE KENNEDY
22                   MIKE WHITAKER AND GRIER RACLIN
23                            WERE SWORN.
24                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.
25        Mr. Munnelly.
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 1                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Thank you.  So I'm going
 2        to take the witnesses in turn and walk through
 3        the authentication process and a few other
 4        questions along the way.
 5                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Yes.
 6                 MR. MUNNELLY:  If it's okay, we'll just
 7        leave -- assuming that the stenographer can hear
 8        them, we'll be happy to keep the people in their
 9        spots and don't have to rearrange.  Okay.  Thank
10        you.  We'll start with Mr. Raclin.
11                       GRIER C. RACLIN,
12         Duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
13                 EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY
14    Q.  Mr. Raclin, can you just -- again, can you give
15        your title with Area 5 Cable and your business
16        address for the record.
17        A. My title is President and Chief Executive
18        Officer.  My current business address is 602 High
19        Point Lane, East Peoria, Illinois.
20    Q.  Okay.  And do you also have responsibilities with
21        either parents or affiliates of Area 5 Cable?
22        A. One of the owners of Area 5 Cable is a company
23        called Countrywide Broadband and I am the
24        President and CEO of that as well.
25    Q.  And do you have a role with that i3 Broadband
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 1        entity that is in Illinois?
 2        A. I3 Broadband, formerly known as iTV-3, LLC,
 3        d/b/a i3 Broadband, is another company we own
 4        which operates a fiberoptic cable system in
 5        Champagne and Urbana and Peoria, Illinois, and
 6        surrounding areas.  And I'm the President and CEO
 7        of that company as well.
 8    Q.  Can you just summarize your job responsibilities
 9        of Area 5 Cable.
10        A. Fundamentally responsible for the strategy and
11        success of the company as the Chief Executive
12        Officer.
13    Q.  Now, turning to the documentation, were you part
14        of a panel of witnesses that provided prefile
15        testimony in this proceeding dated October 4,
16        2017?
17        A. Yes, I was.
18    Q.  Now, was this testimony prepared by you or under
19        your supervision and control?
20        A. It was.
21    Q.  Okay.  Is it true and accurate, to the best of
22        your knowledge?
23        A. It is.  I think we changed the financing
24        arrangements after we filed the application.  At
25        the time we filed the application, we were
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 1        relying upon a commitment letter from our lender
 2        for the funds they were going to contribute.
 3                 After we filed the application, we
 4        thought we'd just go ahead and rather than rely
 5        upon the commitment letter go ahead and negotiate
 6        and execute the loan agreement.  So we later
 7        filed, I think, as a response to a discovery
 8        request the actual loan agreement and the
 9        amendment to the loan agreement that we're
10        relying upon to provide the financing thereby
11        skipping the step of having to rely upon just the
12        commitment letter.
13    Q.  And did you also -- subsequent to October 4 also
14        firm up an issue of the way the funds were
15        getting delivered to Area 5 Cable?
16        A. Yes.  The -- so our Illinois operation, i3
17        Broadband, has an existing facility, lending
18        facility, with this lender.  And the reason we --
19        we're going to rely upon that.  So iTV-3, LLC, or
20        i3 Broadband will borrow money under that
21        facility and then onlend (sic) it to Service Area
22        5.
23                 We're doing it that way simply because
24        it's much easier and quicker just to borrow under
25        our existing facility rather than set up a whole
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 1        new facility for Service Area 5.
 2    Q.  And to your understanding is that firmed up in
 3        a -- is that commitment firmed up in a letter or
 4        other document?
 5        A. It's beyond a commitment letter.  It's an
 6        actual signed loan agreement that we've amended
 7        to include the funds that we're going to use to
 8        purchase and operate Service Area 5.  We'll
 9        purchase the assets from Full Channel which will
10        become Service Area 5.
11    Q.  Okay.  And, to your knowledge, are those updated
12        documents reflected in a discovery request?
13        A. Yes, they are.
14                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  I believe, just
15        for the record, it's the -- the original and
16        supplemental responses to Advocacy 1-5 have the
17        updated financial arrangements that happened
18        after October 4 application.
19                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.
20                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  Putting aside
21        those changes, are there any other updates or
22        changes you need to make to the testimony?
23        A. Not that I'm aware of, no.
24                 MR. SPIRITO:  Just for the record, the
25        testimony is marked as joint exhibit --
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 1                 MR. MUNNELLY:  1.
 2                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  -- 3.
 3                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Sorry.  Yes.  To be clear
 4        on the record, that's right.  It's the service
 5        area Full Channel Exhibit 3 is the -- is the
 6        joint prefiled testimony.
 7    Q.  (By Mr. Munnelly)  Okay.  So subject to those
 8        changes that you just outlined, do you adopt the
 9        prefiled testimony under oath for use in this
10        proceeding as if you had been asked these
11        questions and given those answers here today?
12        A. I do.
13    Q.  Okay.  Mr. Raclin, did you also assist with the
14        preparation of discovery responses in response to
15        questions from the Advocacy Section?
16        A. I did.
17    Q.  And were those responses -- I think you didn't
18        have all of them because some of them were Full
19        Channel only, but you certainly had a bunch of
20        responses that you were identified on.  Were
21        those responses prepared by you under your
22        supervision and control?
23        A. Yes, they were.
24    Q.  Are they true and accurate, to the best of your
25        knowledge?
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 1        A. They are except for the one change I mentioned
 2        before where in one of the discovery responses we
 3        updated it to reflect that we had an actual
 4        signed loan agreement with our lender rather than
 5        just a commitment letter.
 6                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  And I believe,
 7        again, those are actually already reflected in
 8        the discovery responses as either an original
 9        response or a supplemental response.
10    Q.  (By Mr. Munnelly)  Subject to -- you don't have
11        any changes beyond that?
12        A. No.
13    Q.  Okay.  Subject to any changes, I'm actually going
14        to show there are changes, but do you adopt the
15        responses that you acknowledged under oath for
16        use in this proceeding as if you'd been asked
17        these questions and given those answers?
18        A. I do.
19                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  Unless the Hearing
20        Officer thinks I need to do anything else on the
21        introduction side for the exhibits, I was going
22        to move to the next witness.
23                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Please move
24        on.
25                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I'm going to move to
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 1        Mr. Kennedy.
 2                         DAN KENNEDY,
 3                             -o0o-
 4         Duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
 5                 EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY
 6    Q.  Why don't you please give your name, title with
 7        Area 5 Cable and business address for the record.
 8        A. My name is Dan Kennedy.  I'm the COO of Area
 9        5, 602 High Point Lane, East Peoria, Illinois
10        61611.
11    Q.  Okay.  And you also have responsibilities with
12        other affiliates of Area 5 Cable?
13        A. That is correct, with technology and service
14        delivery and customer service delivery.
15    Q.  Okay.  Can you just briefly summarize your job
16        responsibilities with Area 5 Cable.
17        A. Yes.  I'm responsible for the technology
18        decisions that are related to products and
19        services that were delivered to our customers,
20        our infrastructure and other related items.
21    Q.  And were you part of the panel of witnesses that
22        provided prefiled testimony that's been marked as
23        Service Area 5 Cable, LLC, and Full Channel, LLC,
24        in this proceeding?
25        A. Yes.
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 1    Q.  Okay.  And with respect to whatever portions of
 2        that panel you worked on, was that prepared by
 3        you or under your supervision and control?
 4        A. Yes.
 5    Q.  And is it true and accurate, to the best of your
 6        knowledge?
 7        A. Yes.
 8    Q.  Okay.  Do you have any changes to make at this
 9        time?
10        A. I do not.
11    Q.  Okay.  I note that you're incorporating
12        Mr. Raclin's changes with respect to the
13        financial issues?
14        A. Correct.
15    Q.  Okay.  So subject to those changes, do you adopt
16        the prefiled testimony under oath for use in this
17        proceeding as if you had been asked these
18        questions and given those answers?
19        A. I do.
20    Q.  Okay.  Mr. Kennedy, did you assist with
21        preparation of discovery responses in response to
22        questions from the Advocacy Section?
23        A. I did.
24    Q.  Okay.  Are you named as a witness on any of the
25        discovery responses?
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 1        A. Yes.  As far as --
 2    Q.  Actually, I don't believe that you are.  I
 3        believe that Mr. Raclin is the company witness on
 4        the responses to the Advocacy Section questions,
 5        so I don't need to have you formally adopt them
 6        because Mr. Raclin has already done that.
 7                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I think that's all I have
 8        for you, Mr. Kennedy, today.
 9                 Mr. Valencia, I think you're up next.
10                        SAMUEL VALENCIA,
11      Being duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
12                 EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY
13    Q.  Can you -- again, going through the same pattern
14        of questions, can you state your name, title with
15        Area 5 Cable and address for the record.
16        A. Yes.  My name's Samuel Valencia.  I'm the
17        Chief Financial Officer and my address is 602
18        High Point Lane, East Peoria, Illinois 61611.
19    Q.  Okay.  And do you have responsibilities with
20        other affiliates of Area 5 --
21        A. I do.
22    Q.  -- Cable?
23        A. I do.
24    Q.  Just briefly describe them.
25        A. Very simply, I'm responsible for all financial
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 1        matters associated with the company.
 2    Q.  Can you talk just briefly about your job
 3        responsibilities with Area 5 Cable.
 4        A. Yes.  The responsibility includes payment of
 5        all expenses, collection of cash and receivables
 6        and preparation of financial statements and other
 7        ancillary financial matters.
 8    Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  Again, were you part of the
 9        panel of witnesses that submitted Exhibit 3 to
10        the joint applicant's --
11        A. Yes.
12    Q.  -- exhibit list?
13                 Okay.  And to the extent you had
14        contributed to that directly, was that prepared
15        by you or under your supervision and control?
16        A. It was.
17    Q.  Okay.  Subject to Mr. Raclin's changes, is the
18        testimony true and accurate, to the best of your
19        knowledge?
20        A. It is.
21    Q.  Do you have any other changes you need to make at
22        this time?
23        A. I do not.
24    Q.  Okay.  So subject to the changes outlined by
25        Mr. Raclin, do you adopt the prefile testimony
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 1        under oath for use in this proceeding as if
 2        you've been asked these questions and given these
 3        answers?
 4        A. I do.
 5    Q.  Okay.  And, Mr. Valencia, I don't believe you're
 6        named as a witness on -- are you named as a
 7        witness on any of these discovery responses?
 8        A. I don't believe so.
 9                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Okay.  I think I'm done
10        with that witness.  I can go to Mr. Whitaker to
11        close off the Area 5 witnesses.
12                       MICHAEL WHITAKER,
13      Being duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
14                 EXAMINATION BY MR. MUNNELLY
15    Q.  Okay.  Mr. Whitaker, can you give your name,
16        title with Area 5 Cable and business address for
17        the record.
18        A. Michael Whitaker, 602 High Point Lane, East
19        Peoria, Illinois 61611.  I'll be the general
20        manager of the operation here.
21    Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  Can you just summarize what
22        your job responsibilities will be at Area 5
23        Cable?
24        A. I will be running the day-to-day operation,
25        managing the personnel and working closely with
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 1        Dan and the technical people for the network.
 2    Q.  Now, you're a part of the panel of witnesses as
 3        well in this case that's been marked as Exhibit 3
 4        of the coapplicant's exhibits?
 5        A. Yes, I am.
 6    Q.  Okay.  And with respect to whatever testimony
 7        contributed, was that prepared by you or under
 8        your supervision and control?
 9        A. Yes, it was.
10    Q.  Okay.  And is it true and accurate, to the best
11        of your knowledge?
12        A. Yes, it is.
13    Q.  And putting aside Mr. Raclin's financial
14        testimony he gave earlier, do you have any
15        changes to make at this time?
16        A. I do not.
17    Q.  Okay.  Subject to those changes, do you adopt the
18        prefiled testimony for use in this proceeding as
19        if you had asked these questions and given those
20        answers?
21        A. I do.
22    Q.  Did you -- Mr. Whitaker, are you named as a
23        responsible person on any discovery responses?
24        A. No.
25                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I believe unless the
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 1        Hearing Officer -- there's anything else you want
 2        to cover at this point, I'd be happy to go over
 3        to Mr. Maaia so he can do the remaining witness.
 4                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.
 5        Mr. Maaia, do you want to introduce Mrs. Maaia.
 6                 MS. MAAIA:  Hi.
 7                 MR. MAAIA:  Hi.
 8                 MR. ROBERTS:  She's well-known, your
 9        Honor.
10                 (Off the record discussion.)
11                          LINDA MAAIA,
12      Being duly sworn, deposes and testifies as follows:
13                   EXAMINATION BY MR. MAAIA
14    Q.  Mrs. Maaia, since you made such a wise choice of
15        counsel, I'll continue.
16                 On the prefiled testimony that was filed
17        and submitted into the record, on Page 2 you were
18        asked a question there.  The question is:  Can
19        you also describe Full Channel and your role with
20        the company.  Do you want to respond to that?
21        A. I'm the President and Chief Executive Officer
22        of Full Channel and I have been since
23        September 2004 as part of the executive team, but
24        presently that's my role.
25    Q.  And on Page 3, you go on to indicate that in your
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 1        prefile testimony.  Do you still support those
 2        responses to those questions there?
 3        A. I do.
 4    Q.  What is your purpose for being here today?
 5        A. To support the application of Service Area 5
 6        Cable to purchase Full Channel, Inc.
 7    Q.  Can you summarize for the Hearing Officer just a
 8        bit an overview of the purchase transaction as
 9        reflected in Page 5 of your prefile testimony.
10        A. Basically, the asset purchase agreement is an
11        agreement to transfer all of the assets of Full
12        Channel to Service Area 5 Cable allowing them to
13        operate the company going forward as an
14        independent cable operator here in the State of
15        Rhode Island.
16                 It's my understanding that they are
17        planning to retain all of the employees of Full
18        Channel and will bring in the management team
19        whom you've met this morning.
20    Q.  There were other requirements in addition to the
21        filing before this regulatory body and that is
22        with the federal regulators, namely did you and
23        the parties prepare FCC Form 394 and any other
24        related certificates either jointly or separately
25        that is required to make the transfer both at the
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 1        state level and the federal level?
 2        A. Yes, that happened.
 3    Q.  Other than what's in your prefile testimony, do
 4        you have anything else to add?
 5        A. No.
 6                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Maaia --
 7        Mrs. Maaia, do you -- well, Mr. Maaia, perhaps
 8        you should have Mrs. Maaia authenticate and adopt
 9        the testimony that is contained in Exhibit 3.
10    Q.  (By Mr. Maaia)  All right.  I'll ask did you have
11        input in the preparation of this and review of
12        this filing and do you now authenticate it?
13        A. I do.
14                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.
15    Q.  (By Mr. Maaia)  Do you adopt it as your
16        testimony?
17        A. Yes, I do.
18                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Thank you.
19        Mr. Wold, do you have cross-examination for any
20        of these witnesses?
21                 MR. WOLD:  I have cross-examination for
22        the Service Area 5 team --
23                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Please
24        proceed.
25                 MR. WOLD:  -- if Mr. Munnelly has
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 1        completed his direct examination.
 2                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Yes.  Now that Ms. Maaia
 3        has had her direct exam, certainly from our
 4        standpoint the witnesses are available for cross.
 5                       GRIER C. RACLIN,
 6                             -o0o-
 7                   EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
 8    Q.  Good morning, Mr. Raclin.  I understand you're
 9        the President and CEO of i3 Broadband; is that
10        correct?
11        A. That's correct.
12    Q.  And that's a company that's out of Peoria,
13        Illinois; is that correct?
14        A. Its main office is in East Peoria, Illinois.
15    Q.  What's the size of that company assetwise and
16        then revenuewise?
17        A. I'll defer to my CFO to give an exact answer.
18                 (Off the record discussion.)
19                 MR. WOLD:  That's Mr. Valencia speaking,
20        for the record.
21                 MR. MUNNELLY:  This is --
22                 (A discussion was had out of the hearing
23        of the reporter.)
24                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Is there a way to answer
25        this in a way that wouldn't deal with
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 1        confidential information?  Is there publicly
 2        available information on this?
 3                 MR. WOLD:  Can you just give an estimate
 4        of it more than X number of dollars.
 5                 MR. RACLIN:  Go ahead.
 6                 MR. VALENCIA:  Yes, we are approximately
 7        20,000,000 in revenue.
 8    Q.  (By Mr. Wold)  And relative to that company, how
 9        long have you been the CEO of that company?
10        A. Since it was formed approximately a year ago.
11    Q.  And in terms of your duties as CEO, what do you
12        do?
13        A. I'm responsible for all the strategy,
14        implementation and strategy, and the success of
15        the business.
16    Q.  Can you state, then, just generally in terms of
17        customers how many customers the company has.
18        A. Approximately 11,500.
19    Q.  And in terms of what did you do before you were
20        the CEO of i3?
21                 THE WITNESS:  When do you want to start?
22                 MR. WOLD:  Ten years.  Ten years before
23        that.
24        A. Ten years.  Let's see.
25    Q.  (By Mr. Wold)  Let me try --
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 1        A. So from 2005 to 2010, I was the general
 2        counsel and then Chief Administrative Officer of
 3        Charter Communications.
 4                 I then left and taught law school,
 5        securities regulations, at Washington University
 6        Law School and practiced law at a law firm in St.
 7        Louis called Thompson Coburn.  I ran their data
 8        security and privacy practice for a year.
 9                 I then left and became general counsel
10        of a company called Scientific Games, which is
11        the world's largest manufacturer of lottery
12        tickets, another highly regulated business.  And
13        I stayed there for approximately 13 months and
14        then joined with my current team to pursue a
15        strategy of identifying and purchasing
16        independent cable companies and fiberoptic cable
17        companies.
18    Q.  Now, in the paperwork that you filed, there are
19        two entities.  One's Countrywide Broadband and
20        Seaport Capital.  Can you just indicate what
21        Countrywide Broadband is?
22        A. Countrywide Broadband is the entity that the
23        four of us formed.  By "four of us," I'm talking
24        myself, Sam Valencia, Dan Kennedy and Mike
25        Whitaker, and we formed it for the purpose of
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 1        pursuing acquisitions.
 2                 We went into a partnership with Seaport,
 3        which is an experienced private equity firm.
 4        They have a lengthy experience owning and
 5        operating cable companies, fiberoptic companies,
 6        that sort of thing.  We joined together as a
 7        partnership to pursue the acquisition of Full
 8        Channel as well as iTV-3.
 9    Q.  All right.  And so Countrywide and Seaport, how
10        are they related to i3 Broadband?
11        A. We are co-owners.
12    Q.  All right.  And relative to Seaport Capital, what
13        is it that they do?  What is Seaport Capital?
14        A. It's a private equity firm.
15    Q.  And when you say "private equity," what does that
16        mean?
17        A. It's an investment company that pulls funds
18        from investors to purchase operating companies
19        and theoretically add features, performance,
20        whatever to improve the performance of the
21        companies.
22    Q.  All right.  And in terms of the size of companies
23        that it pursues, what is the size?
24        A. As a general matter, my understanding is that
25        they pursue companies with EBITDA earnings before
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 1        interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization in
 2        the 10 to $30 million range.
 3    Q.  Would you characterize Countrywide Broadband and
 4        Seaport Capital as when they make an investment
 5        of a long-term holder, short-term holders, do
 6        they have a certain period of time where they
 7        want to exit from their investments?
 8        A. Neither Seaport nor Countrywide go into an
 9        investment with a preset period of time that they
10        want to invest.
11                 In the Service Area 5 case in specific,
12        it's being -- the Seaport entity that's investing
13        in that is called Seaport Capital Partners 5,
14        which is a new fund that they formed which has a
15        ten-year horizon on it.  So if there were any
16        timeline it would be a ten-year, but they
17        don't -- again, they don't go into an investment
18        with an idea of selling it within a period of
19        time.
20    Q.  Now, relative to Countrywide, Countrywide itself
21        doesn't own any cable systems, correct?
22        A. Well, we're a part owner of iTV-3 --
23    Q.  Oh, iTV-3?
24        A. -- LLC, right.
25    Q.  Now, in connection with your application,
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 1        Countrywide and, I take it, Seaport also have
 2        made some prior investments in telecommunications
 3        companies; is that correct?
 4        A. Seaport have -- well, we both have in the form
 5        of iTV-3 or i3 Broadband, and then Seaport has
 6        made many other investments before it joined into
 7        a partnership with Countrywide.
 8    Q.  There were a number of entities of investments
 9        and I'm not sure whether it's Countrywide and/or
10        Seaport.  I'll let you determine that.  But one
11        was Everest in Kansas City, Cablevision located
12        in Guam.  Metrocast Cablevision.  That's a triple
13        play cable company in Maine, Maryland, New
14        Hampshire, Pennsylvania and Virginia.
15                 Are those companies still owned by
16        Seaport and/or Countrywide?  Do you know?
17        A. Those were all investments by Seaport before
18        it joined with Countrywide.  I don't know whether
19        they're currently owned.  I know that they sold
20        Everest.  They sold another company called
21        Otelco.  I don't know the ownership status of the
22        other two companies.
23    Q.  Okay.  Relative to your investment in Service
24        Area 5, how is it that you came to locate the
25        current Full Channel management and came to enter
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 1        into an agreement with them to purchase the
 2        assets of the company?
 3        A. We became aware of Full Channel by other
 4        relationships in the industry.  Dan Kennedy, in
 5        particular, has had many years experience
 6        assisting cable operators and proved their
 7        performance as a consultant as well as part of a
 8        company and had many relationships.  And it was
 9        through one of those relationships that it was
10        suggested to us that Full Channel might be a
11        company that would satisfy our investment
12        criteria.
13                 We started in discussions with Full
14        Channel three years ago, I think, three years
15        ago, and have had discussions on and off ever
16        since until we finally came to an agreement on
17        the asset purchase agreement whereby a special
18        purpose company that we formed called Service
19        Area 5 would purchase all the assets used or
20        acquired for use in the operation of Full
21        Channel.
22    Q.  Now, you mentioned you had certain investment
23        criteria.  Can you just indicate what those are.
24        A. We're fundamentally looking for companies that
25        have -- are stable, are not what you might call a
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 1        work out situation, but are stable and successful
 2        financially but yet have, in our view, the
 3        opportunity to grow further.
 4                 Our fundamental purpose is to grow the
 5        subscribership and the size of the companies that
 6        we purchase.
 7    Q.  And generally, in terms of growing the company,
 8        how would you go about doing that?
 9        A. Investing in providing new services,
10        initiating and investing in sales and marketing
11        efforts, bringing the collective experience that
12        we have from numerous other companies to bear
13        with, perhaps, at least new ideas for that
14        company, even though they might be used in other
15        companies.  And the combination of those three
16        principle areas we hope would increase the
17        performance and the subscribership and the
18        revenues and the profits of the business.
19    Q.  If I'm asking questions about any areas that you
20        feel you don't want me to ask, just let me know,
21        but there was a public release relative to
22        Countrywide Broadband's acquisition of Full
23        Channel.  And in it, you indicate you are going
24        to provide enhanced service offerings such as
25        increasing access speeds in the near future.
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 1                 I'm wondering if you can just generally
 2        indicate, would that be the type of new services
 3        that you're planning to introduce as part of your
 4        desire to grow the business?
 5        A. Yes, it would be.
 6    Q.  And in terms of the -- you heard Mrs. Maaia
 7        indicate that your company plans to retain all
 8        the employees of Full Channel; is that correct?
 9        A. That's correct.
10    Q.  Do you have any sense of what kind of commitment
11        you would make with respect to the retention of
12        employment of the employees of Full Channel into
13        the future?
14        A. Well, our intent is to retain them at the
15        acquisition.  I'm certain there will be
16        opportunities we haven't yet identified for some
17        of them to take on additional responsibilities
18        with the collective companies of iTV-3 and Full
19        Channel.
20                 For example, they have a couple of
21        employees that clearly have the capability to
22        take on broader responsibilities.  Likewise,
23        we're moving Mike into Full Channel to become the
24        general manager, so there will be movement back
25        and forth.
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 1                 At this stage, we don't anticipate
 2        making additional changes.  Certainly in the
 3        continuation of business there may be synergies
 4        or opportunities or, you know, redundancies that
 5        might exist, but we haven't identified those at
 6        this time.
 7    Q.  In connection with some other new services, the
 8        other two that immediately come to mind are
 9        telephone and television.  Just generally
10        speaking, what is it that Full Channel has now
11        and what are the services in those two areas that
12        you might invest in to grow that business, if
13        any?
14        A. I'm a little hesitant to get -- I'm hesitant
15        to get specific about some of the new services
16        and product ideas we have.  I'm happy to go into
17        those in a more private setting.
18    Q.  That's fine.  Just in terms of -- is it fair to
19        say that relative to television and telephone
20        you're also looking at those areas as potential
21        areas that you would -- your management team
22        would be thinking about making investments to
23        grow that business?
24        A. Yes.  We have specific ideas in both of those
25        product lines of additional services or products
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 1        that we'd like to bring to Full Channel.
 2    Q.  All right.  And relative to the -- generally
 3        speaking, relative to the rates that are
 4        currently in effect in Service Area 5, is it fair
 5        to say that the current -- for the near term, the
 6        current rate structure and programming that Full
 7        Channel has put in place would remain the same or
 8        would, you know, change -- well, let me ask you
 9        this:  What are your plans, if any, that you have
10        in the immediate future to change either the
11        rates that customers of Full Channel are paying
12        or the programming that they're receiving?
13        A. I don't believe we have any plans to change
14        the programming other than to, perhaps, bring a
15        few new services of the video product as well as
16        the telephone product.
17                 In terms of rates, it's no secret that
18        cable companies faced dramatically increasing
19        pricing of programming.  I don't believe that
20        Full Channel has had a price increase in at least
21        the video product for many years.  And so, quite
22        frankly, that's going to have to be something
23        that we're going to look at.  We do not have any
24        plans at this time to raise it a specific amount,
25        et cetera, but we can't ignore the fact that the
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 1        cost of the fundamental product is increasing
 2        either, so that would be something we'd look at
 3        once we took over control.
 4    Q.  Okay.  And, now, in connection with the
 5        transaction that's before the Division, it's been
 6        mentioned that that's a -- structured as an asset
 7        purchase and sale.  Can you indicate to the
 8        Hearing Officer, why was it structured in that
 9        fashion versus a stock purchase?
10        A. Two fundamental reasons to do an asset
11        purchase rather than a stock purchase.  One is
12        when you buy a stock of a company you not only
13        bring along the assets, you bring along whatever
14        liabilities may exist.  And even though all
15        sellers and all buyers undertake substantial due
16        diligence to try and identify each and every such
17        liability, there's often one that, perhaps,
18        neither party knew about.  And so to protect
19        against bringing on unexpected liabilities, you
20        typically would buy an asset.
21                 And then secondly there are tax benefits
22        to buying assets rather than stock and that is
23        you can step up the basis of the assets to the
24        purchase price that you paid for it rather than
25        the basis that the seller had.  So it gives you a
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 1        larger base for depreciation and amortization.
 2                 THE WITNESS:  Is that fair?
 3                 MR. VALENCIA:  Correct.
 4                 MR. MUNNELLY:  That was Mr. Valencia
 5        speaking for the record.
 6    Q.  (By Mr. Wold) In connection with the purchase and
 7        sale of the assets for Full Channel, there was
 8        also a purchase of intellectual property that
 9        Full Channel owned separately; is that correct?
10        A. Correct.
11    Q.  And there's a separate agreement relative to the
12        purchase of intellectual property; is that
13        correct?
14        A. Correct.
15    Q.  Now, the asset agreement has been marked as
16        Exhibit 1 in response to 1-1 and the intellectual
17        property agreement is a response to 1-2 also in
18        Exhibit 1; is that correct?
19        A. I believe so.
20    Q.  Now, there are also two other items that I've
21        previously marked as Exhibit 7, Exhibit 8, and
22        I've indicated to the Hearing Officer that
23        payment of these two bills or the -- actually,
24        the sums contained on these two exhibits,
25        approval should be subject to the payment of
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 1        these documents.  Does Service Area 5 have any
 2        issue or dispute with that?
 3        A. No.
 4    Q.  There's been a request for the Advocacy Section
 5        relating to public access studios and play back,
 6        that's request 2-1 that's been marked as
 7        Exhibit 2 relative to the studio of Service Area
 8        5.  Has Service Area 5 Cable examined the current
 9        operation of that studio and does it have any
10        plans with respect to that studio at this time?
11        A. We've certainly seen the studio.  We've talked
12        to Mrs. Maaia about the use of it, cost of it, et
13        cetera, so I guess in that sense we've examined
14        it.  At this stage, we don't have a plan.  We'd
15        like to form our own experience with it before we
16        make a decision on whether or not it's something
17        that should be or needs to be continued.
18    Q.  How about with respect to the play back
19        facilities, how play back is undertaken by Full
20        Channel.  Are you familiar with that function of
21        Full Channel at this time?
22        A. We are.  And it is our current plan to
23        continue that in the same form and fashion that
24        Full Channel has done it in the past.
25    Q.  And relative to the paid access fee, you're aware
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 1        that Full Channel currently has a fee that it
 2        bills its customers for sustenance of the play
 3        back in studio; is that correct?
 4        A. Yes, I believe so.
 5    Q.  And is your current intent to maintain charging
 6        customers that fee at this time?
 7        A. I believe so, yes.
 8    Q.  And there are a number of peg channels, 13, 14.
 9        There's also a state capital TV governmental and
10        educational access and public access studio.  Is
11        it your current intent to maintain those channels
12        at this time?
13        A. It is.
14    Q.  Full Channel also undertakes the provision of
15        institutional services, particularly play back,
16        and the Advocacy Section asked a data request of
17        the Service Area 5 Cable relative to those
18        services.  Is it your intent to maintain
19        institutional services as Full Channel currently
20        maintains them?
21        A. It is.
22    Q.  And what's your understanding of what Full
23        Channel provides to the various cities and towns
24        in Service Area 5?
25        A. My understanding is that they provide replay
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 1        of recordings of events such as city council
 2        meetings, et cetera, and we would continue to
 3        provide that once we take control as well.  We
 4        would basically continue Full Channel's
 5        operations in that respect in the same form and
 6        fashion they're doing it now.
 7                 MR. WOLD:  Thank you.  For Mr. Valencia,
 8        he mentions that he's the CFO of Countrywide
 9        Broadband; is that correct?
10                 MR. RACLIN:  That's correct.
11                 MR. WOLD:  And just wanted to ask him a
12        few questions relative to his testimony.
13                        SAMUEL VALENCIA,
14                             -o0o-
15                   EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
16    Q.  Mr. Valencia, you have mentioned that you
17        specialized in assisting clients with mergers and
18        acquisitions; is that correct?
19        A. Earlier in my career, yes, that's correct.
20    Q.  I take it you -- as a CFO, you have considerable
21        financial knowledge relevant to the interworkings
22        and accounting of cable companies; is that
23        correct?
24        A. I believe so, yes.
25    Q.  Could you just maybe give us a little bit of
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 1        background relative to your knowledge in that
 2        area and experience.
 3        A. Well, earlier in my career, I was an insurance
 4        partner at Price Waterhouse Coopers where I was
 5        responsible for working with clients in audit
 6        engagements.  I provided various other services
 7        with respect to internal control reviews,
 8        assisted clients with merger and acquisition
 9        activities and the development of both
10        information technology based and manual
11        accounting systems.  I've been the Chief
12        Financial Officer of i3 Broadband for a little
13        over a year in that capacity.
14    Q.  Is it your plan as you undertake the role of CFO
15        for Service Area 5 Cable to do that remotely from
16        your current position in Illinois?
17        A. Yes.  Although, I will be on-site on a
18        periodic basis.
19    Q.  And just generally speaking, without holding this
20        to you, how often do you think you'd come down
21        here and visit Service Area 5?
22        A. At least quarterly.
23    Q.  Okay.  And you have the ability to, I take it,
24        keep track of the accounting and what you need to
25        do as CFO from Illinois; is that correct?
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 1        A. I will.
 2    Q.  Okay.  And you mentioned significance of securing
 3        internal control and establishing an accurate and
 4        complete financial reporting system.  Can you
 5        just describe for me how you feel that would be
 6        of assistance or benefit to Full Channel TV?
 7                 THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  Could you
 8        repeat that.
 9    Q.  (By Mr. Wold)  You mentioned in your testimony
10        that you are -- there's -- it's important to
11        secure internal control and establish accurate
12        and complete financial reporting --
13        A. Yes.
14    Q.  -- system.  How would that be a benefit to Full
15        Channel TV?
16        A. It would be important because as a responsible
17        company you don't want to pay expenses that are
18        not appropriate, and you want to make sure that
19        the company's revenues are accurate and are
20        properly deposited in the company's accounts.
21                 From a financial reporting perspective,
22        you must have accurate financial statements in
23        order to manage the business properly.  And then
24        we have other constituents such as our lenders
25        and our investors that rely upon that as well.
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 1    Q.  Did you participate in the due diligence relative
 2        to the purpose of the Full Channel assets, is
 3        that --
 4        A. I did.
 5    Q.  Okay.  And I take it that -- well, I take it that
 6        you were satisfied relative to your group's
 7        investment criteria that they were a good company
 8        to make an investment in?
 9        A. I did.
10                          DAN KENNEDY
11                             -o0o-
12                   EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
13    Q.  For Mr. Kennedy, I just noticed with respect to
14        the testimony that everybody in the -- at least
15        from what I can see, has identified what their
16        role is with the Service Area 5, but it's not set
17        forth in the testimony.  Are you going to be the
18        information technology officer involved with
19        Service Area 5 or are you just giving your --
20        just going to be providing technology experience
21        on an ad hoc basis?
22        A. CTO basis.
23    Q.  CTO?
24        A. Correct.
25    Q.  So you're going to have an official position with
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 1        Service Area 5?
 2        A. That is correct.
 3    Q.  And CTO stands for what?
 4        A. Chief Technology Officer.
 5    Q.  And are you also located in Illinois?
 6        A. I am.
 7    Q.  And would you be coming to Rhode Island or will
 8        you be --
 9        A. Initially monthly -- I apologize.
10    Q.  Oh, go ahead.  No.
11        A. Initially monthly and then quarterly
12        thereafter.
13    Q.  Okay.  And have you also taken a look at what
14        Full Channel currently has from a technology
15        point of view?
16        A. I have.
17    Q.  And you heard Mr. Raclin's statements relative to
18        plans for the company.  Do you affirm and adopt
19        those statements relative to his assessment of
20        plans for the company?
21        A. Yes, sir, I do.
22    Q.  And are you -- what, generally, is your
23        experience in terms of your background for
24        operating or for running a company such as Full
25        Channel?
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 1        A. I spent six years with a company called
 2        Fidelity Communications.  We were a small middle
 3        market cable provider, and then we also provided
 4        services throughout the U.S. for other small
 5        operators as far as getting into the triple play
 6        business to help evaluate and grow the businesses
 7        for them.
 8    Q.  And was that immediately before becoming a --
 9        A. No, sir.  Then I was the general manager for a
10        project called -- for the City of Highland,
11        Illinois, who was actually one of our clients,
12        and then after that I joined the team with Grier
13        Raclin.
14                         MICHAEL WHITAKER,
15                              -o0o-
16                     EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
17    Q.  For Mr. Whitaker, it indicates in your testimony
18        that you're the general manager --
19        A. Yes.
20    Q.  -- for Full Channel; is that correct?
21                 And I take it that as a general manager
22        you're going to be living in Rhode Island; is
23        that correct?
24        A. That is correct.
25    Q.  And are you coming from Illinois, too?
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 1        A. Yes.
 2    Q.  All right.  And have you made that move yet or
 3        are you contemplating that in the future?
 4        A. It's pending.
 5    Q.  Pending.  Okay.  Where are you going to be living
 6        in Rhode Island?
 7        A. It looks as if I've narrowed it down to
 8        Bristol.
 9    Q.  Okay.  Great.  And in connection with your Rhode
10        Island move, you would think that by the time of
11        the closing I take it that you would be here; is
12        that correct?
13        A. Yes, right there or right after.
14    Q.  All right.  And as a general manager of a small
15        cable company, what experience have you had that
16        would -- you know, you think would be -- would
17        allow you to do that type of job.  I notice that
18        you did a lot relative to building out operation
19        and support systems for a large city, but what do
20        you have that qualifies you as a general manager
21        of a small cable company in Rhode Island?
22        A. I think I'm kind of uniquely qualified in the
23        fact that I started my career as a City Manager
24        in a very small city.  When I got there, there
25        was myself as a full-time -- two other full-time
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 1        people and two part-time and, obviously, the
 2        Public Works Department.  And I've taken that
 3        experience to heart in every place I've gone
 4        whether it was a large corporation, a small
 5        corporation, a start up, at being able to take
 6        that experience and knowing that everybody kind
 7        of has to do everything.  And I manage in the
 8        sense of not putting everyone in a silo where
 9        that's just their specific job.  Everyone has to
10        take a hand in doing almost anything to make the
11        corporation successful.
12    Q.  Have you actually gone and met with the employees
13        of Full Channel yet?
14        A. Yes, sir.
15    Q.  And how has that gone?
16        A. I love their talent.
17    Q.  And have you -- I take it -- have you done any
18        type of assessments of changes that you'd like to
19        make or have you seen anything that you might
20        find as something that changes that you'd like to
21        make?
22        A. I think that they're a very talented and a
23        very committed crew and I believe that they have
24        the capability of doing actually much more.  So
25        we're going to try to take a look at giving them
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 1        more responsibilities within the corporation.
 2    Q.  Have you done anything with respect to Full
 3        Channel's customers?  I know it's a little bit
 4        early in the sense that you're not -- obviously,
 5        haven't purchased the assets of the company yet,
 6        but have you at least examined the customer side
 7        of what Full Channel has relative to the
 8        operations of the company?
 9        A. Yes, I've taken a look at the customer list,
10        which people are taking what services.  Other
11        than that, I have had zero communication with any
12        of the customers.
13    Q.  Okay.  And in terms of the -- all right.  That's
14        fine.  That answers my question.
15                 (P A U S E)
16                 MR. WOLD:  If I could just have a
17        moment, maybe a five-minute break, so I can talk
18        with Mr. Kogut.
19                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's fine.
20        We'll take a ten-minute recess.
21                 (A recess was taken.)
22                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  We'll go back
23        on the record.
24                 MR. WOLD:  One final question for
25        Mr. Raclin or his counsel.
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 1                         GRIER C. RACLIN,
 2                              -o0o-
 3                     EXAMINATION BY MR. WOLD
 4    Q.  We have proposed -- and they're admitted now as
 5        full exhibits, proposed certificates of authority
 6        to operate the construction certificate and
 7        compliance order certificate.  Those certificates
 8        are admitted as Exhibit 5.  Those are acceptable
 9        to Service Area 5 Cable should the Division
10        approve the transaction as the certificates that
11        would be issued to Service Area 5 Cable
12        reflective of its franchise in Rhode Island?
13        A. Yes, they are.
14                 MR. WOLD:  That's all the questions that
15        I have for these witnesses.
16                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Raclin,
17        just one question for you, sir.
18                 MR. RACLIN:  Sure.
19                 KHEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  So if the
20        application is approved how does your company
21        introduce itself to Full Channel's existing
22        customers?
23                 MR. RACLIN:  We've already started that
24        planning process.  We have a marketing firm
25        that's assisting us called Spoke and they've
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 1        assisted us with iTV-3 and done a very good job,
 2        and so we would roll out a -- there would be a
 3        communication obviously to all customers and an
 4        attempt to coordinate this with Ms. Maaia and
 5        Full Channel, of course, but what we've received
 6        is a communication to all customers introducing
 7        ourselves, introducing, you know, new products we
 8        might be bringing to the service area, our plans,
 9        and basically try and turn it into a positive
10        event for everybody.  That would happen as soon
11        as possible after closing.  I mean, literally
12        like the day of or day after we would start that
13        process.
14                 Mike also would participate in a variety
15        of community meetings, civic meetings, civic
16        group meetings, that sort of thing, to introduce
17        the company to us.  I would -- I would be here
18        very often for at least the first six months and
19        then maybe periodically, but I also would
20        participate in those types of meetings so people
21        could attach a face to the company and give them
22        comfort that not only will there not be any
23        adverse change, and, in fact, we hope there will
24        be a positive change in bringing them, as I say,
25        new services and growth to the company.
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 1                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Is the plan to
 2        keep the name of the company the same for the
 3        foreseeable future?
 4                 MR. RACLIN:  It is.
 5                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly
 6        and Mr. Maaia, there is reference in the
 7        application to or actually in one of the data
 8        responses to waivers.  Can you gentlemen discuss
 9        what exactly you're looking for with the waivers
10        that you mentioned in the response?
11                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I can take that.  There
12        was a waiver that or a ruling out of the Division
13        issued several years ago that allowed them to
14        discontinue the B cable (sic) for their
15        institutional network, and that is something that
16        is built into the certificate that's existing
17        that we agreed -- discussed and agreed to with
18        the Division.  There's a reference in there that
19        preserves the ability of that ruling so that we
20        don't have a problem going forward, so we should
21        be all set.
22                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  So the waivers
23        are built into the certificates, Mr. Wold?
24                 MR. WOLD:  Yes.
25                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.  So I
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 1        don't need to address any waivers?
 2                 MR. MUNNELLY:  You do not, no.
 3                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's all I
 4        have.
 5                 Mr. Wold did a very thorough job of
 6        questioning witnesses, and the filing itself is
 7        very comprehensive and thoroughly put together so
 8        I don't have any other questions.  I think the
 9        record speaks for itself.
10                 Are there anything -- is there anything
11        else that the parties would like to put on the
12        record at this point --
13                 MR. MAAIA:  No.
14                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  -- other than
15        a recommendation from the Advocacy Section?  Is
16        that it?  Mr. Munnelly, anything else from you?
17                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I was going to -- to the
18        extent there's -- a closing statement is needed,
19        I think it's covered largely by the opening
20        statement and by the testimony.
21                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  If you'd like
22        to offer a closing statement, you're welcome to
23        do so.
24                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Just very, very briefly.
25        Just that as -- again, as indicated up front, the
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 1        company is amply satisfied the requirements of
 2        the Division Rule 4.1 that -- in terms of the
 3        different elements that we've talked about, I
 4        think it's fair on the record that this is a win
 5        for Rhode Island and it meets all the
 6        requirements and it should be approved promptly.
 7                  I don't feel the need to go back through
 8        the financial fitness and technical fitness and
 9        management experience elements.  I think those
10        are covered in the opening so I don't really feel
11        like rehashing that.
12                 And, again, the testimony has reaffirmed
13        with the public interest side.  The company has
14        shown that its management is dedicated to doing a
15        good job in Service Area 5 and offering the new
16        services, the new ideas, and Mr. Whitaker can
17        take -- will be on the ground to really make sure
18        that that works well.
19                 The only thing I'd say in closing is the
20        same thing we made up front is that the
21        company -- the sooner that the transaction closes
22        the sooner that they can start doing things for
23        the service area, so we certainly would
24        appreciate it if a decision could be issued, you
25        know, certainly by year end or even earlier if
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 1        that's available, because the sooner you issue
 2        the ruling, the sooner we can -- they can move
 3        forward in terms of making good things happen in
 4        the service territory.
 5                 Apart from that, I think that -- I don't
 6        think that there's much more for us to add on the
 7        Service Area Cable 5 side.  We just appreciate
 8        the thoughtful work of the Division staff, and
 9        your attention today is very much appreciated.
10                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Maaia, any
11        closing, sir?
12                 MR. MAAIA:  No, Mr. Spirito, none at
13        all.  Thank you.
14                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.
15        Mr. Wold, a recommendation?
16                 MR. WOLD:  Sure.  Section 4.1C provides
17        that the criteria for approval of any assignment
18        or transfer by the Administrator shall be
19        identical with the criteria required to be made
20        at the awarding of an original compliance order
21        certificate.
22                 Section 3.3D of the cable rule provides
23        that if after public hearing and investigation
24        the administrator is satisfied that the applicant
25        is fit, willing, technically qualified,
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 1        financially able to perform the service for which
 2        it is applied and the applicant is willing to
 3        conform to the requirements, orders, rules and
 4        regulations of the Division and the laws of the
 5        State of Rhode Island and the proposed operation
 6        will be consistent with the public interest, then
 7        the Administrator should issue the certificates
 8        for the proposed transferee.
 9                 Service Area 5 Cable, LLC, based on the
10        evidence heard today, the exhibits introduced at
11        hearing is fit and willing, and is fit as is
12        reflected in the depth of experience with the
13        broadband operations of Service Area's 5 future
14        management team, particularly Mr. Raclin,
15        Kennedy, Valencia and Whitaker, as well as the
16        current staff of Full Channel who have operated
17        Full Channel successfully since the inception of
18        the company.
19                 Certainly Service Area 5 Cable is
20        willing as it has executed an asset intellectual
21        property agreements.  Those are reflected in
22        Exhibit 1 that have been admitted as full
23        exhibits with Full Channel and Commission (sic),
24        LLC, to purchase those assets of those entities
25        and to continue the operations of Full Channel in
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 1        Service Area 5.
 2                 The proposed transfer is technically
 3        qualified.  The qualifications of the Service
 4        Area 5 management team, particularly Mr. Kennedy
 5        as reflected in the testimony that he gave, and
 6        Mr. Raclin, they certainly have substantial
 7        experience operating an operation such as they're
 8        proposing to purchase.  And Mr. Kennedy, in
 9        particular, relative to his experience as a Chief
10        Technical Officer of a prior operation is --
11        certainly renders the technical qualifications of
12        Service Area 5, more than qualified to meet the
13        criteria of the rule.
14                 And certainly the management team is
15        financially able to perform the services which
16        Service Area 5 Cable will assume when they
17        purchase the assets of Full Channel, and
18        certainly those are reflected in the financing
19        agreements and the qualifications and testimony
20        that Mr. Valencia provided to the Division this
21        morning.
22                 Finally, I would note that the applicant
23        has indicated its willingness to the conform to
24        the requirements, orders, rules and regulations
25        of the Divisions and the laws of the State of
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 1        Rhode Island.  That's reflected in the proposed
 2        compliance order certificate, construction
 3        certificate, and certificates of authority to
 4        operate.
 5                 Lastly, the operations of Service Area 5
 6        is consistent with the public interests.  The
 7        Advocacy Section is pleased that the Service Area
 8        5 management team has indicated that it is in the
 9        foreseeable future going to retain the employees
10        of the Full Channel television, make investments
11        in new service and potentially invest in improved
12        speeds for Internet service certainly and also
13        maintain the public access for the facilities,
14        playback as Full Channel operates in Service Area
15        5 and also provide same services to institutions,
16        particularly playback services for the Town of
17        Bristol.
18                 Based on the foregoing, the Advocacy
19        Section recommends that the Division approve the
20        application of Full Channel, Inc., and Service
21        Area 5 Cable, LLC, to transfer Full Channel,
22        Inc.'s, compliance order, construction
23        certificate and certificate authority to operate
24        to Service Area 5 Cable under Section 4.1G of the
25        rules.
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 1                 Upon approval of any such sell,
 2        transfer, or assignment, the purchaser,
 3        transferee or assignee shall return all
 4        certificates to the Administrator.  I don't know
 5        if Full Channel has certificates to return to the
 6        Administrator, but to the extent they do, they
 7        should do that.  And then the Administrator shall
 8        issue new certificates in the name of the new
 9        certificate holder.  Those certificates have been
10        marked as Exhibit 5, been marked as full.
11                 Based on the foregoing, the Advocacy
12        Section 5 reflects those new certificates in the
13        form of which Service Area 5 and the Advocacy
14        Section have agreed to which the parties have
15        jointly recommend that the Division approve and
16        issue to Service Area 5, LLC.
17                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That was a
18        long-winded approval, Mr. Wold.
19                 MR. WOLD:  I thought I'd sum it up for
20        you to have it for the transcript and make
21        your --
22                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Mr. Munnelly
23        and Mr. Maaia, you're looking for an expeditious
24        decision.  The transcript will come in in two or
25        more weeks, so to assist in an expeditious
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 1        decision, if you are willing to pay for an
 2        expedited transcript, it will facilitate me
 3        getting the decision out sooner rather than
 4        later.  So I put it to you gentlemen, if you
 5        would like to do that, you can communicate that
 6        to the steno.
 7                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Yes.
 8                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Okay.
 9                 MR. MAAIA:  I have a question.  Not that
10        you're my lawyer, but --
11                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  There are
12        enough lawyers in the room today, Mr. Maaia.
13                 MR. MAAIA:  But if I had to pick one
14        right now for this question, I'd ask you.
15                 There are no interveners.  There doesn't
16        look like anybody here, other than the parties
17        who have jointly filed this application, have
18        standing, but there is a little technicality of a
19        30-day appeal period.
20                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's true.
21                 MR. MAAIA:  So --
22                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  And you don't
23        have to be a party in order to have standing to
24        appeal.
25                 MR. MAAIA:  Well, that was my question.
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 1        So when we expedite this, we get you to work
 2        Saturday and Sunday writing the decision, you
 3        miss the PC game and get it out to us, the faster
 4        that happens, the faster we can start clocking
 5        the 30 days, so --
 6                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That is true.
 7                 MR. MAAIA:  So I think that --
 8                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's why
 9        I --
10                 MR. MAAIA:  We still have that no matter
11        how fast we've gone and how expeditiously we've
12        taken this on.  And for the lack of interveners,
13        we still have the technicality of waiting the
14        30 days.
15                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's true.
16                 MR. ROBERTS:  30 days, that's gotta run.
17                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  That's true,
18        but the sooner the order comes out, the sooner
19        the 30-day clock begins.
20                 MR. MAAIA:  Because your order is going
21        to say at the end that you have the right to
22        appeal this.  Your order say that, too?
23                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  Likely, yes.
24                 MR. MAAIA:  Okay.  I'm not trying to
25        write the order.  I'm trying to help you.
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 1                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  You want to
 2        write the order?
 3                 MR. MAAIA:  If you want --
 4                 MR. ROBERTS:  Do not want him to omit
 5        that, believe me.
 6                 MR. MAAIA:  My objection will look a lot
 7        different if you write it than if I write it.
 8                 HEARING OFFICER SPIRITO:  I know.  Well,
 9        thank you all for your participation today.  I
10        have a complete record.  I've marked everything
11        as full exhibits.  And as soon as I get the --
12        I'll begin writing the decision immediately, but
13        as soon as I get the transcript I'll be able to
14        complete the decision.  So I don't anticipate any
15        difficulty getting the decision out before the
16        end of the year, Mr. Munnelly.  Hopefully a lot
17        sooner.  All right?
18                 Thank you all for your attention this
19        morning and we'll be getting a decision out ASAP,
20        and if you have any questions, please feel free
21        to give me a call.
22                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Thank you.  Appreciate
23        it.
24                 THE REPORTER:  Would you like a copy of
25        this transcript?
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 1                 MR. MUNNELLY:  Yeah.  Yes, whatever the
 2        expeditious fee is.
 3                 THE REPORTER:  What day?
 4                 MR. MUNNELLY:  I would say either Friday
 5        or Monday would be fine.
 6                 (Off the record discussion.)
 7                 MS. HORAN:  I'm Amy Horan with Cox
 8        Communications and I would like to obtain a copy
 9        of the transcript.
10               (Hearing adjourned at 12:21 p.m.)
11                         * * * * * *
12
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 1
 2                     C E R T I F I C A T E
 3
          I, Devin J. Baccari, hereby certify that the
 4    foregoing is a true, accurate, and complete transcript
      of my notes taken at the above entitled hearing.
 5
      IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this
 6    1st day of December, 2017.
 7
 8
 9     -----------------------------------------------------
                  DEVIN J. BACCARI, NOTARY PUBLIC
10                 My commission expires 8/17/18
11
12  DATE:        NOVEMBER 28, 2017
    IN RE:       JOINT APPLICATION OF FULL CHANNEL, INC.,
13               AND SERVICE AREA 5 CABLE, LLC (D-17-42)
14
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